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Wild then ca~ght the vHlain by the throat and ·pushed 'h im back on tl;e table. The Mexican seized
a hammer and rushed up behind the boy Just then Cheyenne Charlie,
revolver_in hand, opened the door.
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YOUNG WILD WEST IN DEADWOOD
-OR-

THE TERROR OF TAPER TOP
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I. ·
.A THOUS.AND DOLuA.RS REW.AB.D.

It was a hazy afternoon in August, 1877.
The long canyon that led through the middle range of the
Black Hills was certainly anything but a pleasant place to
ride in on such a hot and close day, when not a breath of air
was stirring.
Yet a party of five horsemen might have been seen riding
slowly along and taking things comparatively easy.
But this particular five were well used to all sorts of
weather.
The party consisted of Young Wild West, well known as the
prince of the saddle and champion rifle shot of the West; his
three partners . Jim Dart, .Jack Robedee, the famous scout,
Cheyenne Charlie, and Lively Rick from Devil Creek, a warm
·
friend of the partners.
The riders looked very neat in their suits of buckskin, corduroy, bTightly colored flannels and silks.
Neither of them wore a coat, as it was altogether too warm
for such an article.
Young ·wild West made the most imposing picture of the lot.
Mounted on the splendid sorrel that had carried him safely
t;hrough so many tight places during his encounters with Indians and villainous white men, and wearing a blue silk shirt
that was loosened at the throat, buckskin knee breeches
trimmed with red fringe, and slate colored sombrero that was
turned up on one side, with his long chestnut hair falling over
his shoulders, he was certainly bound to please the eye of any
admirer of neatness and good looks.
About his waist was the usual belt worn by the men of that
region in those times, with its holsters for revolvers and the
hunting-knife stuck in it, and over his shoulder was slung a
repeating rifle of the latest pattern of the times.
His companions were similarly attired, with the exception
that they were more partial to red and brown, and their shirts
were of those colors.
Our friends were on their way from the hustling town of
Weston to what was then known as j:he bad and wicked town
of Deadwood.
Young Wiid West had a business deal on hand with a man
in Deadwood, which if it could be brought about the way he
wanted it , would put a few thousand dollars in his pocket.
He hacl . simply spoken of taking a rlde over to, the chief
town of the Hills, as it was called, and his partners and Lively
Rick wanted to come right away.
Rick had been a very successfol miner at :devil Creek, and
nothing suited him better than to go out on a trip with Young
:Wild West.

'I'here was al.ways plenty of fun and excitement on the tripe
they made, and that was just what the man from Devil Creek
enjoyed.
The four partners of Weston had such able and trusted men
in their employ that they could go and come at leisure, and
their interests in the Wild West Mining and Improvement
Company, a well-paying institution, were looked after by the
president of the concern, old Dove-Eye Dave, the pioneer resident of Weston.
"This here canyon are what I call a putty long slit in ther
mountain to ride through," observed Lively Rick, as he wiped
the perspiration from his brow with a big' bandana handkerchief. "I reckon we oughter reach ther end of it putty soon.''
"It is about three miles longer, I should judge," replied
Young Wild West. "Then we have seven miles of a pretty
good road to get into Deadwood; we will take it a little easy
till we reach the good road; then we can hurry the horses a
little .. ,
"What did you say ther feller·s · name is that wanted to see
you s o bad?" asked Jack Robedee.
"Mel Martin, I believe is the name he goes by. I have never
met him, but my informant says he is a rather peculiar sort
vf a man; makes his money by gambling and all sorts of
crooked deals."
·' And yet you are going to do business with him?" said
Rick.
'·Of course," spoke up Jim Dart. "You don't suppose he
could get the best of Wild, do you?"
"Well, I reckon not. Wild, what is ther business you are
going to do with ther feller, anyway, if I may ask ther' question? ·•
"Well, I don't mind telling you. You know that strip of
land that runs alongside the stream that goes underground
a mile or two from our quadruple claim in Weston?''
"Yes."
"Well, I understand that this man, Mel Martin, has bought
it from the three miners who gave it up and left our town
for Deadwood. I would have bought the piece had I known
they wanted to sen it so cheap . One of the stage-coach drivers
heard me say so, and he told Mel Martin, who at once sent
word for me to come over and see him, as he did not intend to
work the property, and that we might be able to fix up a good
deal. That is why I wanted to come to Deadwood principally. ,.
"An' you wanted to see ther town, generally," remarked
Cheyenne Charlie, stroking his black beard and smiling just
as though he was sure he knew what he was talking about.
"That's right, Charlie!" exclaimed Wild. "You hit the nai l
right on the head. The truth of the matter is that I felt as
I though I would like to stay in Dead wood a couple of days, or
perhaps a week. It is a very tough plac:e, they say, and I
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want to see 1f they would allow me the privilege of the town,
so long as I behaved myself and paid strict attention to my
own business."
"I see," remarked Rick. "You want e. little more excitement
than kin be found In Weston about now. You want to tame
1
things over a little."
"No; I don't propose to try and tame anybody, unless they
go to piling it on Die. That is not my idea of going to Deadwood at all. I want to buy that .strip of land of Mel Martin,
if I can, and then I want to see why Deadwood is called such
a bad town. That about covers it, I guess."
This seemed to satisfy all hands, so Cheyenne Charlie
changed the subject by remarking that It must be close to
the mouth of tne canyon where the stage-coach line from Baldtown to Deadwood ran through.
"I guess you are right," Young Wfld West answered.
"I hearn tell that there's lots of hold-ups on that route,"
the scout went on to say.
"I suppose so. There is considerable travel over the line,
and that gives the road agents a chance to get ln their work
occasionally." .
It was about four in the afternoon when they reached the
end of the canyon.
They were riding out on to the broad, level tract that tl10
stage-coach line ran over when a big placard suddenly caught
Wild's eye.
It was tacked to the trunk of a big tree and looked as though
it had recently been placed there.
"Hello! " he cried, "I guess we will see what that reads ."
On the placard was the following:
$1,000 REWARD!
The above reward will be paid for Tim Talbot, dead or alive!
Description: medium-sized man with heavy blond mustache
and goatee; usually wears a jaunty velvet riding suit. The
man who calls himself the Terror of Taper Top is the fellow
we want.
.
JOHN BARCLAY,
"Sheriff Pennington Co."
"That looks business-Uke, I +nust say," observed Jim Dart.
"It might be that we might have a chance to earn that reward; eh, Wild?"
·~ell, such a thing could happen," was the retort. "Taper
Top, it says. I wonder where that is?"
'
"That little peak over there looks as though it might be
Taper Top," spoke up Lively Rick, pointing off to the left
about two miles froln where they had halted.
"Jove! I guess you are right!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"That tapers up to a point as nice as though it were made by
hand. An' as it iii a very wild-lookin' place around it, I
wou1dn't be surprised if that was where Tim Talbot, the Terror
of Taper Top, hangs out. But I s'pose we'll learn ail about it
after we ~it to Deadwood."
"Taper 'Top, hey?" remarked Robedee. "I never heard of
tmch a place afore. Well, I, for one, am goin' to be on ther
, lookout for this Tim Talbot. He must be a regular terror, or
a reward wouldn't be offered for him, dead or alive."
"It won't be long before some one will claim the reward,"
said Young Wild West, as he led the way from the tree. "That
pla.c1;1.rd has not been up very long by the looks of it. There
, will be lots of fellows trying to earn that thousand dollars, I
have no doubt."
The five had not ridden over two hundred yards from the
tree when they suddenly heard a shrill blast from a whistle.
The sound came from behind them, and they immediately
turned and looked for the person who had made it.
"W'hoa, Spitfire!" cried Young Wild West, as he saw a
' dap;per-looking horseman, who was attired in a fancy riding
suit of velvet, looking at the placard.
"Great Scott, boys!" he added; "if that isn't Tim Talbot,
the man who is wanted by the sheriff, I am much mistaken!"
"As sure as you live, it is!" exclaimed Jack. "See! he's
got a big blond mustache and a goatee!"
This was indeed the truth.
Our friends were just about to turn their steeds as if by
mutual c-onsent when a number of mounted men appeared
around a bend-and rode up to the tree where the rider sat so
jauntily on his steed.
At that moment a burst of laughter came from the horsemen, and then turning to his companions, Wild said:
''Come, boys, we will go back and see what they are so hilarious over."
On a (lUick trot Wild West rode back to the tree, the others
following him closely.
.. Gentlemen," said he, as the l'.J.en sat in the saddle gazing

at them, some of them st111 laughing and others with an insolent stare; "gentlemen, is that the way to Deadwood?"
"Yes," was the quick answer from the fancy dressed fellow.
"Is that where you are bound?"
"That is where we are bound," replied QUr hero.
"Well, I am glad you came back and asked us the way.
Probably you don't know the rules."
"Rules?"
"Yes; I guess you haven't been to Deadwood lately."
"Well, none of us have; that is a fact."
Wild was watching every move of the fellow, and he was
ready for anything just then.
"I thought so," and the man broke into a smile, showing a
set of even teeth an·d bringing out the lines of his really handsome face to good advantage. "Well, gents, I'll tell you the
rules, then. Every stranger who passes this way to Deadwood
has to pay a toll. You will, therefore, hand over what money
and valuables you have about you! I never--"
That was as far as he got.
He had drawn his revolver as quick as a flash, evidently
with the intent of covering the boy, but before he could get it
to a level, he found himself looking straight into the muzzle
of Wild's shooter.
And that was not all, either.
The other four also had their revolvers leveled at him, just
as though they had ridden back for the very purpose of making him their prisoner.
"I guess we won't pay any toll to-day, Mr. Terror of Taper
Top," Young Wild West remarked, in his easy-going style.
"If you or one of your men so much as make a move to shoot,
you w111 fall from that horse a corpse! "
"Who in thunder are you, anyway?" the man managed to
blurt out.
"I am Young Wild West. I take it that you are Tim Talbot; am I right?"
"Yes; you are right," was the rather defiant answer, as he
looked around to see what his men were doing.
But they were all sitting very quietly on their horses.
Not one of them had ventured to even put his hand on his
revolver, either.
They sat there, the picture of ruitonishment.
"Seeing that you were going to take toll from us, Tim Talbot," resumed our hero, calmly, "I guess we will take you to
Deadwood with us and divide that thousand dollars among us.
Your men can go on about their business, but you will go with
us!"
" I - I - - " and the surprised villain's face turned red from
rage and astonishment.
"Now, don't go to getting excited," interrupted .Wild. "You
would rather have us take you alive than dead, I presume.
Just tell your men to ride ·on, and impress it on their minds
that if they go to playing any tricks on us that you will die!
I mean what I say, sir!"
There was an awful lot of meaning in those few words of
the dashing young prince of the saddle, and for the first time
in all his vicious career as a gentleman of the road Tim Talbot
felt that he had met more than his match.
Mechanically he opened his lips.
"Boys, ride on. I'll meet you later."
That was all he said, but after a slight hesitation on the
part of some of them, the men obeyed.
There were just ten of them, and they felt rather humiliated at being compelled to give in to just half their number.
But they rode off and did not look behind them till they had
disappeared behind the bend they had showed up from.
"Now, then, we will proceed to Deadwood."
As Wild said this he moved his horse a little closer and toolt
charge of Tim Talbot's two revolvers and the knife that protruded from the leather case fastened to his belt.
At this Robedee seized the bridle of the horse, which was
a handsome black, and then with Charlie and Jim keeping a
watch in the direction ·of where the band of ten had last been
seen, they started on a gallop from the spot, Lively Rick
fetching the outlaw's horse a smart crack on the rump to start
him off.
It had all happened so suddenly that even Wild was surprised at what they had done.
But he knew it was going to be a difficult task to get the
prisoner to Deadwood.
Those ten men were not apt· to be of the sort who would
remain idle while their leader was being taken off to the
sheriff by such a small party as that.
And they were not going to allow it, eitber, for our friends
had not gone more than tw enty yards with their prisoner be-
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But he was a valuable adjunct to the hand of outlaws, for
when any sneaking work was needed to be done the Mexican
was just the man to do it.
'I'hat made him quite a favorite with Tim Talbot.
"Me fix da Young Wild West," he said to the captain, as
they rode along. "Me stick da knife in his back! "
"I guess you can do that if any one can, Valdez," was the
reply. "But I want to meet him once more just to see if it
was really luck that he had to-day. U I fail, then you can
fix him, because I will feel quite sure, that Young Wild West is
,
a dangerous young fellow."
"All right, Capda Tim," and the swarthy scoundrel seemed
•
to be satisfied.
About a mile and a half from the tree containing the placard
the eleven outlaws swerved from the road and took to a dry
watercourse.
The bed of this ran over a solid rock for perhaps two or
three hundred feet, and there was nothing on it but gravel
and small stones.
That made it so the villains could leave the road and not
CHAPTER II.
leave a trail behind them.
In the wet season, when there was water in the brook, they
TIM T.il,JlOT AND HIS OUTL.A W B.AND.
took to the water and followed its course till they reached the
It was a remarkably swift ho·r se that Tim Talbot rode, and path in the dense thicket that took them to their headquarters
was called.
when he heard Young Wild West call out to his companions at Taper 'I'op, as the little cone of earth and rock
The thicket was one of thorns a11d briers, and the path
noL to shoot, he felt that he was safe.
through it had been cut by Tim Talbot and his men when
Our five friends did not offer to pursue him.
before
Wild knew it would be useless to think of recapturing him they chose the place for a headquarters a few months
now, for it was quite likely that the outlaws would fight to the opening of our story.
They worked four solid nights to make the path, and 11,fter
the death to save him.
felt that they
And that meant that there would be more than one to bite they got it to the foot of the little peak they
were more than paid for their trouble, for they found a cave
the dust.
of rock and earth
As soon as the handsome captain of the rascally band right in the base of the tapering mass
all they could
reached the men, who had spread out in a sort of semicircle that only needed a few days' work to make it
wish for as a rendezvous.
across the road, he cried out in a ringing tone:
The band of eleven outlaws rode in single file over the zig·'About. face! Young Wild West would not allow me to be
thicket until they were
shot at, so I will not allow him to be pursued!" Then, turning zag path through the maies of the cone.
within a few yards of the base of the
in the saddle, he added :
Then a deep gully loomed up before them.
"We are even up, my clashing boy with the long hair. For
But tbe Terror of Taper Top simply turned his horse sharply
the present we will call it quits; but when we meet again, look
to the right, and then down he went over an incline of abou-t
out!"
'·You are the one who wants to look out," came the laughing forty degrees to the bottom of the gully.
The horses did not seem to be the least disturbed in making
retort from Young Wild West. "If you call this a game of
quick descent. On the contrary, they appeared to be glad
this
dollars
thousand
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wanted
I
if
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you
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there, which was easily explained, since they had not
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reward
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Dead
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Once in the gully-like place the animals were relieved of
The Terror of Taper Top made no reply.
to go where they liked.
With the band of ten following him closely, he galloped on their trappings and turned loose
scope, since a hundred
certain
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to
limited
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and
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He did not say
And to the left, right near the spot where they had come
'l'hen turning to the man who was evidently his lieutenant,
in the gully, several large trees had been felled across
down
he observed:
cut into suitable lengths to make a regular barricade.
and
it
they?
have
us,
follow
to
enough
fools
"They haven't been
Directly beneath the mass of rock that tapered upward was
Len?"
fornied part of its base,
"No, cap. I guess they kept right on for Deadwood," was a slanting wall of rock w:hich really opening which led into a
the reply. "Did you ever see anything as quick as that fellow and in this was an irregular shaped
cave of good dimensions.
who said he was Young Wild West?"
This was the headquarters of Tim Talbot and his band .
"I must admit that he beats anything I ever met," acknowlA man appeared at the entrance of the cave as the horseedged the captain.
the gully, and he at once saluted them
• He had his revolver on you afore any of us knew it; an' yet, men rode down into
style.
when you was talkin' to him he did not have his hand near in a semi-military
When the villains went away a man was always left to
his belt. I rather opine that he is a feller that we want to
watch the place.
be careful of! An' he's only a boy, too."
And this one man had it in his power to blow a hundred
This remark seemed to express the opinion of the majority
men into the air, for under the path ten feet from the edge
of th'c! men.
a mine of powder was laid with
Ent there were two or three of them who would not allow of the steep bank of the gully
themselves to believe that the boy was anything more than a fuse leading into the cave. th~ Terror so that it could be
This had been arranged by
an upstart, and that it was all by luclr that he had got his reto the place by their enevolver leveled before Captain Tim had been able to cover him. set off in case they were ever pursued
One of these was a Mexican named Valdez, and it is safe mies.
They could rid themselves of a number of men in short orto say tnat he was the worst man in the gang.
could be easily slain or put to
As treacherous as a snake and as heartless as a hyena, this der, and then the survivors
flight.
man was a dangerous. fellow.
"Now, for dinner!" cried Captain Tim. "The ride from
He was powerful, too, and his wickedness knew no end.
that is no wonder, since
But there was something about him that kept him dowri to Bald town has made me hungry; and
I have tasted not11ing since brenkfast. Hurry up, yoh fellows
his level.
who are going to do the cookfng! You know what we have
He was a coward.
He would not stand and fight against odds, like his hand- got ahead of us to-night."
''That's right, cap," answered one of the men, as he ran to
some captain would.
proceeded to wash his
No! Valdez liked to fight, but he always wanted to have the little brook a few feet distant.and I guess, an' we'll soon
face and hands. "We are all hungry,
an advantage before he did much of it.
an' coffee, along with some hot
Then he would show just how savage and heartless he could fill in on bear meat, venison
.:orn cakes. It won't take more'u half an hour, either."
be.

fore there was a loud whoop, and then the outlaws appeared
riding toward them with the speed of the wind.
Of course this diverted the attention of the five from the
prisoner for an instant, and Tim Talbot took advantage of
it, showing that he was watchful and cool, even if he had
allowed a boy to get the drop on him.
He jabbed the rowels deep into his horse's flanks and let out
a yell of defiance that echoed from the surrounding hills.
The black steed leaped forward, almost dragging Jack Robedee from the saddle and making him let go his grasp on the
bridle-rein.
Like a shot the animal wheeled around and leaped toward
the party of men coming to their leader's rescue.
Lively Rick raised his revolver to fire at him, but in a ringing voice Young Wild West cried out:
·' Don't! If we can't take the Terror of Taper Top alive, we
won't take him at all!"
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Two more of the men followed his example by going to the
brook
The three made up the cooks of the gang, and they certainly
. understood their business sufficiently to suit their leader, who
was rather particular about his grub, espee~all)I as to the clean
fr ,; , 1,.
part of the business.
It was cool and refreshing in the cave.
'I'her~ was a rift in thei rea.r if3P.d, at t\1.1ji top,1 and this made
, , r
1
,
a. circulation of air throug]i ,it.
1Tim Talbot threw himself upon a pil~ of s~ins, and accepti,ng the cigarette Baldez, the, Mexican, r.olled rand offered him,
he lighted it and smoked while he awaited tl;le meal that was
being prepared.
In a sort of natural fireplace a fire had been started, and
in a few minutes the odor of the coffee and the sizzling meat
filled the air.
It was scarcely more than half an hour when the chief cook
announced that the captain's dinner was ready.
He got up and seated himself at the rough table near the
entrance to the retreat and proceeded to make a hearty meal.
The others sat down as fast as the victuals were cooked
and placed on the table.
Enough for the whole lot could not be cooked at one time.
After the meal had been washed down by a copious draught
of red wine from a cask that was stored in a secluded corner
of the cave, Tim Talbot took another cigarette from the Mexican, and threw himself on the pile of skins again to take it
easy for a while.
But somehow he could not keep the thoughts of Young Wild
West out of his mind.
He had never met such a quick and easy-going fellow in
his life, and he was forced to think that he had been badly
beaten at his own game when he demanded toll of the party of
five.
"I wonder who he is, and where he hails from?" he asked
himself. "They were a fine-looking lot of men with him, too,
and they all looked as though they· could handle themselves if
it became necessary. Well, after we make this haul to-night
I will arrange to go over to Deadwood and see if I can't meet
this Young Wild West, if he is still there. And if he has taken
leave of the town, so much ·the better for him, and-so much
the better for me."
The latter thought came into the man's mind unbidden and,
uttering an oath, which he quickly changed into a laugh, he
'
got up.
One of the men was telling the guard of their meeting with
the five fancy dressed horsemen, and when Captain Tim heard
the guard remark that he knew Young Wild West, he pricked
up his ears .
"You know him?" queried the fellow who was telling the
story.
''Yes; I seen him lots of times over in Weston," was the
reply.
Talbot now stepped up.
'' Did I hear you say that ·you were acquainted with Young
.Wild West?" he asked.
"Yes, cap," was the reply. "That is, I ain 't so mu ch acquainted with him as to be a friend, or anything like that;
but I've seen him lots of times. He is one of ther quickest
shbts that ever lived, I've heard, an1 I've seen him do a little of
it myself."
"You said he belongs in Weston, didn't you?"
"Yes; ther town was named after him, they say . He is th er
boss of ther town, too, an' it is run about ther way him an'
his friends wants it to be. Ther old man who acts as a sort
of mayor does jest what Young Wild West says every time,
and if there is any crooked game goin' on it will be all up
with ther ones what's runnin' it in no time."
'"I'hen perhaps it was not so much luck that he got the best
of me this afternoon, after all," mused the Terror of Taper'
Top, half aloud .
"I reckon if he got ther best of you, cap, it wasn·t luck; it
is his vmy, •· said the guard.
'·Well, I will meet him again, and then we w:ll see whether
it was luck or not, " and with that the leader of the band of
villains sought the pile of skins once more and was soon taking a nap.
It was about dusk when Talbot was awi+kened by his lieutenant.
"Come, cap; it is time we was thinkiu' about goin' out on
the business tri}!, you know. Ther stage-coach is due at ther
corner at eight, au' we ain't got so ·rery much time to git
there."
'·That's so, by Jove! What made w.e sleep s.o long, I won-

der? I was dreaming of that fellow, Young Wild West, too.
I just had him where I wanted him when you aroused me."
"Well, I hope you do git him where- you want him putty
soon," was the repoincter "But let's hurry a little. l'm anxious to see ther fun: Jest think of it! A millionaire an' a
young married couple are among our victims to-night!·•
"That's right. But I guess the millionaire will be the one
we will look after particularly. It isn't likely the young married couple will have much coin with them. I understand
the groom is a young fellow who belongs in Deadwood. He
went to St. Louis after his bride, and unl ess be had a big
pile when he went, he won't have much now.·•
'' I guess .you've got that right. But it'll be fun, jest ther
same, to hear the frightened bride scream when we hold 'em
up."
"It be a good fun to shoot the husband. Me do it!" re- ·
marked Valdez, the Mexican.
"Valdez is always looking for blood," laughed Talbot. "Some
of these days some one will draw his blood, and then he w!ll
get 'his punishment."
"Captain Tim hea no lo.ok for blood?" remarked the Mexican, questioniµ.gly.
"No; I look for gold. But if it is necessary to get the gold
by drawing blood, I don't object to doing it. "
There was no more said on the subject just then.
The men were too anxious to mount and get away to do
much talking
The man who was to remain on guard brought the captain's
handsome black to him, and after buckling the girths. to his
full satisfaction, Tim Talbot vaulted into the saddle.
Then he gave the word and rode up the short ascent to the
path through the thi.cket.
It lacked but a few minutes to eight when the party of outlaws reached the tree that had the placard nailed to it.
They promptly diverged from the road and drew up behind
a fringe of trees that skirted the road on the side opposite
to the staring offer of a thousand dollars reward.
As dark as it was, the Terror of Taper Top could see the
white cardboard that the words putting a pric-e upon his lite
were printed on, and it nettled him.
At first he was going to rid e over and tear it from the tree.
But he was struck by a second thought, and feeling in his
pockets, he found a note-book.
He tore a leaf from this, and then quickly wrote on it with
a pencil:
"Compliments of Tim Talbot, When you catch him , be sure
you have got the right man.
"THE ' l'ERROP. OF TAPER TOP.''

The reckless outlaw captain could not see to do this very
well, but he was an excellent penman, and he knew he could
write in the darkness well eno ugh to be understood,
"I want to pin a paper to the notice of r eward they have
got on that tree," he said to one of the men. "I will ride cut
and pin it to the placard, al)d then I guess I will stay right
there under the tree till the stage-coac!l comes along. When
I halt it you fellows dash out and attend to your busine.,s.
You had better move ahead a trifle, so you can head them off,
in case the driver attempts to push ahead.•·
"All right, cap," replied Le n, tbe li euten:1n t. "'We'll do what
you say, because we know you always knows what you're talkin' about."
The Terror, as he took such great pride in calling himself,
rode over to the tree, putting on hi3 j:1untiest air as he di<l c:o.
It made no difference vhether any one saw him or not; that
was his way, and he could not help it.
He had just finished pinning the pa par to the placa1 d when
the rumbliug of wheels was he:::rd in tlie distance.
The stage-coach was coming.
CHAPTER IIT.
THE :1JJ::E'J'I);d W!'fII :SlEL ) L~RTIX,

Young vVild West and bis four friends rode right on for
Deadwood.
Their meeting with the Terror of Taper Top had been sufficient to liven them up a little on their journey ovel' from
Weston.
In spite of the fact that the notorious man with a priPc on
his heat! had escaped from them, Wild felt satisfied at tlie
way he had beaten him at hi$ own game.
·' I don:'t know as I care to make myself notorious irr
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Deadwood on my arrival tbere," hP. said to his companion . Wild ·west. and that made them more iuteTested than they
"If we had helcl onto our prisoner and got him there we "·oulrl have been from the mere fact of his bC?ing a ~trnnger
\Yould have created ruore excitement than a little; ancl we In town.
The men in the place were of a Yery rough element. for
,,ould have made enemies of all the bad men in t-o,,-n."
"I thought perhaps you meant to let the fellow go, any- the most part; lrnt they seemed to be on "ery J'riendly terms
with Easy Edward, :::o our friends thought nothin)?; of their
bow," spoke up Jim Dart.
"'Xo; I clicln·t intend to let him go, but I did have an idea appearance.
"Gents!·' crlM ], as~, taking tJff hi hat and pulling ·Wild 1
that we would not bf? able to hold him very Jong. It was a
desperate lot he had behind him; what dlcl happen was some- to •the center of thP room, "I wal1't to introduce you to ther
thing like what I expected would. I didn't think, however, whitest young' , feller that ever li,ed. He"s jest ther boss
horseman of this pal't of ther cotmtr~·, an' he kiu hit a sHYer
that ,Jack would let go of the horse the way he did."
'"I didn't, either." replied Robedee, not the least bit a.bashed three-cent piece at five hundred yards. 'l'l,ere might be some,
by the r •mark. ·'It happened so quick that I didn't have time good horsemen an' good rifle shots among yer, but you can't
to think. I reckon if I had held onto the horse I would have hold a candle to Young Wild West! I kuow what I'm talkin'
about, gents, an' that's why I said it."
beeu yaukcd out of tber saddle."
"If that's the case, come an' have a clriuk, young feller!"
'·And then the vlllalns might have opened fire on us. If
tllry had I guess we could have held our own with them, and before ·wnd could divine his intention. a big-, burly fellow
bad caught him by the shoulder anc1 pulled him to the bar
though some of us might have got hurt."
'·Let ther measly coyote go," observed Lively Rick. "I with a jerk.
Though our hero did not like this kind of treatment, he
reckon you learned him u lesson, Wlld. 'Tain't likely he'll
did not say anything, but took it good-naturedly, since the ,
bother you ag'in."
"Don't figure on anything llke that," said Cheyenne Charlle. fellow seemed to be a friend to Easy Edward.
Set out ther best whisky in ther house!" roared the man,
'·In my opinion, ther best thing we could do was to take
b,ringing his fist down upon the bar with a bang that made,
ther blond into Deadwood with us, dead or alive."
Charlie always believed in making sure work of all the the glasses dance. '·Nothin' is too good for Young Wild Vi'est.
Easy Edward never recommends any oue unless he means it."
"bad men" he ca.me in contact with.
"Say, Mel!" exclaimed Easy, catching the mau hy the
At an easy pace they continued on their way, and soon
sleeve, "our young friend don't drink anything strong, an'
the outskirts of the town came in sight.
Men could be seen working on' their claims in almost every though I ain't that way myself, I giYe him credit for it. I
· calculate he'll take a smoke or some ginger pop, or somethln'
direction.
Deadwood was a town that sprang up in a few days, and like that with you."
"An' I calculate that he'll take whisky!" was the reply .
it was now at its height, as far as a big mining camp went.
"If he's what you say he is, he'll drink whisky with )lei
•\ud it was growing Into a city, at the same time.
Being right in the heart of a rich mining and cattle-raising Martin when he's asked.
"So this is the man I came over to see, is it't'' thought
section, it was bound to advance rapidly.
A big smelting works bad just been established there and Wild. "Well, I suppose I will have to go a little easy with
him.
there was a newspaper published in town.
The big man still had his hand upon the boy's shoulder,
Some good, substantial buildings were being erected, too,
and it so happened that Young Wild West had come over and when he strove to step back he tightened his grip and
brought him Ufl to the bar again.
just in tlm !? to see the big change that was taking place.
"Pour out your drink, Young Wild ·west," he shouted, as
But in SJ)ite of the change, the people were not growing
though be was talking to a deaf person. ·'We'll have a
any better there.
'l'here being plenty of money in Deadwood In those days, drink, an' then I want to talk business with you. I expected
it was natural that crooks and thieves of all sorts would drift you over, au' I'm mighty glad to bear Easy Edward speak 1
of you so highly. That makes me believe that we will have
there.
Our friends had not brought a great amount of money with no trouble in makin' a deal on ther property I've got in
them, but they had enough to pay their expenses for a few Weston. Come, now! Pour out a stiff horn. You've got to
drink with )Jel Martin, or lose his friendship."
days, for all that.
"See here, Mr. )lartin !" and ·wild threw the man's hand
If vVilcl ma.de the deal with Mel Martin, he meant to
from his shoulder and stepped back a pace. "I have never
draw on the bank at Weston for the money.
Though he had lost a hundred thousand through a mis- swallowed a glass of whisky in my life, and I am not going
take a few days before, he bad raked up euoug)l to buy the to do it now. I appreciate your good intentions, a.nd I do
property, providing that too much was not asked for it, of not want to lose your friendship, but I can't drink whisky,
no matter what happens. I will take a cigar aml smoke to
course.
.A.nd if he did not have the ready cash, he had lands and your health."
"Do you mean what you say, hoy'/" roared the mau, his
.to<'lrn enough to rnahle him to get almost as much as a
face flushing with anger. "Do you mean that you won't take
rn;ilion, if he wanted it.
He had steadily refused to borrow any from his partners, a drink of whisky with me?"
"I certainly do," was the reply, in a voice that was full
i:aying that when he made a mistake he was willing to pay
for it, and that as long as he did not need the money, he of firmness.
The angry expression gradually relaxed into a smile.
would not borrow it.
"You remind me of a preacher I fell afoul of a few years
·when they got upon the main street our friends rode along
untll they came to a hotel that looked as though it would ago," Mel ):lartin said. "He refused to d1iuk liquor with
me, an' do you know what I done?"
suit them to stop at.
"I am sure I do not, Mr. Martin."
Then they at once dismounted, and tying their horses, went
Easy Edward had stepped back out of the way.
inside.
There was a quiet smile on bis face.
''Hello, Young Wild West! You are certainly good for sore
He knew what was coming.
eyes!" cried a man, rushing toward our hero with outSo did Cheyenue Charlie and the rest.
stretched hand.
But those who had been in the place when they entered
It was Easy Edward, a miner who had called himself the
did not.
King-Pin of the Saddle.
They only knew that they were looking at as cool a young
Ile had been in Weston for several days a few months hefellow as they had ever set eyC?s upon.
fore, and was a very warm friend of Young Wild West.
'l'hey liked the boy for speaking as he had, and there were
···Why, how are you, Easy?" and our hero shook bands with
those among them who would not hesitate to tuke his part
him in a way that showed be was really glad to meet him.
And so he was; for be now bad some one to show him 1f Mel Martin went -too far with him.
But they little thought that he wanted no one to take his
ab0ut the town.
Easy Bdward had been drinking quite freely, but he was part.
He could do that himself.
none the less delighted to meet the young prince of the
"Well, If you don't know what I done to tiler preacher,"
saddle allll his companions,_ and he acted as though he was
cried Martin, "I'll tell yer. I made him drink!"
goiug to !Shake their arms orr before he would let up.
"I don't doubt It. But I might as well tell you that, In
There was quite a crowd In the place at the time, and
naturally Wild and his f1iends were the center of all eyes my opinion, It was no credit to you to do such a thing. · You
surely don't intend to make me drink, do you 'i"
just then.
"That's jest what I do."
About half of those In the barroom had beard of YOUD.II:
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A~ the man said this he looked just the least bit surprised.
He could not quite understand what the coolness Wild was
c\ispluying meant.
",Veil. then, before "\\e go any further, let me tell you that
seYeral men-some of them as big as you are-have tried to
make me drink liquor when I didn't want to drink It; and
none of them made me do it, either. Now, are you willing
to let it drop and have a nice smoke with me?"
"Lc>t it drop!" gasped Martin. "Well, I guess not! You
arr goin' to drink with me, I say! Here, put this into you,
an' hurry up about it. I mean business now!"
He thrnst out a glass half filled with liquor as he said this
all(] reached for Wild's shoulder again.
"I mean business, too, Mr. Martin!" and then Young Wild
West knocked the glass from his hand, and catching the big
mnn on his hip, sent him sprawling on the floor.
''\Yhew!''
"Gee whiz!"
"What do you think of that?"
'The miners in the barroom were amazed.
They could not believe their senses.
Big Mel Martin, who was said to be one of the strongest
IDl'n in Deadwood, had been thrown sprawling on the floor
by a mere boy!
And a glass of whisky knocked from his hand, too!
'l'ltat oll'ense alone would have been sufficient to cause
:\Ia1tin to let fly with his revolver.
'!'Ile big man got upon his feet very quickly for one of his
"\\Oig-ht.

He bud his hand on his revolver to draw It before he had
qnite straightened up.
'·Take your hand away from there, Mr. Martin. If you
don't we will never be able to make a deal about the piece
of property. Do as I say!" emphasizing the words.
;1[11rtin was 1n a passion when he started to get up.
His face was distorted with rage.
And so it was till he made a move to draw his shooter.
,Vllen the stirring command rang in his ears and he saw
himself covered by the revolver of Young Wild West, his
expression changed.
Once more he looked amazed.
",'i'h-a-a-t!" he stammered.
"":--othing much," answered Wild. "I simply told you that
you · were not going to make me drink whisky. You said
you were, and I didn't drink it! That's alll"
"Hooray for Young Wild West!" yelled Easy Edward, unal1le to hold in any longer.
Ahn~st every man in the place joined in the cheering, and
the noise made the rafters of the building fairly ring.
Mel Martin picked up his hat from the floor and then
without saying a word to any one, left the bar,' going out
in to the street.
.
J
"He's sore-awful sore, but he'll come around all right,"
observed the man behind tbe bar. "Mel won't bear you any
gruclg~ for what yer done, Young Wild West. When he gits
sober an' thinks it over he'll feel mighty ashamed of himself 'cam1e you handled him ther way you did afore a crowd.
But be won't bear you any grudge. I know hlm too well for
that."
"That's right, Bob. ' exclaimed Easy Edward. "I know
Mel :\fartin well enough for that, too. But I know Young
Wild ,Vest a ~reat deal better, an' ther minute Mel grabbed
him by ther shoulder an' yanked him up to ther bar I knowed
tllcre was goin' to be trouble, an' that Mel was ther one who
was goin' to git ther worst of it. Set 'em up for all hands.
It's too bad Mel got mad an' went out."
All this while ,Jim Dart, Cheyenne Charlie, Jack Robedee and Lively Rick had not said a word.
Bnt the men in the barroom had taken notice that they
ke11t _inst as cool as their young leader did.
''I'll bot that if any one had interfered they'd have cleaned
thcr place In no time," one of them, who had been favorably
strnd, by our llero's action, remarked to the fellow ne:¥t to
him.
"I l'cckon so. I wouldn't want to be the one to try It,"
w11s t he rejoincler. "That Young Wild West are what I calls
a l1nrric,mo on wheels!"
wn,1 took a soft cl1ink when Easy Edward treated the
crowLl. 110 oue making the least objection 'to his doiuo- so
11ml then he culled for the cigars and invited every o{:e t~
sn10ke.
'.rlH!rC ,Ycrc one or hvo there who never smoked a cigar,
but they uid not refuse them.

It was just possible that the dashing boy might insist on
them smoking, they thought.
But Young Wild West was uot tlJat kind of u fellow.
They could take what they liked.
"Now," observed our hero, when everybody was smoking
as though their very lives depended upon it, ":\Ir. Landlord,
can we get accommodations here for a few days?"
"Yes. sirree!'' was the reply. "You kin git ther best the
house affords."
"Thank you! Kindly have our horses cared :for at once,
then."
The proprietor got a hustle on him, and in five minutes the
five horses were comfortably located in the stalls in the com-·
modious stable in the rear of the building.
Then two large rooms, each containing two full-sized beds,
on the second floor front, were turned over to them.
"I guess this will do!" remarked Jack Robedee. "This hotel
seems to be on a little higher scale than Brown's Gazoo over
in Weston."
"Yes; everything is on a more improved scale, except the
people. I did have an idea that Weston was going to beat
Deadwood all hollow, but this tow,n lies right In the center
of the richest part of the country, and that is what gives It
the advantage," Wild answered, as he went to the washstand and proceeded to get rid of the dust and travel stains.
"It's called a bad town, but I reckon it ain't so very bad,
after all," said Oharlie, as be followed the example set by
the young prince of the saddle. "If Mel Martin is a sample
of ther bad men in Deadwood, I reckon we won't have a
hard time of it while we stop here. Why, I didn't even git a
chance to draw my gun, or even say a word. "
"I am sorry I had any trouble with Martin," our hero remarked, a few minutes later. "I have an idea that he will
have a grudge against me, in spite of what Easy Edward'.
said. It strikes me that he is that kind of a man."
"Me, too," echoed the fl ve companions, 1n a breath.
• They were all pretty good judges of' human nature, and
they could generally i,ize up a man l:or what he was.
And they were all about right, as far as Mel Martin went,
as_ the sequel will prove.

CHAPTER IV.
THE TERROR OF TAPER TOP SHOWS HOW POLITE HE CAN BE.

There were seven passengers in the stagecoach that left
Baldtown for Deadwood at eleven o'clock on the day our
friends arrived at the town that had the reputation of being so "bad."
They consisted of a. young married couple, a wealthy mine
owner, who had b,e en on a trip Elast, and four tenderfeet
fresh from the paving blocks of the cities on their way to the
heart of the Black Hills.
The young married couple were a comely-looking pair.
They were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peterson, and one of them
had never visited the Wild West before'.
That one was the bride. She had always lived In the city
of St. Louis, and so had the groom until a.bout a year before.
He had journeyed to the gold regions, promising that when
he struck it rich he would come back and wed her.
Peterson had kept bis word.
He had been very successful as a miner, and when be
thought he could keep a wife in such luxury as that portion
of the country provided, he wrote his promised bride to get
ready to be married and come West with him as soon as the
ceremony could be performed.
And the girl, loyal and true to him, immediately wrote back
for him to "come on."
Peterson's interests in Deadwood were worth too mucll to
leave there, and as he had become used to the ways of the
country and the people in it, he was satisfied to remain there
permanently.
And the b1ide was willing to go there and share hi.s lot
with him.
The wealthy mine owner was a very stout man of middle
age.

He bad ueen a poor man once upon n time. but bis goo(l
fortuue had given him the opinirn that be WUS SeYeral pegs
above the common run of people, and he had a way of Ignoring every one he came in contact with, unless lie was pretty
sure that they were worth as much as be was.
And so it was when the passengers got into tlle stage.
The ,mine owner, who was really not ruuch better tlxi;cl
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tbn n Pl"'terson. mana;red to find the most comfortable seat,
11ml then he procecdt>cl to act the part of the hog, taking no
part whatc,er in the con,e!';;ation that sprnng- up.
One of the t.e uderfeet was a chum of Peterson, named
Aleck Cole.
He '\\·as II Xew 'Y orker, antl he hfld met his friend in St.
Louil, fnr the purpose of coming to Deadwood with him to
hetter hi~ fortunes.
The other three. "greenieR." aR the driver bad called them
when he was talking to the guard who went along to protr<'t the outfit from roacl ngenls and bad Indians, were
strnug0rs.
But they seemed to be pleasant and affable fellows, and
v<>rc Rnxious to get to the end of their journey.
Tilec hacl already ridden ninety miles in stagecoaches to
Baldtown. and no'\\" they had but thirty miles to go.
The journey bad been very tiresome to them, as It had
been to the bride of Peterf'on. hut as nothing had happened
to rlisturb thrrn on the way, they were as light-hearted as
e,Pr.
iYhcn they had gone ahout five miles, the mine owner,
who was becoming more cross as the jo11rney proceeded,
called out to the driver and askecl him wh,l' he dicl not whip
up the horses a little.
"Ther road i;; too rough to i::o any faster," was the reply.
".Test keep ~-our shirt on, mister. an' we'll git to Deadwood
o,n time."
"How dare you talk to me that way?" cried the crabbed
man, acting as though be WflS not used to bearing such language, and making a miserable failure of the acting at the
same time.
"You sbet up!" was the calm retort, and then the rest of
the passengers smiled.
This made the old fellow madder than ever.
"'Vllat are you looking at"? he demanded fiercely, picking
out Aleck Cole, the tenderfoot, as the one to vent his feelings
upon.
"I heg your pArdon, my dear sir," was the reply. NI guess
this ls n public conveyance, and tf a person feels Uke lD.ughing. they have a perfect right to do so."
"But you was laughin' at me."
The mine owner hacl dropped his pompous way of speaking in bis anger, thus showilJg what be was-a lucky miner
with a swelled bead.
"Well, if I was laughing at you I coulc1 not help lt. I
won't do it again, unless you make me. T'h ere! Does that
suit you for an apology?"
"Suit me' iYh:r, I'll fill you full of lead for that Insult!"
He ma,Ie a move ns 1'11ougb he was going to draw a revolver. and then Peterson spoke 11p.
"Stop that, old rufln!" berried. "If rou go to do any shooting here, I'll take a band."
"You mind your own bu~inesR." wa~ the snappy rejoinder.
"You',e got all you kin attend to with billin' an' cooin' an'
makin' a fool out of yourself with your young bride, I guess."
Tbii:; retort caused another Rmile to pass a.round, and Peterson, thinking he was the butt of it, i:;prang over and gave the
olcl man's uosP a twist.
":1\ow. if you don't Rhut up I'll throw you out!" be said.
The st!'angf>l'R expected there would be a fight in the vehl·
cir> then, hnt thern was not.
Tbe starch had been completely tRken from the mine owner,
and be did not offer to resent the insult to bis red-tipped
proboscis.
He turned pale. howeve1·. :rnd then e,idcntly thinking that
the young miner 'l\·ould keep his word, he settled back in his
8eat, and hacl nothing further to say.
Nor did he pay nny further attention to the rest of the
pai,;;enger:; for the next few hours to come.
Me:rnwhilf> the stagecoach rattled along, sometimes at a
Email's pace as they were ascending some hill, and then again
with a rattle ancl bang down some deep descent.
Several times the passengers were pitched from their seats,
and once when the olrl man went flat on his stomach, Peterson helped him up, with the remarlc "Tbere you are, sir.
I hope you ain't hurt."
But he did not even thank him, though his face did relax
Jnto just the vestige of a pleasant look.
When darkness overtook them. the outfit was in the wildest section of the country that the tenderfeet and the bride
bad yet passed through.
The driver halted the tired horses at the foot of a steep
!Jill to gi,e them a blow. and the guard got down from the
top of the ,ehide, and open'ing the door, said:
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"When we git to ther top of ther hill you folks want to hold
on tight. We've got a mighty rough road down ther moun·
tain for about three miles. an' then we'll have plain sailin'
all ther way into Deadwood."
E,ery one thanlj:ed him for his information except the
mine owner.
He was too grouty to thank any one, let alone the common
guard of an 9ld tumble-down stagecoach.
He was right on his dignity again.
Peterson had traveled the road on more than one occasion
an('! be knew all about the rough descent, but he was not o:f'
the sort to let tbe guard's warning go by unnoticed.
In a few minutes the horses started, and the tedious ascent
Wf\R soon made.
"Now comes the rocky road to Dublin," Tenderfoot Cole
remarked as tbe outfit started down the hill with a bump and
a jar that made them think they were surely going over.
Rattle, clatter, bump!
Down they went, six of the passengers laughing merrily,
and the seventh scowling as though it was all the fault of
the driver, and that he was doing it on purpose.
But as much as the others were laughing, they were glad
when the foot of the long bill was reached.
The plain sailing into Deadwood had now begun, and the
old man settled into au easy position with a grunt 4'f approval.
There was yet ten miles to be covered, but as the ,ray was
comparatively smooth, it would not take them so very long.
Just about three miles had been made when the stagecoach came to a stop with such a jar that Tenderfoot Cole
went flying Into the lap of the grouty mine owner.
But before the old man could expostulate the sharp neport of a revolver rang out, followed by the command:
'".rhe first one who moves band or foot will die! The
Terror of Taper Top demands his toll!"
"Hea,en save us!" groaned the old fellow, l'!efztng Peterson
by the arm. "Don't let me get robbed, young fellow! I'll
make It all right with you."
But Peterson had too much to attend to just thel!I to pay
any attention to him.
Hls young wife was so badly frightened that she was on
the verge of hyste1ics.
The young miner knew just what had happened.
He had heard of the Terror of Taper Top, and Ile !!:new
the stagecoach had been held up by him.
He also felt thankful that It bad happened coming back,
for if be had been robbed on bis way to St. Louis he would
have lost a big sum of money.
Now he had little left ot what Ile had taken with hijl1 ,
Aleck Oole bad drawn his re~olver, ready to make 11 figllt
for it.
"Don't!'' bis friend said. "If you shot one of the ,illains
we, would all get riddled. Let them take what you have got;
that is the beoi-t way."
Just then both doors of the coach were opened and a m11uber of revolvers were thrust inside.
"Hands up!" said a voice.
ETery one obeyed the command but the young woman, and
she had fainted and could not.
"That's sensible, I clo declare!" exclaimed the Terror, as
he flashed a bull's-eye lantern in front of him and Rhowed bis
blond mustache and goatee to the passengers.
"You can put your bands down now," be added. ".T11Rt
use them to band over what valuables you have got, and be
sure that you don't miss any. Hurry a little, please. ,Ye
can't tarry here all night, you know. Ah! thank you. yonng
fellow," as Cole handed over his pocketbook and watch and
chain. "Small favors thankfully received," as Peterson passed
over bis rather lean purse and was in the act of removing
the ring from the finger of his unconscious wife. ";-.;-eYer
mind that! You are a newly wed couple, I can see that. Let
the woman keep her wedding rlng, but give me everything
else you have."
"I am much obliged to you for that," retorted Peterson,
who was the coolest of all the passengers. "Here is eyerythlng we have between us, save the clothes we have."
"I was once on a wedding trip myself," resumed the blond
villain, as he took the articles. "I know how it feels to be
held up by gentlemen of the road, for I experienced it once
before I went into the business. I don't know but you can
have these earrings back. ~ can't say that I ha-re any 11se
for them, and they are not worth a great' deal, anyho'I\·."
The young miner acceptf'd tlrn trinkets ::is coolly as though
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he was merely enjoying the joke. and Tim Talb9t smiled and
,
tipped his hat to the unconscious bride.
Then he turned his attention to the other .t hree tender·
· " ,,,
·
feet.
"Hand over the toll, pleuse. ge.µ,p~mep, •; l,W ,v,ynt on, blandly.
"I kno"· it is rat-her hard, .bt\tl it 1fDU!:i~ .);>e r, dOP,E! you know.
This is a very dangerous bu!$1ne~ 9, au,~ll )Ve .),}~i,e to get paid
";ell when we work. T'h ern ,ls r/l price. pn my .ead . now. and
!f I get caught I will surely be bung. I don' . believe there
is 11ny one here who would like to see me dance on nothing
wrl:h a rope around my neck~ even If the toll' ' I demand is
somewhat exorbitant. 'Pon in)' soul! I do 1 tf:iink you are
the most civil and obliging lot of people I hav€!·;met in some
time. You needn't mind it so much, though, gentlemen.
There is plenty of gold to be dug out of the Black Hills yet,
and there is no doubt that you will get your full share of it,
tf you only work. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!"
There was only one passenger left who bad not been reIie1·ecl of his belongings, and that was the millionaire.
The polite scoundrel bad sized him up when be first looked
in through the door of the vehicle. and as he bad known
what passengers were booked to ·come from Baldtown, be
left hlrh to the last.
He was quite sure that the main part of the bani would
be made from him, as he bad learned that be always carried a big pile of money with him.
And this was indeed a fact. for the grouty old man would
not trust his money in a bank when he was a"ay, save that
'
which was in the form of securities.
He had something like ten thousand dollars in his clothes
at that ,ery minute, and ns frightened as he was, he did not
want to gl,e it up to save his life.
There was a broad smile on the face of tbe highwayman
as he turned to tl!e grout:, man.
"Please he so kind and obliging as to hand over your
mite," he obsened, holding the lantern so its rays flashed
full upon the countenance of the ,ictim.
The scoundrel had changed his revolver to the same hand
that held the luntern, but his weapon was not needed to keep
the passengers in submission, since the men standing on
either side of the ,ehicle bad them all cove·r ed.
"I ha,en·t got o,er twenty dollars with me," gasped the
groutJ' mine owner, a cold sweat breaking out on bis brow.
""\Yell. hand that over, then."
With an unmistakable sigh of relief, be did so.
"You nre sure this is all you have with you?"
"Yes: that is every cent. I don't know what I will do
wbeu I get to Deadwood."
":\Iy fat friend. it strikes me that you are telling an untruth. · .Tnst search your clothes and see if you can't find a
fat wallet some,,bere. Come! hurry up. It would be rather
nnplensant for ll~ if the sheriff and a crowd of his deputies
were to app(;>ar just ,now. Our time is limited. What! Not
going to look for the wallet'? Well, then, I will do it :tor
you."
'.Vith a quick mo,e 'rim Talbot seized the man by the lapel
of his coat and pulled him beadforemost out of the coach.
'.L'he ,·ictim landed on the ground upon all fours, and before he could get righted up tile cleft fingers of ,the polite
outlaw captain !lad ripped open bis vest and taken the wallet
•
tba t was sto"·ecl in the inside pocket.
Then the grouty old man received a good kick that sent
·
him rolling to the side of the road.
"Tlwt is for lying, · remarked Talbot. with a laugh. "Now,
then, I gues;; the stagecoach can proceed. "\Ve won't bother
.von :my further, gentlemen. Pleasant dreams to the bride
ancl groom. :\I:ly they liYe n very !Jappy life. indeed, and
always remember the night that Tim 'l'alliot. the Terror of
Tnver Top. paid his respe<;ts to them. I wish you all a pleasnnt g·oocl-- "
"II old on. cap!" interrupted Val<lez, till' :\Iexican. ~'I want
to stick my knife in the man who wns just married. He
'
lea ,·p a nice a ,Yillow then."
. "Xever mind that. He is too civil a young fellow to be
bothNecl with any further. ,ve will let them go on to Deadwood. and the~· will Think all the more of us for it."
"But I want to have some fun," insisted the heartless brute.
He had bis long-bladed knife in bis band, and seemed to be
Helling to uf<e it.
""'e bnYe hn<l nil the fun we want just now. Come on!"
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Down went Valdez like a log, and then, just as though
nothing had happened, the Terror of Taper Top once more
bade thq passengers good-night.
Tile doors of the stage-coach were then slam.med to and a
word to the d1iver caused him to ply his whip, and a way gnlloped the horses, leaving the grouty mine owner sitting at
the side of the road, and the body of the guarc1, who bacl been
shot by the Terror because be showed fight, lying where it
fell.
It bad been a very good haul, indeed. and when he hncl
himself helpE'd the dazed ·:\Iexican into the saddle, Tim Talbot gan. the word to return to their quarters in the ca,e at
the foot of '.raper To)).

CHAPTER V.
TIM TALBOT MEETS YOUKG Wil,D WEST AGAIN,

Young ,vud West and his friends were very well taken
care of at the hotel that night.
They came to the· conclusion the next morning at the breakfast table that they could not have struck a better place to
put up at during their stay in Deadwood.
Aftet· breakfast .they concluded to take a walk about town,
so as soon as they had looked at their horses and found them
all right, they went out.
Thel'e was not the promise of a good day before them, as
far as the weather was concerned. as tbe clouds were heavy
with rain.
"We will walk around the thickly settled part a bit, and
then if It does not rain this afternoon, we will ride about
and look at the mines," said Wild, as they sauntered up the
street.
"Thnt's it!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "I wnnt to see
what that smelting work§l looks like."
They had not walked very far before they noticed a very
respectable-looking barber shop, and it struck our hero just
then that he needed a shave.
Charlie ,vas the only one who wore a beard, and when they
all said the ' guessed they would let the Deadwood' barbers
have a try at their faces, he remarked that be would go in
with them.
"A barber earns his money easily when he tackles my
face," laughed Jim. "Though I am anxious to raise a mustache like Rick has some day, I am afraid I will never be
able to do it. As far as a beard is concerned, l guess I take
after my grandmother."
"Well. I am not muC'b better off than you, Jim." retorted
Wilcl. "I don't have to get shaved only about every two
weeks: and then if I neglected it it wouldn't be noticed."
"I ·. generally shave my11elf." remarked Robedee. "But I
am going to let a barber do it now, ·just for the sake of seein'
how it feels."
"I reckon you'll have a hard time doin' that," said Charlie
with a grin.'
"Ho"\\·?"
"Seein' how it feels, I mean. You mean feelin' how it feels.
You never Reen your feelin's. did you?"
"It seems to me that you are pretty exact," retorted Jack.
"You seem to be pretty bright this mornin'. Now, s'posin'
a baby was layin' on its back with his fingers on its eyes,
what would it be doin'?"
''I don't know. v\'hat would it be doin'?"
"Feelin' how it sees. of course! An' then if ther buby was
to tnke down its hands an· look at its fingers, it would be
seein' how it feels. If t!Jat ain't right I don't know what I
am talkin' a bont. How a bout it. ,vii cl?"
"I guesi;; you are {·ight, .Jack. Charlie, you want to look
out how yon pick him up."
They were now at the door of the barber shop, so dropping
the subject. ther ,vent in, all being satisfied that Robeclee bad
the bef:t of tl1e argument.
There were three chairs in the shop, with a man working
at each.
There was no one in waiting, so they were next, and they
snt down.
In spite of the rniny aspect of the morning, it was very
warm and close. so V\'ilcl took off his hat.
'rhe three barbers looked from the fnces the:, ,vere shaving
and noclclf'Cl at them, nml tlle bof;s wished them a good-morn"Xol"
"Yon ~av no to me'." aud with that 'J'irn Talbot struck the ing.
"~ext!" called out one of the bnrlJers, as . I.Je Jiuislled the
;llexienn ,1 hlow OYer the eye with the butt of his benvy
customer in the chair.
Colt's rc1·o!Ycr.
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"(+o al1Pacl. Wild,·• said .Jim. RO our hero got up and took
the chair as soon as the otller customer got ont of it.
Before ·willl was finislled .Tim and .Tack were in tbe other
two chairs.
'\Vhen our hero got out anc1 paid the barber a door at the
sitle of the room opened aucl :'l[el ?.lartin thru;::t his llead in
the room.
"Hello. Young vVilcl \Vest!" he observed with a show of ·surprise. "I did not expect to see vou so soon this moming.
"\Yell, I may as well tell you right here before every one, that
I made a fool of myself yesterday and I nm sorry for it. I
am not the man to hold a grudge, and if I had not been
drinking too much yesterday when you was introduced at
tlrn hotel, I shouldn't have acted like I did. I was coming
OYei· to the hotel to see you al)out the property over in Weston; but since you are here we can attend to the business
right now. Step in here; this is an adjunct to the barber
sl1op, and you can buy both ·whisky and cigars here. I want
you to have a good cigar with me before we get down to
business."
"All rigbt, :'>Ir. Martin," replied our hero. "I suppose we
can fix up tile llusiness now as well as any other time. We
can have a tulk o,er it, anyway."
He did not J1esitate to step into the adjoining room witb.
the man, thougJJ. he had a slight susvlcion that he did not
feel as friendly as he made out to.
But Young Wild West knew no fear.
If Mel l\lartin attempted anything that was_ at all treacherous he would te apt to find that he had made a mistake.
It was not a very large room that they stepped into.
There was a bar In one end of it. and scattered about were
some chairs and a couple of tables.
"Let us have a couple of your best cigars," said :Martin to
the man behind the bar, who was the only one there when
they entered.
As Wild followed him to the bar a door that was almost
behind opened noiselessly and a man wearing a heavy red
beard slid into tbe room.
Our hero was not aware of his presence . until the newcomer sprnng upon him and grabbed his revolvers from his
belt.
':IIel ~Itutin whipped out his shooter as quick as a flash and
in a wllisper exclaimed:
":\fake a single cry, Young Wild "\Vest, and you w!ll die. I
brought you ln here to do business with you, and I want to
do it to my own satisfaction. Hold up your hands!"
At that instant another man entered the room.
He was unquestionably a .i\1exican, and he had a bandage
oYet· one of bis eyes.
'l'he boy saw that he was in for it, so instead of raising
his bands, he dealt Martin a blow with !Jis fist between the
eyes tllat sent him flat upon his back on the floor.
The reel-whiskered fellow rushed upon him then, and tile
sconu<lrel "·ith the banc1n;:\'e over hiR eye moved toward tbe
encl of the bar.
"Yon may as ll'ell give in. young fellow!" exclaimed the
red-bearded man. "'Ve are bound to !Jaye you."
vYilc1 then caught the villain by the throat and pushed him
back on the table.
The Mexican seized a hammer and rus!Jed upon the boy.
Just then Uheyenne Charlie, revolver in hand, opened the
door.
"Drop that hammer, you yaller-skinned coyote!" cried the
scout. "Wilcl, I reckon I come jest in time, didn't I?"
"Yes. Charlie," panted our hero, who had now worked one
of his l.Jands to the throat of 1.be scoundrel he was holding on
the table, and was gripping on it so tightly that he was chokin;:r llim. "Call the others in! I guess we had better make
exnmvles of these fellows."
".Jim! .Tack! LiYely! Come in here!'i shouted Cheyenne
Tile three lJur.-t in through the doorway in double-quick
time, and just a. · they did so half a dozen villainous-looking
men came pouring iu through the other door.
Young Wild West let go bis hold upon the man be had
been bolr.ling down and seized tlle revolvers that were in his
belt.
"Back, you hounds!'' he cried, in a ringing voice. "I came
in this room to do business with Mel Martin, and I am going
to do it. The man who interferes wlll die!"
Seizing tbe opportunity before him, the fellow Wild had
released his grip upon slipped from the table and made a. bolt
for the door that opened Into the street.
As lie dld so the red beard fell from his face, and then

our friends sn w that he was no other than Tim Talbot. tbe
Terror of Taper Top.
-V\'ilcl was as' u1uch nirprised as any of them when he saw
this.
ii. qpiekl3J as he woulcl !Jave otherwise clone.
He di<1 not
The resuH"of 1it'1wa~ 1 mat Talliot got out on the street and
reachecl his 1\ e,' i·b/(;ll wH's 1t}M in front of the place.
reached tlie
He moun ·?/ fmd 1c1ahed off· just as our hero
;
,
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or thr~t:} tel);mS b:ap.p()neu o be in range at the tjjlle,
so he did not fire at the escap~ng villain.
If it had not been for the fact that they were right iii the
heart of a hustling town he would have taken bis chances on
winging the desperate highwayman.
:\feanwhile the rest of the scoundrels had got out of the
room with the single exception of Mel i\Iartin.
Jack Robeclee bad seized him as be atte!uptecl to get up,
having heard Wild say that he wanted to do business with
bim. and that he meant to clo it.
Charlle and the others could easily ha;-e clronpecl some of
the villains, but as they did not offer to drnw their revolyers
when they saw 'l'albot make his escape to the street, they
let them alone.
The man behiocl the bar W[lS trembling in b,is boots when
·
Young Wild West came back into the room.
"What does all this mean, gentlemen?" he asked, speaking
'
in a f11ghtened way.
"I rather think you know all about it," replied out hero,
as he motioned Martin to sit clown at the table.
"Upon my honor I do not!" cried the man. "I run a l'e·
spectable place, though it Is small, aJ;J.d I'ru tryin' my best to
make an honest livin'. When i\Ir. Martin brought you in
here I did not know there was any one in tbe ba<:k yard.
The men must bave went throt,gh the lane that leat1s to the
barn. I am telling you the truth, sir."
Wild looked bard at the fellow ancl made. up his mind that
be was honest.
"Perhaps you are telling the truth," be said. "I hope you
are for your own good. But. l\Ir. i.\Iartiu, •· and he turned to
the villain who had so nearly p-layed a successful game 0n
'J:'W,O

him.

"See here!" exclaimed Martin, looking about him in a hopeless way; "if I tell you all about it will you believe me?"
"I can't say that I will. To be plain with you, I think you
are a sneaking villain. and that ~-ou would as lea,e cut a
throat as eat. If you have anything to say, you can say it,
though."
"I· can get some of the best citizens in town to testify to
my general character,'' retorted the big man, wincing at vVild's
'
words.
"Perhaps you can. What you might call the best citizens
Top is not a good
Taper
of
Terror
The
might be the worst.
cl tizen, is he?"
"I clirl not know he was here."
"PPrhaps you did not. Well. go ahead, if you bnYe got
anything to say, and say it quick];·."
"Wl'll. I come to ther conclusion that I'd try an' work
about double what tiler property was worth out of yon."
Martin was now speaking in the style of tb'! general run
·
of the inhabitants again.
"You meant to scare me into paying you double what it
was worth, did you?"
"That's it exactly. I met the gang of men who rushed
in here down on ther corner. Some of 'em I knew by sight
nn' ther rest I had never seen afore. I told them that Young
Wild West was in ther barber shop an' t!Jat I wanted to
scare him into makin' a bargain with me. I told th1·ce of
'em to go through ther lane an' come around to ther back
door o1' this pince. an' wllen I got you in here ·they was to
come in an' hold revolvers at yo11r lleacl while I istruck ther
bargain with you."
"That sounds quite plausible, too. But you are not such
a fool as to think anything lil,e that would work on me,
especially after our meeting yesterday nftemoon, are you?''
"No, I ain't now, but I was a little "IYhile ago."
"Well. if that was your scheme, it didn't work. And any
other scheme you might ha,e been trying to work failed,
too. Now, :'lfr. Mel Martin, do you know what I want you
to do?"
"Tell me an' I'll do it."
'J'he man's tone was nothing if not humble now.
"I want you to l:\'O to the mayor, the cashier of the bank,
and four other prominent citizens of Deadwood and get them
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They hired a rig to take them back to the hotel, and as they
to recommend you as being an honest, law-abiding citizen.
being driven past one of the most gaudy looking saloons
were
Can you do it?"
town, Jim called our hero's attention to a man who
the
in
enough."
easy
that
"Yes, I kin do
"All right. Go and do it, then. I will meet you at 1.he was just about to enter the place.
It was the Mexican who had been in the act of striking
hotel we are stopping at in two hours from. now, and if the
rec:ommeudatlons are satisfactory I'll do business with you Young Wild West on the head with a hammer when Charlie
entered the room in time to nip him in the bud.
'
Jn regard to the sale of the property."
They could tell him by the bandage over his eye, if by no
"Thank you, Young Wild West. You are ther whitest man
I ever met. You are just what Easy Ep.ward said you wa.s, other way.
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild, "it now strikes me that I noticed
though I didn't believe it at the time. I'll be at ther hotel
that same fellow with the outlaws yesterday. He has been
1n lwo hours from now, or lose a leg."
"Look out you don't lose more than a leg. You wlll lose wounded since that time, and that is why he carries the
your whole body if you try to work any more dirty tlicks on bandage. I wonder what kind of a reputation that place has
got? I will have to find out, for I would not be surprised if it
me."
is a hang-out for the 'rerror of Taper Top."
''I mean just what I say, Young Wild West."
A rather elaborate sign over the door bore the inscription:
"So do I."
"I know you do. I want you t-0• shoot me If you catch me
JOHNNY'S JOINT.
doin' anything ag'in you, from this time out."
"All tight, Mr. Martin. You can go how."
There was also a Chinese sign on the building, too, and this
Glad of the opportunity, Martin got up and left the place.
place.
Wild then bought cigars for the five of them, and then .made our hero think it was a rather tough
"We must not fall to drop in there before we leave Deadthey we.nt back 1nto the barber shop.
Lively Rick had not been shaved, and he got into the chair. wood," he remarked.
"There's opium smokers there, I'll bet!" said Lively Rick.
'!.'he barbers were much surprised at what bad occurred.
The three of them were united in saying that the keeper "I was in a place like that in Denver when I was out there.
this one."
of the bar in the adjoining room was a good sort of man, It had a Chinese sign on it that looked like
"Did yer try any of ther opium smokin' when you was in
and not one who would take a part in such a thing as had
it?" Jack asked.
just taken place.
"Yes; I thought I'd take in everything there was in town,
"It is too bad we couldn't have held on to Talbot, ther
·s o I bought a pipe, as they called it. It was ther worst dose
Terror," said Cheyenne Charlie.
I ever got, I think, for when I woke up I'd been · robbed of
Tbe barbers looked at him In astonishment.
I had 'cept my clothes. I was lucky enough to
That was the first that they had heard of the famous out- everything
strike a feller I knowecl, a.fter I got out, an' he give tne a
there.
b'eiilg
law
job to earn money enough to git out of the towh. That was
"Wtts he in there?" gasped the boss.
a.n' you kin bet it will be my last,
"He was, and I had him pressed back on a table," an- my first opium smokin',
·
swered Wild. "But I d1d not know it was him, as he bad a too."
say that when you git to sleep from the stuff it makes
"They
false beard on."
that angels are flying around you an' peltin' you
"And if you had held on to him you would have got a you dreamroses
an' cologne," spoke up Charlie.
red
with
sheriff."
the
thousand dollars from
git ther right kind of a dose, then, for about
didn't
I
guess
''I
it."
demanded
had
I
if
so,
"Yes; I suppose
was that ther old boy was cha.sin' me with
about
dreamed
I
all
wouldn't
it,
demanded
have
would
likely
most
you
"'Well,
a red-hot pitchfork, an' when I woke up my head felt as
you?"
though it was jammed into an ore-crusher, while my feet felt
"Oh, I suppose so.,.
:is though some one was stickin' ten thousand needles in 'em.
likely
ain't
It
as
"A1id now it w!ll be hard to catch him,
Don't talk opium to me! It may be all right for some feller
he will venture into Deadwood again.''
all ther nerves he ever had an' is all ther time
"Oh, I think he wm come back. He has got an i'1ea that what has lost
was dead; but for a. sound person of common sense!
he is invincible, and this will only make him more daring. wishin'I he
Well, reckon he'd be a fool to try it, knowin' as much as I
He will be caught before many days, see if he isn't."
"Did you hear about his holding up the stagecoach last do about it."
"I.don't think any of us want to try it," said Wild. "But
night?" went on the barber, who bad nothing to do but talk
I do think all of us would like to pay a visit to Johnny's Joint.
just then.
I want to go there just to see if I am not right when I think
"~o; we haven't heard of it."
for Tim Talbot when he is in Dead"Well, the Terror of Taper Top held up the stagecoach it is a sort of headquarters
last night seven ..miles out of here. He made a clean sweep wood."
"And we wlll go there, by all means," observed Jim.
of it, with the exception of taking a bride's wedding ring
When they got back to the hotel they were surprised to find
and her earrings. Two of the men who were in the coach
were here this morning, and they told rue all about it. One Mel Martin waiting there.
of them is a regular customer at the shop here. He is Charles . The two hours was not yet up, but he had not been idle ' and
Peterson, who went to St. Louis to get married. He was in the getting there ahead of time, he had sat down to wait.
"I am here, Young Wild West," he said, as our hero walked
coach with his wife and a friend who met him and ca.me out
here with him. There. were four more passengers, and one of up to him. "I've been to see the people you spoke about ' an' I
them was a rich old fellow who owns several mines in the have got the seven recommendations."
Sure enough, he did have that number, and they were from
Hills. The Terror treated them all quite decent but the old
fellow, who lied about what money he had. He pulled him out the mayor, cashier of the bank, and four other men who were
into the road and made the driver come on to town with the supposed to live in Deadwood.
Wild read them over and found that they an spoke well of
horses at a hot gallop. The guard was shot at the first go-off,
the man.
but he was the only one, as not another shot wa.s fired."
Then he took them to the propr~tor of the hotel and asked
Young Wild West was much interested in the recital of this
him if he could identify the signatures.
&,tve,;:;,rure.
Four of them he could readily enough, but the rest he said
He began to think that Tim Talbot was one of the most
he had not seen enough times to tell whether they were genudaring scoundrels he had ever met.
The man must certainly possess great nerve to venture into ine or not.
"From what you know of Mel Martin, he bears a. pretty fair
town after making a hold-up the night before.
He resolved right then and there to help the sheriff break character, then?" our her-0 questioned.
"Yes; outside of his bein' a gambler, an' somewhat of a
up the outlaw gang and bring- the Terror of Taper Top to jusI never heard anythin' agln him," was the reply.
speculator,
tice.
"Well, I guess I will do business with him, then."
·'Did you make him git these signers before you would do
btisiness with him?" queried the landlord in surprise.
, CHAP':t'ER VI.
WILD MAKES THE DEAL WITH MARTIN.
"I felt it necessary, so I did. You see, he tried a trick on
Our friends left the barber-shop and took a walk around me this morning that might have resulted in me being put
out of the way," and then Wild told him what had happened
town .
They cut it short, however, as it had b!;gun to rain pretty in the room adjoining the barber-shop.
"Well, I swan! I never thought he would do anything like
hard, and they did not feel in the humor to get soaked to the
that. You kin bet that he did Ubt mean to kill you. He might
skin.
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It was not far from where he parted with Young Wild West
have been goin' to scare you into glvln' a good price for the
property, 'Tain't likely he knowed that It was Tim Talbot he and his friends, and a few minutes later he walked Into tbe
was gittin' to help him. Well, that beats me! I never h~rd place.
There was a little bit of everything to be had at Johnny's
anything like it before!"
Young Wild West went back to Martin and told him to come Joint, though gambllng, opium smoking a.nd liquors were the
prfncip,al features.
to a private room with them.
It was a hot~!, also, and more than one innocent tenderfoot
He wanted his companions present to witness whatever verwho had hired a room there had never been seen or heard of
•
bal agreement they could come to.
"I'm glad you're satisfied, Young Wild West," remarked the after,
Martin was well aware of this, but he never took any part
big man, as he took a seat. "I have done somethln' for you
that T wouldn't have done for a regiment of soldiers before I In things that led up to that.
He had always been content with getting a man's money by
met you. I never wanted to clear myself so much in my life
as I did this morning when that thing happened in that bar- gambling squarely or otherwise, as the case might requir.e.
But one thing he did know well, and that was' that a good
room. You see, I had done such things before In makin' deals,
an' I never thought but that it was all right. If you kin scare square meal could always be had at the restaurant part of the
establishment
a feller into makin' a deal it ls a deal, you know."
The price for meals was higher than any other place in town,
"It is taking a mean, cowardly advantage, you mean."
"Well, I reckon it is. Now, what wm you give me for the but that made no difference to Mart.In just then.
He had plenty of money, and he also had an order on t1ie
·
property that lies next to your piece in Weston?"
bank at Weston payable to him.
"What do you ask for it?"
All he had to do was to take it to Ute Deadwood• Bank and
"I've never been there even to look at it, so I don't know
how much it is worth. I only know what I paid for it, an' get it turned Into cash, as Young Wild West had assured him
that he would send word to the bank and have It arranged for
what was told me when I bought it."
"Well, you ought to be able to place a figure on It, then." him to cash tt tn.
And the big man did not doubt the word of Young Wild
Mel Martin rubbed his chin thoughtfully.
West.
He was getting right down to business now.
He had reason to believe in him pretty well.
''I'll tell you what I'll do!" he exclaimed. "I gave three
It was noon when Martin walked into the restaurant, and
thousand dollars for the property on a blind deal, an' I'll sell
the tables were pretty well filled up with gamblers, sporting
it to you for the same money, an' in ther same way,"
miners, cowboys, and here and there a tenderfoot fresh from
"Done!" cried Wild.
He had expected to pay as much as five thousand for the the East.
Martin looked around and presently saw a table that was
piece of land, and here it was offered to him for a little more
bei.ng used by three men.
than half that sum.
One of them was a stout, elderly man with a very pompous
"An' you'll pay the recordln' tee1" said Martin.
air, and the other two were bearded fellows wearing very
"Yes; I'll do that."
'
"Give me a deposit, and I'll write a receipt to bind the bar- sporty clothes.
There was just one vacant chair, and the big man thought
gain."
Young Wild West produced a bag from his pocket and took that particular place .was as good as any of the rest.
So he sat down and gave his order to the watter.
f,om it fifty dollars in gold.
All three of the men were strangers to him, and Martin was
"That pretty near breaks me," he observed, looking at his
always on the lookout to make the acquaintance of strangers.
friends.
"We'll make out with what we've got between us," spoke up . He had often led himself in the way of making money by
striking up a quick friendship.
'
Charlie.
If he once got his man into a game of draw poker he was
Martin then wrote the receipt for the fifty dollars on account
all rfght, for Mel Martin came out ahead in that game nine
as Wild dictated, and the money changed hands.
"We will go to the recorder's office right a.way," observed times out of ten.
"Nasty day, strangers," he observed, looking at all three
our hero, "and as soon as I am satisfied that everything is
all right, I'll write you my order on the bank of Weston for with one sweeping glance.
. "Yes," answered two of the men, the third not taking the
the balance of the money."
trouble to answer.
"'That just suits me," was the reply,
"A rainy day always makes me feel uneasy," went on the
It lacked a trifle over an hour before dinner-Ume, so they an
left the hotel, and hiring a conveyance, went to the recorder's bfg man. Then looking straight at the stout ma.n, he added:
"What's the matter, my friend? You appear downhearted.·•
office.
"I guess you'd be downhearted, too, if you WM robbed of
The man they wanted to see was in, and after a search had
been made through the necessary books, ft was found that the every cent you had," was the reply, in a growling tone.
"I reckon I would. When was you robbed?"
property was in the name of Mel Martin, and that there were
"La.st night, when the stage-coach was held up about seven
no incumbrances on it whatever.
rt only took a few minutes to transfer the title, and then miles out of town. The scoundrels were not sat!sfied with
Wild wrote out an order for two thousand nine hundred and taking my money and watch and chain, but they pulled me
out of the. coach and made me foot it for the whole seven
fifty dollars on the bank at Weston.
This he hanfled over to Martin, who thanked him warmly. miles to here."
"How is it that you are able to buy your dinner if you were
"Now," said our hero, as they left the office, "there is one
r.oblfed of every cent you had last night?" asked the man sitquestion I would like to ask you, Mr. Martin."
ting opposite to Martin, becoming very much interested, it
.. Go ahead an' ask it," was the reply.
.. -what were you going to make me pay for that property seemed.
"Oh, my credit is good at almost any bank, I guess," W!!s
if your scheme had worked this morning?"
"About ten thousand dollars," and the man's face colored the boasting rejoinder. "I soon got fixed up when I got to
this town. My name is Dolliver-Dan Dolliver-and I am
as he said it.
Interested In a few mines within a scope of two hundred miles
_
"This is quite a drop, then."
"Yes; an' I am glad of it. It is ther first thing I ever sold or so."
"Why, do you mean to tell me that you are Dan DolUver, the
that I didn't make a good margin on, though, an' I am glad
millionaire mine owner?" cried the man who had asked the
it is, for dealin' with you has learned me a good lesson."
"Well, I guess we are both satisfied, then. Good-morning! .rather impudent question.
"That's who I am, sir," and the old fellow swelled out his
We may see ·you again before we leave Deadwood."
Our friends parted company with the man who had acted chest with a great show of pride.
"Put her there, Mr. DolUver. I am more than pleased to
in such a peculiar way since the deal had been going on, and
have the pleasure of meeting you," and Dolliver, who was
went to the hotel in time for dinner.
And Mel Martin, feeling better than he had in some time, really the grouty old man Tim Talbot had treated so harshly
though he did not know just why, set out for one of his fa.- in the hold-up the night before, had his hand in the g:-ip of the
stranger and being wrung in a hearty fashion before he was
,
vorite resorts.
It so happened that he concluded to go to the place called aware of it.
"I guess I ain't going to get much of a show." th~u_g:ht MarJohnny's Joint.
to have a try at It, anyhow.
mbler and there was the place Un "But T am goingMartin,"
d
ti
he exclaimed, seizing the f,i,t
name is l\:'fol
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line
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man's hand the [1'1.stant tile other Jet go, •· I am a well-known
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citizen around these diggin's. If I can be of any assistance
to you, either financially or otherwise, Mr. Dolliver, I will be
on)y too happy to oblige you."
"Thank you,'' answered Dolliver, thawi11g1out, wonderfully.
"I am glad ·to meet you, gentlemen, I a1:1sura 6':0U,"
He was speaking the best he knew• hpw l'lQWI and was putting on all the dignity he could command, at the same time.
"My name is Webster," remarked the fElll0WhiWlic0 had wrung
his hand so heartily. "I am ,a, stranger here ii;t town, but I
guess I will make out all right, since I never had a quarrel
"
with a person in all my life."
·• And my name is Quirk,., spoke up the remaining man at
that had
order
the
with
the table, just as the waiter came
been given at the table by the four. "What do you say if we
have a nice quart bottle of champagne, gentlemen? It will
serve to wash the dinner down better. l, too, am a stranger
in these parts, an' I'd like to get acquainted with some good
people.·•
All three were perfectly willing to do this, and they told
him so.
The wine was promptly ordered, and as they drank it they
became more friendly.
Martin was a little puzzled.
He felt certain that the two men were trying to work the
same game he was trying for.
He also knew they were in disguise, since his sharp eyes
had detected the beards they had on as being false.
Who were they?
That was the question that puzzled him,
''They are regular Deadwood crooks, I'll bet!" he thought.
"But I can't seem to locate them. Well, I'll work the thing
out, anyway, an' if they are after anything worse than gettin' the old fool into a game of ·poker, I'll look out for his
interests, that's all."
Having come to this conclusion, Mel Martin proceeded to
enjoy the meal, making himself as agreeable as he could.

CHAPTER VII.
THE GA).{E OF DRAW POKER,

The dinner in the restaurant of Johnny' s Joint was a rather
lengthy affair.
The four men at the table not only enjoyed one bottle of
champagne, but before they were ready to get up they had
disposed of at least half a dozen.
And by that time they were all feeling as though they had
known each other for years.
It was a game that was being played with two men on one
side and one on the other.
And :Oolliver, the egotistical mine owner, who had been
,robbed the night before, was the game sought after.
One by one the guests of the restaurant went out, and finally
the four were the only ones remaining.
But they were good customers, and they were waited upon
with the utmost politeness and prompt attention.
So well did Martin and the other men work their game that
finally Dolliver gave a yawn and proposed that they play a
friendly game of cards.
Webster, as he ca)led himself, demurred a little, and Martin
hesitated.
But they botb. consented to play, with the proviso that the
stakes were to be small.
The other man said he did not know much about cards, but
he ·would take a hand, just so he would not break up· the
party.
As they got up to go to the room where they were to play,
Webster managed to get alongside of Martin and whisper in
his ear:
"I know you, Martin, but you don't know me. We will pick
the old fool and divide the proceeds between the three of us."
The big man nodded in the affirmative, though he did not
know whether he would do it that way or not.
He was now more puzzled than ever to find out who the
two disguised men were.
He had made up his mind only an hour or two before to lead
a better life, but the temptation to gamble was too great for
hiru, a,nd he had even gone so far as to en ter a conspiracy to
rob an unsuspecting fellow-creature.
But Mel Martin did not know Dolliver.
Neither did the ot her two men.
.That is, as far as his g:i.:ubling propens ities were concerned..

They were to learn something about him, though, before
they got through with him.
The four managed to get a nice quiet corner where they
could have things pretty much to themselves.
There were three other tables in the room, but none of
them were being used when they sat down.
The cards we.re brought and the game commenced.
It was for very light stakes at first, and the four seemed to
be really enjoying the game.
The man named Quirk was the lucky man at the end of
half an hour.
He ·had won something like a hundred dollars, and he
showed great signs of elation.
Dolliver proposed that the ante be doubled, just to make it
more interesting.
In spite of his pompous ways, the wealthy mine owner was
an inveterate player of draw poker.
And he knew the game, too, both in an honest way and in a
crooked way.
They played 'on till an hour had slipped by, and then they
found that with the exception of that which had gone to the
house, they were pretty well evened up.
Every time either Martin or Webster fixed the cards for
Dolliver, he refused to bite on the bait thrown him.
He would do just the contrary to what they expected him
to.
Finally Martin proposed that they raise the ante again.
"Certainly," said the fat man. "Make it as high as you like.
I don't care. If I lose what money I have with me all I will
have to do is to send over to the bank and get more."
"That's me, too, pardner," replied Martin. "I've got a check
for twenty-nine hundred and fifty dollars in my pocket, which
Young Wild West gave me this mornin'. If I find that l will
need it, I will run over to ther bank an' git it cashed."
"So you have a check from Young Wild West, eh?" queried
Webster, while Quirk looked interested.
"Yes; I sold him a piece of property over in Weston."
"The piece you expected to get ten thousand for, I suppose?"
Mel Martin ga.ve a start.
It all flashed upon him now.
The two men with the beards were a couple of those he had
got to assist him in working the scheme on Young Wild West
that morning.
And it had been told to him that one of the men was no
other than 'l'im Talbot, the Terror of Taper Top.
Was the villain now before him?
It could not be, he thought, after he had weighed tho thing
through his head for a few seconds.
Talbot would not have the nerve to come there, after what
took place in the little saloon next to the barber-shop.
The two disguised men must belong to his band, though, and
that made the big man feel as though he would have to be a
little careful how he acted.
"They think I am a genuine crook," he thought. "An' I
don't wonder that they do, since they must have thought that
I meant to kill Young Wild West this mornin'. Well, I'll let
'em think so. One thing, I won't give them away. I wouldn t
give Tim Talbot away if he was here himself. H e has his
way of makin' a livin', an' I have mine."
A peculiar man was Mel Martin.
The playing went on again, and try as they might, the men
.
could not fleece Dolliver out of a dollar.
On the other hand, he gl"!l,dually kept adding to his winnings.
It was just at this stage of the gam.e when half a dozen newcomers entered the room.
Martin looked up and gave a start when he saw th a t it was
Young Wild West ancl his party who had come in.
And Dolliver looked surprised, too, when he saw that one
of the six was Peterson, the young miner who had been a fellow-passenger in the stagecoach when it was held up tbe
night before.
He was in a much pleasanter mood than he had been
during the journey from Baldtown, and he Rpokr to tile
young man.
"How are you. young fellow?" he observed. "I scr you at'e
alive, after what happened last night."
"Oh, yes," replied Peterson, moving his ehair clo,;er to the
table. "I got off a little luckier tha.n you did."
"I know you did . I will get square on the T error of T apn
Top for the ,rny he nsecl me, see if I don't. As soon a s J
see the sheriff J am to add :mot!Jer thousand dollars to tl1e
reward for the RC'ouudrel, drn(l or alivP. 'fhat oup:ht lo i ,1clnce somebod,r to go tll P wl1olP leugtll to get !Jim,"
··Yes : tlrnt ought tu lw qnit l• an in<l11<·ement; but l lH•nr
the rewanl iias alrea(ly becu tluubl ed by tlle county officials."
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"Is that so?'' :\1a~·tin asked, who knew Peterson quite well. of card sharps, but. I must Sfly, you are rather poor ones at
·
·'Yes. "\\'ell, gentlemen, sinre we are all here together, that."
Strange ns it ma.,· sren, th0 only 0110 to show sig-ns of
J would like to introduc-e you to ~ome friends of mine. This
Is Young 1'i'ilcl "'est, the prince of the saddle, dead-shot and anger llt this \YUS Do!li.-er: but he was a harmless old fellow,
town boomer. Xo doubt you have hea.rd of him, if you and there was- 'llO <llmg-er of there bein;::- nny ~hots exrhanged.
'·::IIebbe you tli'trrl~ :rou know how to plny ther game?'' lie
haven't met him."
,
t
1° ,
"I am glad to say that I am a friend of his," retorted Mar- asked, hotly. n t t ~
'·I do; but I selcloni play it.'~ ,>11
tin, ,Yith jnst the least show of pride. ·'I just left him
"Suppose you take a hand •with 11.s- ~·ou a1·e so smart?"
a few minutes before dinner time. Shak<' llands with him,
,,...,
''\Yell, just to accommodate yon-, I will.'"
gentlemen. You never met a wlliter feller than Young Wilcl
Jim Dart was not a bit surprised when he heard hjs
"\rest."
Dolli,er sllool, hand,: witll our hero in rather a disinter- chum say thL. r.111
Like '1i7ild, he had his suspicious about the l,\·o bearded ·
ei<tPCl way, and then Webster and Quirk gave him their
men, and he kne,v that the prince of the sadcllr was going
lrnnds.
Tber0 was something rather i<trange about their actionR to take a hand in the game for a pnrposP.
The four promptly made room for him around tile table
wl10n they shook hands, which :uartln could not help noticing.
· Jt st ruck him that they had lost their free and easy way ancl Wild mo,ed his chair up.
'l'be men were not playing with chips, but using the money
sinPe the young prince of the saddle had entered the room.
'"Tliey are afraid of him, ns sure as guns," he muttered itself.
"I like a five or slx:-haudecl game better, an~·way,'' reunder his breat11. "Well, I don't blame 'em for beln' uneasy,
marked ·webster. ''vVon't one of the otllt'r g-entlemen come
for if he once gits after 'em, it will soon be all up with 'em."
·' .\.nd these gentlemen," went on Peterson, finishing the in the game?"
"That's so!" exclaimed Martin an11 Quirk in a breath.
iutrodnction, "are Young Wild "'cst's partners and friends,
"I'm satisfied," said Dolliver, with an ugly gnmt.
Clw;,0nne Charlie, Jlm Dart, Jack Itobedee and Mr. Lively
Wild looked at Charlie.
Hi<'k from DC'vil Creek. Tbev are all made of the best stuff
That look meant that he coulr\ tnkP a hand if he desired.
tlrn f <·an be found in tbese parts, so don't be backwarcl in
Our hero hnd very little money, ancl clid not intend to play
rnakin;:{ fri0ncls with them."
Thn<' ,Yns n g0neral lrnnd-~hake all around again, and then loug.
What he wanted to clo was to get into an argument with
::II:irtin arose and introrlu0ed '1i'el>ster and Quirk.
--uon't Jct us Interrupt your game," said Peterson, who was the man called Webster.
He was the one he had picked out as being the clever
quite n tallrntlve fellow. "I accidentally got acquainted with
Yonn,<.r ,Yilcl 'West an hour ago, and I am now enjoying the villain in the gnme.
"I'll take a hand, if there ain't any objections," said
h011or of showing them around town."
Cheyrune Charlie.
This wns indeed the rase.
.,
.,
)lo one had, so room wa;;: made for him.
r
r0ter;;on had dropped into lhe bar of the hotel where our
r
Webster.
and
Quirk
between
in
got
Charlie
about
remark
a
dropped
haying
and
friends were stoppin?.,
That ma.de Webster sit almost opposite to Wild.
the holcl-np of the night before, had been requested by Jim
They cut for deal, after first agreeing on the ante, and it
Dart to tell nil that tool, place.
Yonng -n-ilrl ·west took Peterson to be just what he was- fell to the lot of Oharlie to deal the cards.
Though he did not follow up the game, on the advice of
a mi11Pr with plenty of push and grit in b!m, and he formed
Young Wild '1i7est, the scout was 11 good hand at the businesf'.
a lildng for him right away.
And what Wild did not know about the cards was hardlr
Thus it came to their going out with him to take' in the
worth knowing, though be nev~r gambled for the purpose of
to"·n.
It was a r:-iiny cl~y, L>ut they purchrised umbrellas and went winning another person's money.
He only did it when he had an object in view.
:FP111Hl that w:1~·\Vhen the cards were dealt rtround, Dolliver bet ten dollars.·
.f ollllll.\'0$ .Toiut was the second place they had stopped at
11'ilcl ralsrd it a like amo1rnt. and theu ·webster went him
1<"1·1·<' l<'nYiug the hotPl. aud it was here that Wild had an
'
ten better, Martin meeting it. ·
il1 <'n of nweting Tim Talbot. if lie m1s yet in town.
Charlie and Quirk stayed out.
,\Pd it clicl not take the rhnmpion young dead-shot verJThere was no heavy betting, ea.ch e,idently ha,ing a rather
l<Jli!:!; to <'Orne to thl? ronclnsion that if the Terror of Taper
·
Top ,vas 11ot in the g-ambling room, there were villains of his slim hand after they drew their cards. satisfiE'd grunt as he
Dolliver raked in the pot, giving a
cnliher tliere, any"·a:y.
He llecame ron,ioeed from the moment he set eyes on the did so.
It continued in about this way until Webster got the deal.
two men nt the tahle with Mel Martin and Dollinr that they
Webster had laid down a "blind" of ten ~lollars, and when
\\"C're not what they appeared to be.
the. cards were dealt everybody met it.
Ther w0re disguised.
'l'he game was now getting clecldedly interesting.
His quick 0yes could see that.
Se,eral patrons of the place had entered meamYhile and
Ancl tluit heing the case, they must be either officers of
when it became noised about that Young 'iVild West. the boss
the In w iu searPh of a c-riminnl. or criminals tllemsel,es.
poker, the interest
Wil(l thoug;ht it wns the fatter, so he determined to watch of Weston, was playing in a game of draw
became great.
the men clo~cly.
Men were standing around the table three and four deep.
IIr hnd little or nothing to say as tlle game proceeded, and
,Y oung Wild West was as cool as though he was simply
lw soon bec:11nE1 of the opinion that Dolliver knew more about
thr ca rel~ thn n the other three players were giving him playing a. game of dominoes with his friends .
Webster held the pack lo his hands and dealt out what the
cre(lit for.
,Yhen he lwcl watcllecl them ten minutes an altercation players called for.
"How many?" he asked Wild, when it came to him.
SU<ldeuly began between the four gamblers.
"Five," was the reply, and he threw his hand ln with the
The stout old man bad caught v\7ebste.r taking a card from
discards.
his sleeve.
The dealer looked just a bit uneasy as he handed over the
'l'hey were getting in it hot and heavy, one accusing nod
the other oeny!ng, WhC'n '1i'ebster suddenly turned to Wild cards.
Quirk drew three and Charlie one.
ancl said:
Then Webster looked at his own hand, ancl discarding three,
•·-n·e "·ill leave it to nn outsi,ler. Young Wild West, what
do you think of this game? You have been looking on for took that number from the pack.
Dolliver had failed to better his hand, so he simply bet the
i:;ome time now, and ought to have an idea of what ls going
regular ante.
on. HaYe you seen any one cheating?"
Wild met the bet,.a.s did Quirk and Cheyenne Charlie.
'·Yes." was the quiclc reply. "I have seen all four o.f you
Then what happened no one expected to see.
doing considerable in that linr. Gentlemen, if I were you,
Webster met the bet and made the call.
I would gi,e up the game. It seems to be a sort of 'diamond
It had been a very tame affRir, after all.
cut cliamoud.' "
It so lfappened tu.at Charlie held the best hand, and he.
··Yon wasn't a.-ked to say nu:,·thing; like that," said Dolliver,
_
raked 'in the· pot.
as he arose- to hi. feet. hi face flushing angrily.
··r wonld likP to ask yo11 som0thing'?" spoke up '1·ebster,
--011. rrs, I wns;· r!'tortccl \Yilcl. with a smile. "I answered
thP ,·,, ry rrue"tion I wns ,ukcd. all(! then 1 gaYe a little acl- -looking hnrd at ,vihl. "'\,;·1wt dill .1ou (lra"· fin• c:1nh fot?"
"To keep 5·ou from getting four aces," was the cnlm reply.
vice in the way of a sugge ·tion. All four of you are a set
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"I laid down three kings and a pl!ir of qne('ns In oJ'ffor to
rlrnw the whole five."
"T'l1at means that I was cheating?"
"E'Xactly."
",Yell. r wasn't."
"Whllt did you question me as to why I drew flvi> carrls
for, then?"
· ".Just because I felt like doing 80."
"And I answered you just because I felt like doing so."
"You did, eh?''
"Yes. Now. I will tell you why you asked the question.
You were so surprised at my discarding the three kings and
the pair of queens that you could not keep from asking me.
Yciu knew just the hand you dealt me, and if I had stood
pnt, you would have drawn three aces, which, with the one
you have in that hand, would have given you four."
"You lie, if you say I knew what you had in your hand!"
'i\°ild's eyes twinkled dangerously, but he remained cool.
"Don't say anything you will be sorry for, my friend," he
retorted. "I will bet you that you have an ace i rr the
l1 and you just laid down, and that if I had stood pat, you
Y,ould ham got the three t at got divided between my friend
and your friend."
"And I'll bet that you are a lying young hound!"
He drew a revol,er as he made this bold remark.
Tb1>n Romething happened that almost took the breath from
the- lookers-on.
Young ·wild ~Test knocked the weapon from the man's
lrnnd, and then, as quick as a flash, seized the beard ancl tore
it from the man's face.
"Aha! I am glad to meet you, Tim Talbot!" cried Young
n·nd West, covering the man with the muzzle of his re,olver. "You could not bold your temper. and that bas made
;cou loRe tbe game. Han<ls up, please, or you will die right
in that rhair!''
The friend of the v!Ilaln was in the act of drawing hiR
shooter when he suddenly found the muzzle of Charlie's
right under his nose.
"It ain't no use in 1·aisin' a rumpus, stranger," the scout
r0m:1rkNl. "You had better take it easy."
"Furie~!'' cried T'a lbot, when he found that his Identity bad
bren di,;closcd. "You will never take me, Yonng Wild West!"
As the words left h!s lips he threw up both feet ant1
kicked the table over.
Our hero had not expected this movement, and he was
for0ed over backward with the overturned table on top of him.
Tbe T'e rror of Taper Top blew a shrill whistle and then
everything was in an uproar.
Severn\ shots were fired. but the ,illain seemed fo bear·a.
charm.eel lifr, and in a twinkling be bad workf'd his "\'\' UY out
·
of the mom .
CHAPTER VIII.
WILD AND THE SHEBIFF.

"\Yhen Young Wild West got upon bis feet there was a free
fiisht in progress.
That was sufficient to prove that there were several of
Tim Talbot's friends in the room.
The shots that bad been fired bad clone little damnge,
since the:, had been aimcfl in the air more for the purpose
of creating a confusion and allowing the outlaw leader to
esrape.
"Stop :,om wrangling, and get awR:r from that dool'!" cried
our hero, a revolver showing in eithel' hand. "If ,on arc
not might,r careful, I will begin to snoot dirertly, and when
I shoot i:;oroe one -always gets hurt. Stand aside. now! I mu
going after the Terror of Taper Top!"
.''ls U' b~· mngic, tbe crowd drew bacl, and allowed the
da,;hing- young dead-shot to pass.
'l'he oYerturning of the table hacl interfeI"@d with Cbc,enne
Chnrlie, too: but not enough to can~f.> him to ]of'e Right of
1110 man he had covered.
He still kept him right when> he w11ntP<l him, and .Jim
nncl thf.> r:-st "·<'rP keeping an ere on the men in the room
to ,:Pr> tlrnt thC';t· ,lid not int~rfere.
.\;, \Yilrl rf'achecl the door be met half .a dozen men pushing their "l'l·a.1- in.
"l"m ther sheriff!" cried their leader, a tall, raw-boned
fellow. "Tl11-'r J'nst man wlrnt · interferes with me in tber
c·o11r1>e of mJ· duty will e:tbC'r be ::irre;;ted or flie with Ill,;
hoot~ on,,.
.. , re ~-011 lookin_g: for Tim Talbot?" askC'd Youn_g Wilrl West.
"Tlrnfs .ir'~t tl1er erookr<l c·o)·ote Wf''r0 lookin' J'or," wa~
(lip i: :1:swer. "l got wind a little while ago that lw was in

town, nn' that bein' ther case, I knowed he must be here, as
everything drops Into Johnny's Jolnt, from a millionaire porkraiser to a Snake Injun with ther lep1·osy! Clear thl'r trnck!
I'm Stra,Yherry Bill, ther !'iherlff of Pennington County, an'
when I talk I alwayR mPan sometbin' ! An' when I shoot I
shoot t0 kill!"
"Tim Talbot went out of this door less than a minntf' b(:>fore you came in," said Wild. Elizing up the man and coming to the quick conclusion t"bat be was a man who would
go through fire ancl water for the man he wanted.
"If that ~s so, sonny, h e didn't go out on tlrnr strPl't."
"Then he ls in the building yet," retorted Wild, not noticing
the appellRtion of "sonny" just then.
"Herc's one of his parcls," spoke up Charlif'.
"Good Pno11gh! One of my deputies will 'tend to him.
Zelrn, jest nail onto him, will yer?"
"L!.ke a lizard clingin' to a stone wall I will!" replied the
deputy, showing a pair of handcuffs. "Hol<'I out ye!' haucls,
you varmint!''
There was nothing for the villain to do bnt to obe:,, anrl
as the steel bracelet,; clicked on his wrists, Cheyenne Charlie
gra1Jbe<1 the false beard ancl tore it from bis face, di~l'losing
the features of Len, the lieutenant of the outlaw hand.
"Ah!" exclaimed the i;heriff, "I know you, old f01ler. Ro
yon are traveling around in disguise nowada:,s. nre you?
Jumping Jehosaphat. But this is a haul, ain't it! Now for
ther main guy in ther case."
"Perhaps the proprietor of the place could gi,e some information roncerning bim," suggested our hero.
Come here. Johnny
Where's .Johnny?
"That's right.
Jumper! ,Ve all know tbat you're crookerl, an' that yon
run a crooked joint. Trot out here. now, or ther minion<:
of ther Jaw will have yer in their clutches :ifore :,ou kin say
,JRck Robinson."
"\Vho says I tnRy know somethJng ahout Tim Talhot?"
clrmandf'd a short lit1le fellow with a badly scarred face and
a big diamond iu his shirt front, as he pushed his way In
front of 'iVild.
""I said you might !mow something about where hf' iR."
was the quick ret_o rt, for Wild knew only too well that the
man was addressing him personally.
"Then I say you are baclly mir,tak!'n, you brat of an up1,tart boy!" and the irnte proprietor strnrk a savagP blow
right at our hero's face.
But thE' blow was nimbly dorlgE'd, and the next inst:int
Young .Wild West had the diminutive Jobnny Jumper in a
,ise-like grip.
B efore any one knew what Ile was up to. he lifted him
bodily :rnd flung him half-way across the room.
.Johnny strnck the floor with a hang and bounded to bis
feet as t hough be w:is mane of rubber.
Then he rlrew a r!?,olver. and was in the act of firing a
shot at 'iVild when Lively Rick lrnocl,ccl the w0apon from his
hancl.
"W' hoopee!" yellerl the man from De"l'i! Crerk. n<'ting as
though li e had just awakenerl to what wns going on, nnrl
then picking him up, h e tossed him over to Clrnrlie, who
caught him as though he was a bag o-f rags anrl bumped blm
·
upon the floor, bencl down.
The sudden appearance of tbt;1 little proprietor had cnuf:ecl
our friends to look on the hnmorom:: side of the affair. nrnl
they were now in for fnn, forgetful of the fact that Tim
Talbot might c,en then he making his escape.
·w<' say our frif'nds, hut WP. must omit onr from thol'<P who
were looking- for the fnn that conld be µ;ot out of the thing.
Tlrnt was ,,ilc1.
.Just now be was about as :.m xiom; :is the sheriff to calrh
the Terror of Taper '.Pop .
He Jrnf'hed his way into the h/l-ll ancl found tlw ou11<iile
(1001· guarded hy n m:m with a hig na,y revol,Pr.
"T'm a rleput~·,'' lH' Raid. "Yon can't pa:;;s out of hcrr i ill
th e shPl'iff says so.''
'l'hnt wns enough to eonvinrp our hero thnt, unlr,s llP
hnd madr hi~ 1•xit 11:r SOUJE' other door, Tim TAlhot "·as ,,till
in thC' house.
"All right." Ile repliN1, ancl J1ac-l, lle "l'l·ent into i"llP 1:;nmhlin~
room , from whi<•h lw <'onld hear roars of ln ur.:htc1· <'om'ng.
Tl1e nrop:·'ctor of .Tohrn;1·'s .Tnint was in a gren t rn .r.:0.
He nad mairngN1 to get into a c·orner of i"lte room hPhi11r1
a table, nnd h E' ""AR tryin-g· in Ynin to nrnkP himsrlf Jwnrfl,
hiR fa'<'e rdmo~t hnrRting from hb ,iolrnt an.r.:0r.
Rnnll' of t he men started intn ~in.r.:'n.r.: nnrl d111win.c: anrl lllrowin;,: tlw tah1rR :rnn ('h?irn o, 0 r .
Tl•P Rlwriff WH9 looking nrnund ns tl 1 ou;.-;h J1,, <lid not kno,,·
wbetll pr to laugl.l or gC't mad.
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Finally he found his tongue, and bawled out above the din:
'·Stop your humbug, won't yer! I'm after T1m 'ralbot, an'
I want him real bad! Shet up your tomfoolery, now, an let
me 'tend to my business!"
Then he pushed his way over to where the little proprietor
was wiluly dancing behind the table.
''Johnny," said he, thrusting the long barrel of his shooter
right under the man's nose, "stop that, an' let's talk business.
Stop it, or my finger mrght press ther trigger of my gun by
mistake."
Tllis had a wonderful effect on Johnny.
He .calmed down as if by magic.
The crowd ceased their noisy clamor, too, and the sheriff
was able to make himself heard quite easily.
·•Johnny, where's ther sneakin' coyote called Tim Talbot?"
he demanded, sternly.
"I don't know, Bill," was the reply.
"Yer don't know?"

I

"No."

"Well, he's somewhere in this shabty, an' l'tn goin' to find
him. If you say he ain't here, an' he is htire, I'm goin' to
take you to ther lock-up as an accompl!ce of his'n. Do you
hear what I Ray?"
"I don't know where he ls," was the reply.
"Don't you know him when you see him?"
"No."
"Johi:my Jumper, I bet you're telUn' me a lie, an' if I
find that yer are, look out for me!"
"I am tellin' you no lie. I ain't s'posed to know everybody
what comes in my place, am I?"
"Well, no; but this 1s ther headquaters of Tim Talbot when
he's in Deadwood. I found that out in ther Investigations
I've been makin' ther past week. Now, then, I want you
to take us all through your blamed old joint. Do you understand what I say?"
"Of course I do. Why didn't you talk that way when you
came in. If Talbot was here, he's bad lots of chances to git
away while all this has been going on. But no! You had
to listen to that boy wlth ther long hair, who thinks he's so
f.lmart. That f eller will wish he never come in here before
I git through witll him. I wouldn't be surprised if he belongs to ther band of Talbot, an' they jest put up this job
to hurt my place."
"Young Wild West ain't of ther sort to belong to a gang
of thieves, my little sawed-off an' hammered-down stump!"
spoke up Jack Robedee. "It are a good deal more likely that
you belong to ther gang what hangs out around Taper Top.
·
I'll bet you ten dollars you do, anyhow."
"I'll take that bet!" snapped the little man, and he promptly
pul1ed out the money.
Jack was not going to back out now.
He was quite sure he had hit the nn.11 orr the head, and tt
struck him that he would have a chance to prove his assertion before very long.
Then a thorough search of the premises was made, with
the result that the Terror of Taper Top was not there.
"Never mind," observed Young Wild West, when they came
back and stood in the bar of the place. "I will ta.ke it upon
myself to find Tim Talbot, and if I don't produce him, alive
or dead, Inside of thirty-six hours, my name la not Young
Wild West."
"You talk putty loud for a boy, sonny," remarked Strawberry Bill, the sheriff, with a sneer. "As if you could find
ther foxy coyote any quicker than I could."
··See here," cried our hero, walking up to the man. "You
call me sonny, and I don't like that. If I was a big lout of
a boy with a th.!ck -head, 11ke you must have been once, I
wouldn't mind it. But as I am about as much of a man as
any one in this hiouse about now, I don't want to be called
sonny."
"You don't, hey? Well, what are you goin' to do about it
if I call it to yer ag'in, sonny?''
''T11is Is what I will do!" and catching the man about the
waist with a lightning-like move, Wild threw h1m over the
bar.
The sheriff landed among a lot of bottles with a crash that
blended like a musical accompaniment with the cry of surprise
and admiration that went up from the crowd.
The man behind the bar reached for hl.a revolver, as though
to take a shot at Wild, but Oheyenne Charl1e made a grab
for him and, catching him by the collar, yanked him over
the bar.
"I reckon ther sheriff ls ln charge of ther place uow," the
scout said with a grin. "You jest keep still, an' we'll pay
for ther damage what's done."
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This just suited those present.
It w::is fun for them to see the sheriff handled in that
way, ancl tl.J.e bartender being a rather tough person, they
delighted in seeing him get hauled from bell.ind his breastworks, where he had a way of lording it over them as he saw
fit.
Strawberry Bill extricated himself from the wreck of the
broken and overturned bottles and got uppn his feet with
no little difficulty, sirice he had been wedged in between two
casks.
"Roarin' catamounts! Who fired me over here like tllat,
anyhow?"
"I did. Come a.round here and I will do it again, if yon1
want to see how It was done," calmly retorted Young Wild,
West.
".A.11 right, sonny. I'm your huckleberry! I wouldn't think ,
o! pourin' lead into you for doin' that, 'cause it are abont \
ther greatest thing I ever had did to me. I'm goin' to buckle·
into you now, though, an' if your wishbone don't crack afore
I git through with you, I'll eat a buffler bull, hair, hide an' /
all."
".A.nd !! you don't call me mister after I get through with
yo~, I will eat you after rou have eaten the bull!" rem~i:ked/
Wild, who was now just m the humor to give the shenfl' all
that belonged to him, and a trifle more.
.A.round the bar Strawberry Bill rushed like a cyclone, the 1
men getting back out of the way to give him plenty of room. ·.
The young miner, Peterson, felt much alarmed for the
safety of the dashing young fellow he had lt,~:ned to think
so much of during his short acquaintance with him.
He made up his mind right then and there if the sheriff
hurt him, he would hurt the sherifl'.
"Clear ther track!" roared Strawbe.rry Bill, and then he
made a dive tor Wil<i
But his grasping fingers clutched nothing but the empty
air; he had missed the bay by fully two feet.
.A.nd before he could recover himself, he :felt a pair of
sinewy arms catch hl.m about the waist.
'.!.'hen up he went and over the bar as neatly and as quickly
as he had gone before.
Jingle-crash!
The bottles got it again, and the floor shook as he came
down.
"I reckon I've got enough, mister!" said the sheriff, as he
got up and came out, wiping the blood from his hand where
he had been cut by a broken bottle. "You are a wonder,
you are, an' I ain't mad a bit. Shake I"
Wild shook hands with him, and then the crowd broke into
a cheer.
Our fl"iends then paid for the damage done and left the
place, Wild taking care to promise the sherifl'. that he would
find Tim Talbot and bring him to town inside of thirty-six
hours.
CH.A.PTElR IX.
WKAT HAPPENED NEA.R THE BIG TREE.

Peterson went back to the hotel with Wild and his frienas.
"I am awful glad I met you people this aftern1o>on," be
said. "I don't know when I have seen such a lively time
and been interested in so much at the same time. I want
you to come to my house to dinner to-morrow. I have just
started in to keeping house, but I guess you will find enough
to eat when you come. Mister West, I want you to see my
wife and tell her personally that you are going to hunt clown
the polite v!llain who robbed us. W111 you promise to come?"
"Well, yes; I am sure I have no objections, If the rest
haven't," answered our hero. "How about it, boys?"
"Let us go, by all means," said Jim.
'The rest expressed their willingness, so it was settled that
they should be guests of the newly married couple the next
afternoon.
"It might be that I will be able to tell your wife that we
have caught Tim Talbot and turned him over to the sheriff,"
remarked Wild, as Peterson was taking leave o! them.
"That would be wonderful if you could do that, as it seems
to be an impossibility to catch the wily scoundrel."
"It seems strange to me that he has not been caught before. The way he runs about the town in disguise shows
that the sheriff does not have his eyes open much. Why, if
we wanted to do it, we could have shot the Terror several
times and then claimed the reward upon the delivery of his
body. I don't intend to shoot him, if I can help it. I want
to bring hlln in alive. I am going to start on the hunt for
birn to-nie:ht. ''
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tliem to uotic·r that another pln(·ar<1 ha!l lweu put up 0Yer
'·Yon are?"
the firi-t oue they ha<1 see11.
"Yes."
The ~heriff harl ;;eut a m: l ll thC're that afternoon to put lt
'·,rrll. r "·i~h ~·on luc·k, but don't go to nwuing into any
np. and he h:Hl takeu the pie<·e of pa11el' Tim Talbot had
danger...
"'l'herr would he no run iu it if thC'~·e was no danger at- scribllled npoll from the fir~l ollr.
Our fricn<l~ rod<' aromHl. ancl were Roon h:iltecl in the Yel'y
I! .. /•
tnthecl to it...
··r _;suppose tb:1t is trne. Yon are 11sed tq n life of action. ·• place tllP Yi!h1in'-' hncl lnid in wait for the Rta~e-r·oac-11 tlle
lli!!ht bef'orn .
"Yes: and plenty of actio 11,; spoJrn up J;irn,.
Of l'0ur,-e thC'y WCI'(' not rrally n"·11r·e tll:it lbey were on tile
. '·."\Ye are u~ed to it, so "·e. c:iu'~ ,liet ,a tong ,yithout it," added
same spot. but tl1ry coulll l' asily judge tb:.tt it w::u; suitable for
· ·
Charlie.
·' .~n· thet· fun of it is that we find plenty Qf action some- just such work.
"We must wait I.Jere a while. so we may just as well distime,- wl.Jen we ain't lookin' for it." said ,Ta\;k
,. But we generally come out alive, for all that," put in mount." observed om· hero. setting the example.
The hor~es wen• :1Uo,l'e1l to graze, while their owners stood
I.hely Ili<·k, who tbougllt he must say something, too.
'
"\Yell. it seems that ~·ou always ham, so far. anyway, " and about talking in low tone:.
Half an hour passed.
Pctt>l'$On went off laughing.
'rlle:v were lie-ginning to tllink that no one ,,·ns cuming
Y\'ild went to thP landlord of lbe hotel and asked if lhe.v
along at all.
could have their snpper right away.
The stage-coar·h from BaWtown was due at eight o'clock. or
··certainly.'' wa the l'eply. "Yon kin I.Ja,e it jest as soon
tllt'l'eabout,;. but that was s<ome little lime of( yet.
as the cook kln get it ready For you."
'l'en minutes more flitted by am! tl1ey suddl'nly lleard the
'· All rigl:t. Half an hour will do, I suppose."
''1'11 have it ready for you afore that time." the man averred. souncls of ap11road1iJ1g hoof:;.
Owing to tht• sky hein!-( tlomly, il wus now as d:irl, as a
''_\.ml our horse's ean be feel ancl watered right away, too?"
poekeL and if they w:H1te1l to rat<:h a glimpse of whoenir it
'·Sme thing."
•· All right. '\Ye are going to take a ride, and don't know might lie euruing they must get out on tbe road.
"~Ionnt anll rWe out!" exclaimed "\Vild. "Be ready with
how soon we will be back to-night. But you keep open all
night. so I don't suppose It wlll make any great difference to your shooters. too, for tbere Is no telling what will bappeu.
If it is 'Thu 'l'alllot I want to try to take him alive, if I pusyou ."
");o difference at all. I hire men to work nights, and they s!bly can."
Wild Jed tile way out upon the I.Jlgbway just as two bor:emight as well earµ their money. Yon kin come back at ten
o'cloc:k, or you kin fetch up bere at fi,e in tiler mornin'. It men showell up in the clarkue!-ls.
'fhouglt the.i· said uol a word to them. tl.Je two rider,; reined
wlll be all tl1er same, as far as my accommodations for man
in their steeds at ouc·e.
:in' beast are concerned."
''Hello!" said a Yoiee. which was unwL-;takably that of the
'\Yild had got it in I.Jis head that he must catch the Terror
of Taper Top, just to let the l'itizens of Deadwood know Terror of Taper Top.
'£he I.Jeart of Yuung "\Yild "\Yest gave a bound.
what he was made of.
He felt that he wa,-; goiui,; to make good wl.Jat be had said
Another thing. he wanted to show the sheriff bow to run
in mul'i1 i;hol'ter tiwe tbau he had thought.
thP office he had been elected to fill.
"He1lo!" our hel'o ans,vel'ed. disguising hi;1 ,·oice.
It wns five o'clock when thr fiye sat down to supper.
"How many are there oJ' yon?" went on the captain, thiukIt qad stopped raining by tl.Jis time. but th<• , ky was still
ill~ surely the horsemen were members of his band. as be
clondy and overcast.
Our hero hr.cl it in his head that Tim 'l'albot would wait had told tllem to meet him somewhere ou the road after
darkness hacl set in.
till darkness set in before be started for his retreat.
"Fl,e."
He was pretty certain that he I.Jad not left Deadwood, and
"Where are the rest?"
thnt he was hidden somewhere In Johnny's Joint while the
"'l'hey didn't come."
search wa~ going on for him.
·wild w11s nov, closp enough to tl.Je two m(•n to see Urnt one
Thne could easily have been a ser·ret room or two in the
of them had a bauda~e ovl'r his <>~·e.
house.
"Ah!" he thougbt; "that is the ~Iexican who was going to
\\"ild had experienced quite considerable of secret rooms
bit me on tbe heud with a hammer. ,Yell, he must go back
whilr in Che~·enne a few weeks before.
It was still very cloud~· when tbe five mounted their horses to Deadwood with us, too."
Just tllen the C'lattPr of llorsei:;· hoof!< c·arne to their earf<.
an<l started out to 1.Ju11t UJ) the Terror, tbougll tlley felt
HorsPmen were nppl'0aC'lling from the dirertiorl of •.raper
pn•tty sure tliat the rain was over.
.. '\\'e will ride out in the clil'ection of 'J'n prr Top.'' said 'l'op.
Young Tril<l W<>st thon,::-ht it big-lJ time to act.
Wild. " " "hC'n we g<>t lo the tree with the placard on it we
"Tim Tnlllot. ,. said he, iJ1 his natural vo!c·e, "hold up ~·our
will I.Jide hehlnd tile fringe of hi1ph bushes tlt{'rr ancl wait
for ;.omC' onr to come along. It is quite prohnhle tllat 'l'al- hancli-. You are my prii:;onC'r'''
.\.t the same instant lw rN1ChNl ov<>r and seized the nrnn by
bot will be (lisgui <'cl if be does come along .. o we wlll haYe
the collar au(] thrust hi!'< reY0IYer under hi>< nose.
to kerp a i-harp watch ..,
Charli<• :rn!l .rac•k hail workrd around on rither side of the
"I seen a s11n1 out jest before we come in this afternoon
other fcllo1Y, an<l they graS))<'cl hi!I :nn1s the moment T\'ild
with a reward of two thousand on it," remarked Jack.
"Yrs: that is what the sheriff said. But the mere offer of spoke.
The Terror 01' 'raper •.rop wa,; on<' of the quickest men to
:1 reward won't catch tbe scoundrel. unle s it is a large one.
thinl;: :ind net tllat Young Wilrl T\-e~t had ever met, and
IIP. has too many friends in this place for that."
"'.l'bat's je~t what mal,es him so bold au' darin'," Cheyenne though hP was expecting- something of the kind from him,
our hero wHR not preparerl for what he did do.
Charlie said.
Instead of throwing np hi!'l hands. tl.Je Ylllain deliberately
"That Johnny .lumper \s one of his friends, jest as sure as
~·011 liv<>, ,. l'e111arked Rick. "Xothin' could make me think any dropped down anrl rollcrl from his horse.
,\I" tlt<' snme lni-t:rnt he som1<l0d :i ,Yhif<t!P that hi,: mPn
ditrr rent from that. Ain't he a littl e feller? T don't llelie.-e
hr i'4 fh·<· fr0t tall, r.n· yC't hr adR fl!'< thongh he wrre over wPl'r fnlllilia1· with, :111(1 wlli1·1t tolrl llH•rn that thC're was
~h'. nn· m,.ire than that. :\T~·'. Rut "·hcu you pic·kecl him up (1:rnger.
Though tak<>n h~· snqirisC'. \\'ii,] r<>coverC'<l him;;<'lf instantly.
ntHl throwP1l him a<·ros" the room I thought I'd ha,· e a fit
Ifo coul(l h:tY<' shot the Teno!' a" lw rolled over nn<l o,·er
from !nnzhin'. "\\'ild."
"lIC' i-; - lik<> the majority of Jittle men-vrry hot-tempered toward tile ;;icle of the roarl. hut hr dirl not do so.
He Jtarl it in hi. ilC'ad ilrnt he w:111te<l to take bim al1ve,
and impul~i,·c. I hr!ie,·e h<> would have shot me if you I.Jadn't
nnd he was ioiug to try his llest to clo so .
su,pJ):'d hi111, Hick.•·
··oh. l "·n;; watchin' him. I've learned how to watch such But rntller titan see llim gel ,tway he> would shoot.
Th<' galloping bor~<'lllC'Jt wl"1·e now within fifty yards of
coY0tl'!': a" h<> i,: ~inee I've bet'n travelin' with YOU. You have
It' ;rard m<> n whole lot, an· that's why I never git caught our fricucls, anrl tlw y rcalizctl that 1lt<.>y would ha Ye to do
something at once.
n,•11p\n' an ~· more.,.
"Get over under tlJP tree-quid,'." exc·lairued the young
TIie fil·c r'.:dl' 011 till they came to tl.J<> big tree that was at
.
.
th<' point where the trail started for Y'i'eston and the other prin~c of the ,;addle.
H18 companion!'< obeyed hnn with remarkable quickness,
to-..·11., south of Deadwood.
It "·as 1.Jcginnlng to get dark new, but not too dark !or taking the captured :.\Iexlcan and hls hurse with them.
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.Tm;t ns tlwy had pln<'ed the big" tree bet'1·eeu the t'0acl nnd
themi;olvPs. the hancl of desperndoes Talbot bad expected to
rueel c-nme to H halt.
"Vire 011 them!.. c·ried the Terror. who wns now in the
bu~hes nt the roacl;;icle. '"Firp on the>m! They are behincl
the bii: trre!"
"Don't tire!'" the c-apturecl :'lfexica n screnrnecl. "They haYe
got me!"
'l'be men did not obey lhe <'aptain·11 command.
'l'hey evidently did not want to shoot one of their colleagues.
"Fire. I say!" cried Talbot. "Don't mind what Vu.ldez says.
It is Young "\Yild West and his gang who are after us. If
the :!\Iexican o-ets shot we can spare him . It is your business
to put Young Wild \Vest out of the way as soon as possible. He ha~ sworn to hand rue over to the shelifl'!"
"That Is right!'' eulled out our hero. ""\Ve are going to
take the Terror of Taper Top to the sheriff! If you men fire
at us ~-ou will he apt to kill one of your number, and we w!ll
be liable to drop i;ome of you at the . ame time. I have my
riflP leveled now, and if I can't drop two or three of you in
as many spcon<ls, I don't know what I am talking about. The
question now Is: are you going to lPt us take Tim Talbot a
prisoner, or are you going to fight It out?"
"Fight It ont!" almost screamed Talbot from his biding·
place in tlle bushes.
The wretch was afraid to crawl over to where his men bad
halted, for !ear be would get a bullet from one of the five.
"All right, then! You fire the first shot."
As If he ha,1 not thought of this before, the captain of the
outlaws did fire.
His bullet hit the tree.
Lively Rick answered the shot, firing at the flash.
But he missed, for there was a derisiye laugh. showing
ti.Jut Talbot llad round a good position.
"Don't shoot! Don't shoot!" the )Iexican kept crying. "Yon
kill we If you do!"
And the men did not shoot, causing their leade1· to fly into
more of a rage than ever.
"Youn let me go," said the )fexican in fl whisper to Wild.
"I kill Cnptain '.l.'im. He knock mr eye last night; now he
wanta me shot. Let me go an' I kllla. him!"
Thi: was said in a tone that was full of Ylndictiyeness and
hate. and it is quite likely that the yllJain meant what he
said.
Bnl Wild was not going to let him go just then.
He bad found that it was a good deal safer to keep hill?
rigl1t where he was.
As bncl as the Terror's follower;:; were. the:, did not want
to I'lll1 the risk of shooting one of their own 1uen.
Our friends were in a position where the:, could see without being seen.
'I'he ln~tant the Yi)Jains fired nt them they could fire fl
voliC'Y that would <·Prtainly lessen their number by half.
Ancl then it \\·onlr1 IH' quite nu ea~~· thing to pick off one
or two of the othe>n, hefore they could g-rt to co,·ei·.
T.i,·C'l~· Uick now Rent another lmllet where hr thought
Tnlhot might be.
Wild dirl not attempt to stop him, knowing that it was
hnrdly probahle that he would hit him, and thinking it would
br apt to hmr.r mntlrrs along a little.
. \;;nin a deriRiYe lnugh ran!!: ont. and then once more Talbot calle<l upon hi;; nwn 10 fin, at out' friends.
This time tbcy ohf'yed, or rn1lwr they fired abo,e the heads
of our friendf< anrl their captive.
Hut it was a very bad moYe for some of them.
('r-a-n-ack!
Fl,e riflrs hel<'hecl J'orth ~t1·P:1111f: of fire. the report sounclln:; ;1;; though it <'am(' from a (·imnon.
l·' il·e> of the ontl:nvs we>nt (l0\\'11, the ritlrrlr~s h0l'!<C'S jumpln:::- ahout in w11cl eonfnslon.
'J'lw rest t urnecl to !JO hac:k the 11·a~· tbp~· had come, hut onc-e
more thus<• fi\·p rifles !<0urnletl :ind clown "·ent two morr.
.\,: I h" ~('(·PtHl \'O!lc,~· was firC'Ll. I he :\I<'xic:an, who had not
hPen lion)l(l. sii<l from tbr h:iek of his horH<'. :rnct hefol'P .Jack
('Olll<l <·n t<'l1 him. he st.ntetl :1<·ro;a;" the roatl.
HohNl <'e g"ra\Jlwtl hb t'evolver, l111t ,vild restrained 'him.
''"·:1if ! .. he> whis11erPcl; "hC' i,; Hot trying to escnpe. He i.
aftpr !tis cnptaln ...
This ,vas inu.ePtl the case.
ThP \lr .·ic-1111 plllBr!ed rl:;ht Into the lrnshes where be had
bP:ll'cl thP vuke of Talbot.
!IP di<l not nttn a wonl.
'.raluot he:tr,1 the L·i-a~ l.dng In the bushes, and thinking he

wa. l!:0ing to br r·nptnrecl, he got up and rnn wltll the> spi>ed
of the deer .
•\.s LiYeJ)· Rick caught ~i~ht of bi.· form flitting through
the cla rkn<'RR hr wns l!:Oing to tirr.
Yonn::r \Yild' "·p~t ;;topped him.
'''.!'he )Iexic-an i!< after him ·· he snid. "I.rt him ratc·h ltlm.
It mny sa,e us a whole' lot: ~f trouble. WP will simply fol·
low them and lie ,th,,re , t tl!r flni~h."
"Aud roll ti•o11't get hitn'' tillve, after all, ii is likely." spoke
up Jim.
"Yon can't trll hbout thnt," waR the rejoinder. "Just tnke
it n little <'las,· and wait."
As the fiYe rode out from beueath the tn,e an,l weut in the
direc· tion the outlaws hacl taken, ti.le moon smldenly popped
into Yiew t'roru behind a cloud.
Tlte weather hacl ('!eared at last. and it spemed that Luna
had shown her fnce just t'or th, • pnrpo,:p of lighting tbe w,ty
for those intert>sted in rhe exdting u.rnma tlto.t was l\\->lug
enacted.
CHAPTER X.
co:-. ·u·srox.
Tim 'l'albot rnn with the> speed of a deer. and after him
went the reYengeful )lexican.
But Yaldez was not us fleet of foot as his (':lptalu. and
when be saw that lie was losing ground he drew his revolver
and tired n shot.
Then Talbot wheeled anLl fired two at him.
Neither of the bullets took Pffect, ltowe1·er, anu the race
was kept up.
,
Again and again · the ).[exl('a n tired.
As he dicl not slnc·l,en his spee(l he rould not aim strulght,
and tlte result was that he simply wasteLl the shot ..
Valdez only bad one reYol\·er, but tbP <·aptain h,1Ll a bru<'e
of them.
The )Iexlcan knew this, hut he <lid not profit bJ· the knowledge.
H<:> kept on firing, and al the lu~t shot hP hit 'l'albot's rig-ht
arm.
'.!'he fleelug yi!lain dropp Pcl the "·e:1pon hr heiLT in that hand
and drew the other with his left.
He would have turned before this and fought it out wlt)l
the Mexican had he not seen the tl\· e horsemen riding along
at a gait ju,:t sufficient to keep up with them.
He knew if he dropped the )Iexi ·au he woulll only be shot,
or fall into the !Janus of Young ·wild We:,t.
The few surYivors of his once invincible band were riding
as fast ns they could for tl!e retreat :H the foot or 'J'apt!r Top.
Tim 'J'alhot neYer realized until that moment how frail
and weak he wa ·, after nll.
,Yheu he> hacl plenty of friends arou11d he felt equal tQ
fig-htlu~ a whole re1,riment, but whell he w::i~ ulo11e it wa~ entirely clifferen1.
.\t that ypry moment he felt that he wits no Iong<·r the
'l'enor or Taprr 'J'op.
But he meant to reach his R11np: retre:i t if possihle, though
it was really rt forlorn ltope without n. horse.
Lond a nrl dePp were the mnleclic-tious the villain utter{'(l
nf< he turnecl to shoot nt his n Yenging pursuer.
1·p wPnt his rcrnaiJ1ln:: rernlver. and \t,; ;spiteful ~rnr·k
sounded .
But a. mockiu:.; laugh was all the result he obtained.
At that instu11t the )Iexican came upon the reyol,er he had
ea11,;ed the captain to drop.
With a jubllant cry, be paused long enough to pick it up.
Talbot had only fjred three times at him, nnd that meant
that tlterr were three c-hambers loaded.
Th<' cruel ":'lfexican felt that those threr loaded chambers
rni:.;ht he the means or ::.atiRfying his reYenge, after all.
\\"ith a spmt he lm1111rle,l aftn his m:m, gaining a few feet
:1( tlw start.
'l'hrn he fired ni.:ain.
'l'he lrnllet mu!<t ha \"E' whizzed past the head of Talbot
tlnn~rrously close, for be clu<:ked, and then turned to nre another Rbot.
Crack!
'.!'he shot was aimed pretty straight this time, for it grazed
llw bandage the pursuer bad around his head and caused it
lo loosen and corue oft'.
But It did not check his speed a particle.
The man hacl been transformed Into a demon from the
fact that l!is capt11ln had ordered him to be ti.1·ed upon bf hia
('O!llpuuions.
He no longer was a coward.
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YOUNG WILD WEST IN DEADWOOD.

One of the first men our friends met was Peterson.
He had his tenderfoot friend with him, and when they saw
the rather handsome face of the helpless captain in the llght
of an oil lamp they gave a cheer.
They recognized the face only too well.
But how different was the expression on it from the time
they saw it when he robbed them!
Tim Talbot's days were numbered-aye, his hours!
"Three cheers for Young Wild West!" shouted Peterson.
Then others took up the cry and soon there was a big procession on the way to the jail.
On arriving there, some one ran ahead and notified the
sheriff, who was eating a late supper.
"Well, I'll be jiggered!" he exclaimed, when he saw the
prisoner and the smiling faces of Young Wild West and his
friends.
"And you will eat ther buffalo bull now, I suppose," observed
Wild.
"Great snakes! How did you do it?"
"It was easy enough. You people don't know how to go at
it to catch highwaymen here in Deadwood. You place too
much confidence in the saloon-keepers and the hangers-on of
such places. A highwayman could not operate successfully
without having friends in the town nearest to liim. I made up
my mind that Talbot was in Johnny's Joint all the time we
were searching th e place, and I took it that as soon as darkness came he would light out for his retreat at Taper Top.
I was exactly right in my thinking, and here he is."
"So he is, sure enough! Well, when you bring the buflier
around I'll try to eat it. But say! Did yer run afoul of any
of ther rest of ther gang?"
"Yes; we struck the whole band."
"An' where are they now?"
"About seven of them are waiting for the undertaker down
by the big tree, and the rest got away, because we let them."
"Do you mean that, Young Wild West?"
"Every ·word of it. I suppose you will attend to the burial
of the dead villains?"
· "Certainly Come right in tl:1e office and git your reward."
Wild waited until he saw that Talbot was placed under lock
and key, and then he went to the office.
The two thousand dollars was paid over to him, and then
right in the presence of the crowd Wild divided it among his
four companions.
Then a cheer went up and our friends had to force their
w-ay through the crowd in order to get back to the hotel.
The next day they went over to Peterson's and took dinner
with him, as they had promised.
They found his bride to be a pleasant little lady, and when
Wild invited them to come over to '\¥eston and see the women
folks over there, they promised that they would at no distant
day.
There was no excitement during that day other than the
talk of the capture of the famous 'l'im Talbot.
Johnny's Joint had closed the night before for some reason,
and its proprietor was nowhere to be found in town.
'l'hat evening when they were on their way back from Peterson's, our friends met the sheriff and Mel Martin.
Martin shoolr hands warmly with Wild aud said:
•· I am never going to play cards again as long as I live,
Young Wild West. I made up my mind to that yesterday
when the rumpus took place in Johnny's Joint. I'm gain' to
try and be something like you in ther future-honest in all
things."
"I hope you stick to that," was our hero's reply. "I will
make inquiries about you ln a month from n.ow, and find out
whether you do or not."
'l'hen the sheriff told them that he had been down to the
scene of the fight, aud that the slain outlaws were buried.
"We found ther way to git to Taper Top, too," lie added.
"An' just when we was within a couple of hundred yards of it
a big explosion went off, an' ther whole thing tumbled down!
.
It was a wonderful sight, I kin tell you."
n~
"The surviving outlaws must have touched off a keg of pow"Certainly. We will divide it among the five of us. It beder when they saw you coming," Wild remarked.
longs to us, and we may as well have it."
"Yes; It mtist have been that way."
Wild felt quite sure that the survivors of the band would
The next day Young Wild West and his four friends started
not attempt to rescue their captain, even if they were withfn
for Weston.
hearing distance.
"We will take him into Deadwood· right away," he said.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
"When we notify the sheriff that we have got him we can tell
CLOSE CALL; OR, THE RAIDERS OF RAWHIDE RIDGEJ."
him to attend to the burial of the fellows who went under."
"That's it!" cried all hands, and away they went back to
Deadwood at an easy canter,
It was only a lltt!e past eight o'clock when Young Wild West
rode into town with his prisoner.

He fired again, this time sti'iking the heel of Talbot's boot
and causing him to stagger.
Yaldez thought he had surelv wounded him but when he
'ih·uck out with renewed sl)eed he found out' differently.
"Stop and fight it out, 'l'im Talbot!" he shouted.
The captain did stop much sooner than his pursuer expected.
He dropped to the ground in tin;ie to escape the bullet that
was sent after him, and then taking deliberate aim, he fired.
The Mexican threw up his arms and fell!
Talbot's bullet had found its billet.
Our friends reined in their steeds just as .a riderless llorse
went dashing past them.
It was a coal-black animal, and was none other than the
one Talbot always rode.
Straight toward hlm the horse ran.
In spite of the fact that llis right arm was wounded, Talbot mounted the horse with amazing quickness as it came to
a stop at a word of command from him.
Then he rode up the road toward Taper Top with the speed
of · the wind.
"Now, Spitfire, do your best!" exclaimed Young Wild West.
The noble sorrel leaped forward like a shot from a gun.
Wild's four friends thundered after him.
They could not keep up with the sorrel stallion, but they
wanted to be as close as possible when the finish came.
Tim Talbot had just about covered a mile when he found
that Young Wild West was within a few -feet of him.
"You will never take me, Young Wild W~st!" he called out
defiantly.
''Oh, yes, I will," was the calm rejoinder. "You may as well
give UD, for you have played your last card and lost!"
At that instant Wild caused the sorrel to make an extra
spurt, and he was at the villain's side in an instant.
With the butt of his revolver he struck a knife from the
man's hand, and Uten seized the bridle-rein of the black.
"Whoa!" he cried.
The horse slackened pace, but did not stop.
Spitfire came right down to a trot, though, and Wild liad
to either let go the bridle-rein or be dragged from the saddle.
He let go,
"All right!" he exclaimed. "You can go a little farther, Tim
Talbot. I'll see how this will fix you."
He quickly seized the coiled lariat that was hanging to the
pommel of his saddle, and pointing Spitfire off to the right,
he began swinging it 1n the air.
The next minute 1t shot from his hand.
The lasso made many curves, which could be seen In the
bright moonlight, and then settled about both the rider and
the neck of the horse.
Then the sorrel braced himself; there was a quick tug and
over went the black on top of the Terror of Taper Top.
Before either the horse or the rider could get upon their
feet Wild had dismounted and was on the spot.
He caught the horse by the head and helped the animal up.
Talbot remained sitting upon the ground.
"Get up and ·get into the saddle!" his young captor commanded.
"No; I won't," was the answer, "You can shoot me, but I
won't do it. You are not going to take me to the sheriff
alive!"
"We will see about that. Come here, boys, and put him on
the horse. And when ydu get him there, tie him so he can't
fall off."
And they did do it in less than five minutes,
Tim Talbot fought fiercely, out there was no use in his
doing it; the result was the same.
"Now, I guess we will go back to Deadwood anti see Strawberry Bill, the sheriff, eat that buffalo bull," said Wild, smillng
as he thought of the surprise the sheriff would show when he
saw them come in with the prisoner.
"And claim the two thousand dollars reward, too," added
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CURRENT NEWS
Vast expanses of grazing land and immense forests await
exploitation in the northwestern parl~ of Paraguay, known
as the Gran Chaco, which is inhabited mostly by nomaclic
tribeR of Indians. It is estim&ted that Paraguay has a
population of 1,000,000.
Peter Smith, a fanner residing near Warsaw, Ind., lost
a valuable cow as the result of his poor marksmanship.
Angered by the con"tant raids of chicken hawks, Mr. Smith
took down his old mtlSket and went out to make a killing.
He miseed the hawk but hit his cow, which was grazing
near by.

PTovision ·for an effectite patrol of the ocean along the
east coast has been made by Canada and N CW fourn;lland
to prevent the Ge'nnans establishing submarine bases in
these regions. Recent reports in the Canadian and American press that Germans were planning to extend the range
of their undersea vessels to the St. Lawrence route haYe
been taken serinusly. T.here is now so mnch field ice in
the North Atlantic tlrnt submarine craft probably would
not venture into these waters, and if later fishing vessels
on the Grand Banks and a great number of smaller boats
will mMe difficult their approach.

Joe Oeschger, the former Philadelphia National pitcher
who was obtained from· Manager :i\Ioran on an optional
agreement. pjtched a no-hit-no-run game for Providence
against Toronto in the Internationa1 League series July
14. Rain fell intermittently throughout the closing innings, making the performance all the more remark~ble.
Providence won by only one run, and Oeschger scored that
tally. Only twenty-seven batsmen faced him and but one
The motion-picture ribbon is the only unit that is man reached first base, Luque, the Cuban, drawing the
8tandard in every country, according to a statement made only pass in the ninth inning, and he was thrown out on
recently before the University -Club in Washington by C. an attempted steal. Francis Jen kins. He pointed out that railway gauges,
for example, vary in different countries; that units of
W11en the German anny moved in and took possession ot
value, volume . leng-th, weight· all differ, "but the motion- La.on last fall they found a t:urious shortage of wine in a
picture film is the same the world over."
section of France where wine ordinarily is about as plentiful as water. Thl'n one day a French shell landed inadA garnishee case reso1vec1 itself into a :fistic encounter vertently on what appeared to be the grave of a French
in ,Judge Reiland's C:omt at Indiana Harbor, Ind., recent- soldier, and its explosion was followed by the sound of
1~'. when L. W. Saric and Marcus Herschcovitz, law:rnrs, breaking glass. The Germans investigated and found that
pa~sed the lie. The court refmcd to call time. In fact, the "grave" was in reality a small wine cellar. The French
Judge Reiland adjourned court to give tbe belligerents all had merely buried their wine and erected a cross to dis.
t.he time they wanted. They took ten minutes and thEm an arm susp1c10n. A careful scrutiny of the numerom
arniistice was declare.d and Judge Reila11d went on with "graves" around Laon kept the hospitals supplied for some
the trial of the case. Saric looked as though he had time, but eventually the supply again gave out.
fought with a hearcat.
Probably none of the countries at war, not even GerTwo hunched dollars is the amount asked by Frank many herself, entered the conflict with such a clear~y\\ alkawicy, a ~ole, for the loss of a mustache, in a suit defined plan of campaign and so perfectly prepared with
:filc,c1 against A. D. McClintick and Gus Begley, of Bartles- the means to carry it on as did Italy. The redemption oi
Yille, Okla. All arc smelter workers. Walka,ric>· was or- the lost territory has been the dream of Italian statesmen
c1cred to quit chinking out of a pail of \Yater other w-orkers and soldiers for half a century-a fact which was perused unless he ·used a. cup or cnt off his mustache. The fertly well known to Austria, who had strengthened bj
Pole did not heed tbe warning. Then some of the . man every artificial means of a military character the natural13
t.hrc·w '\Yalkawicy to the iloor and amputated his mustache. strong defenses afforded by her mountain-ribbed fron' hers. The Italians were well aware that there was but
"FnC'le Matt'' McPherrnn, eightY-nine :rears old, and one vrny to break through the fortified passes of the Alps
one of the pioneer citizens of Dacle Conntv, and Mi,s and across the strongly defended river Isonzo, namely, by
Clara Burns, ninetee11 yenrR olrl, of Higgirnwille, .Mo._, were the battering power of heavy and well-served artillery.
married at the Conrthonso. Greenfield, Mo .. recently. The TJ1e steady progr7ss of Italy in the extremely difficult. task
c·orrrnon:v was performed bv the I~e,·. \Vil!iam Shaw of she has set herself would indicate that the stories we have
C: rren fic·lcl. The )'Oung brir1c arri-rncl at Lockwood, ,vhere heard of the excellence of the Italian artillery are well
tlic hridcgroom lirrs, on a train. "Uncle Matt" was at founded. 'J'lrns far, the campaign would seem to haYe
the i;lati1J~ to meet her. '\rithin a few hours "Uncle Ilfatt" been one of l1eavy howitzers in which the nu.mbers of inhMl rlonned a iww ~nit of clothes, and, ellgagi.ng an auto- fantry engaged, relatively to the other theaters of war,
have been small.
mobile, set out for Greenfield.
After a day's fishing by ten of the best local fishermen
armed with the latest equipment for :fishing, and securing
uo results, Walter Cooper, eleven years old, of Sabetha,
Kan., with a penny's worth of :fish-hooks, a can of angle
worms, and a ball of twine fished in the same pond and
captured a string of twenty-two.
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The Wonderful Adventures of a New Monte Cristo
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)

Cl-L\ PTJ<;H n (continued)
C.on Cregan turned pale.
" 1rlrnt's tl1e matter, rn on ami ?''
'.'Jack, ifs all orer wid nf'. "lrnre, an' we'll only be a
moull1fu l afther all, ·mong rnch a cro,rd.''
'' \\'e cnnnot rdllrn, Con. \\'c arc in 1,nma·" hands and
m u~t land . 'rhr_v don ·t look rer_Y fierce .''
l~~- this lime the Ye~i-el hacl ,topped. and hawsern harin_g brcn thrown to lhc f'horc . ~he was f'lo1rl_Y being dra1rn
to her moo rings. Then when the "hip ll'ai< made fasi. and
the gang,rar lrncl been pa~,ec1 to land, Claire, ,"110 had
,ratehecl ererYthing 11·ith the interest of .rnuth, ro11lcl n0
longer re,i.rnin her impatience, and, spri11gi11g forward.
she ran lightly across llJC sang1rc1r.
".Let me be the fir,t to land! .. she cried, as ,lie did ,o,
seeming to hnrc no frar of tlie J eople wl10 stooll arouncl .
.-\ s. he r foot touched the ,11ore the noml pariPcl. and a
youthful figure elothctl all in 11·hite ramc fonrnrd. It 11·a~
Sinhad.
'' \Yelcome to Eldorado! .. lie ,aid, and offered Claire hi~
hand .
.'·The mast her i·• niecl Con.
.Jarqucs gare a ~igh of relief, han sl1outerl for jo_r anrl
Kama looked at al l three and .l aughed.
'·T a~k .rour pardon . Kama,'' snid ,Jacques. "I ,ms
wronl! to ,t1$per·t :·011.''
•·Sai<1 J not m:· J,,,nl Sinbacl trarcl;: as ,re r:rnnot
trRYel ?''
:\nrl with the~e 11·orcl s I,arna left .Tarques ,rnnd cring.
Sinbacl's manelou;: reappeanrnee cau~ccl the Frenchman
to entertain a feeling of a1rc towards him. aud the re~t
of thr rre11·, who were les~ intelligent. 1rcrc confirmed in
tbei-r bel ief that he 11·a, more than hnman.
T he people ~ecrnecl to loYe Sinbacl. 'rhrY tlicl noi. pros trate themselYe in front of bim to exhibit their ahjeetnc~s. Sinbad 11·oulcl not harn pcrmittecl them to lrnrniliatr
themse lYes so. But they seized hi~ hand, or c1·cn hi~
flowing garments, and pressed them to their lips.
Through a lorel_Y aYe1111e. sha<lecl IJy trees ladc11 1rith
fruit and luxuriant foliage, Sinbacl lecl the ,ray. un ti l
they came t0 what was e1·iclently his home. It ,ra~ a
pal:tee gorgeous be:·ond belief.
Tl!e hnihliog wa~ half natural arnl half artinr·ial, creded
at the edge of a hig:1 cliff OYerlooking tile inland sea, antl
furn i,:hed 11·ithin ,·.- itli m,ir,·c lou · lt1.,11n·.
Sinbad clapped his bands, and a beautiful girl, a natiYe

o( the island, 11·ho~e complexion was of lhe same hue as
that of Eama , came runniJ;Jg fonrarcl.
"Mi. s Claire," said Sin bad, "th i~ is your servant. Her
name i~ )Iinta. She will leac'l you to rour apartmcnl~.''
Claire [ollo,rccl as one in a dream . . \II the eYr11t~ of 1.he
pasl fe1r 11·eeks, with this 1ro]l(lr rful (·lin1ax, seemed like a
page oul of thP Arabian nights .
Sinhacl left Jacques ancl Tvan to th cm"clYcs foi: a 1rhile.
Con Creg11.n hnd not Yet left the ship.
" K:arna ... ~aid iubad, " 1d1cre i~ !he priFoner ?"
"Don lfo·arclc is in the pl al·c to whi<·h you ordcrcrl him
1o he fakc11.''
·'.\ml his (langhter <licl not ,cc him brought to shore?''
'· It wa s clone ~ecrctly. :i\fr5e]f antl bro men, who c•an he
t rnstccl, alone kno11· it."
"(fooll ! Leaw me. 1,amn- T wi,11 1.o he alone ...
, Kama hr•Bitatccl 11. moment. J'eari11;.r that :-\inl;arl might
he plnnning ~ome rlangeron~ ~trokL'. lrn1 srei ng the r:ommanding look in t!ir hor·~ r_Yc,. hr liurrit'rl ima_Y.
,\ moment la1Pr f-\inlrncl oprnrrl a hirlrlen door in the
1•: all, ,rhicli in sin11tlr rlo,crl after him.
Don Hi enri!o 1Yas in a su blerranr:111 pri ,on. He harl
be:-11 1nken from the _rncht in a boat cnrcfullr ronrcalcrl
f'rorn , ir,,·. and had lieen ha11lcd up to thP rlnngeon like a
bale of g-ooll , . '\011· he was pacing to and fro in the cabin,
con~ iclrring hi~ l'.ha1we~ of e cape and wondering ,1·l1at ,ras
i.h e rc-:1co 11 for Iii~ capture.
'·It c·annot be for ran som. · ,a id the don, ''for thi, hoy
is ,o fabulou~l.,· ri ch ...
fTr, stoocl at the mouth of lh e <-al'crn luokiPg f:ea11•arcl,
and. when he glamcd doll'n the perprnrl ic-niar rock at the
,ea, 1rhirh foamed at the bottom. th e don recoi led. The
height WR$ f:O great it made him di zz~·.
He retired from this part of the carern and began l:o
explore iL finding it extended back a great way, until he
lost i:irn~clf in its gloom~' recesses.
Tlic darkncsf: i.errificr1 him.
"Let m e get back to the light of cla:·," he muttered.
Then he f:topped.
·' I am not alone!" he gasped. '' f heard some one mo,ing.··
\\"1th that he !nrnN1 in the rliredion from which the
sound proc·ecdctl . .\.t the !'ame in lanl a tholt'nnd lights
illuminalccl tho caYcrn a,;; .if l.Jy rnagic.
\\'here nil 1ra,-; dnrk :i momd before Don Ricardo saw
a sight 1rhich fillec.l him ,rith [error.
0
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"Wringing your hands," sa.id this mysterious visitor,
It was a small boat contai uing a man, a woman, a girl
,
"wil;1 not ,hsli. a,way your crjmes."
and two young boys.
D!'.Jn Ricardo ~- !fas agpaet. The a:arkness 1,ras intense,
"The boat of the Swiftsure !" he gasped .
"Richard Q11ince,'' said a stern voice, "you ha,e asked and yet this man, l1oever ·J1e was, seemed to be able to
watch all his movements.
to see me. Here I am!"
"You want your pistol?" said the stranger with a 111.ocking laugh. "Ha, ha! we 1;o~'t allow you to C?mmit, any
morll murcle sl Well, good• fnght; sleep well, 1f yo~ can.
To-morrow I shall come again and see :you!"
CHAPTER VII.
The stranger glided away as mysteriously as he had arTHE DO.N'S FE.J.RFUL NIGHT-TJIE FLOATING BOTTLE.
rived, leaving Don Ricardo more panic-stricken than ever.
He prayed for the light of day, for even the darkness did
·
.
"Mercy l Mercy !" gasped Don Ricardo.
not hide one of his actions.
He shook as if with the ague, his trembling lips scarcely
Meanwhile, Sinbad was entertaining his friends at a
allowed him to speak, and his face exhibited every sign of gorgeous ba11q1.let. Jacque~. Con Cregan and I rnn were
moTtal terror.
there, and, of course, Claire Quin.
"Mercy !') repeated a hard voice; "what mercy bad you,
Kama was attending Sinbad as usual, and Mil1ta,
Richard Quince?"
Claire's maid, waited on her, anticipating all her
As this question was put, the man in the boat. slowly
Dliring the banqnet some of the girls and young men of .
turned his hear1 toward~ Don Ricardo. appearing to 'fix the isl:rnd. performed a native dance, to which every one ·
his eyes upon him with a reproachful air.
paid rapt attention except Con Crega11. It was the worthy
"He speaks?" cried Don Ricardo, throwing up his bands Irishman's first meal on shore for many a long day, and he
in his amazement and .itaggering away . "Then he did not was making the most of his opportunity.
die, after all!''
"Faith, an' it's an illigant place ye've got here, ma$"Do the dead never speak?" asked the same mysterious ther;" said Con, "an' it's great food ye grow. Yer praties
voi ce tha1 already addressed the prisoner several times.
is the fainest I iver see out of ould. Oireland."
Don Ricardo was suffering terribly, and as this question
"Then you wouldn't mind staying here a while, CTon _?"
was put to liim it seemed to his · distorted Yision that the
·
"Shnre, an' i.t's about time I settled down." ·
man in tl1e bof)t was coming towards him.
od
go_
a
find
must
"we
"Vcrv well," laughed Sinbad,
He gave one fearful cry-like the shriek of a maniac..:...... wife for vou on the island, and you and Mrs. Cregan· can
'·
and then Fank in a heap on the floor of the vault, ap- set to wo;·k to grow your own potatoes."
parently lifeless and bereft of reason.
· Co11 was paying no at~ention to this remark. He had
"So his punishment hegins;' w-as the stern comment on been mAking desperate efforts to catch Kama's eye, and at ·
wbat had happened.
last he had succeeded in doing so. Kama was able to reach .·
Con's cbair unobserved by Sinbad, who was busily engaged
the
hiding
The curtain foll slowly acror-s the ravern,
talking to Claire.
in
extinwere
lights
one
ancl
thousand
The
view.
from
boatguished, :md a haRiy step was heard making its wa:v
"Begorra, my boy," whispered Con, "it's meself'll hav11
through the darkness. Tl1en a heaYy door closed, and to bring ni.y own butler over wid me nei(t toime. I coma
to show ve how to set a table."
once more Don Ilicarclo was alone .
Alone!
'ls it ~ot right?" asked Kania, anxiously.
"Rig,ht ! Faith, it's all wrong, moighty wrong. Where How often he repcatecl the~e words, and how be longed
for the sight of a human being or tlic sound of a human is the wine an' the whisky? Murther ! but it's only wa,ther
,, . .
ye're afther givin' u8 to drink."
VOJCC.
Kama,
said
Sinbad,"
"You must speak to my Lord
Gradually the don re('oYered from the stupor into whi ·h
he had been thrown, with his reason not impaired by the quietly.
"Masther ?"
shock it hacl sustained. But tbe do11 took a very serious
"Yes, Con."
and gloomy Yicw of his ~ituation now, and tbough he
"Ifs 1mself's takin' a moighty big liberty, but arrah;
could not unclerstancl who Sinbacl was, he wn. able to connect his misfortunes with tl1c abandonment of the unfor- now; yer butler's wits is wool gatherin'. Where's the wine
tunate passengers of th~ Swiftsurc to the fury of the an'• the whisky, me darlin' ?"
waYes, which seemed to assure certain death for them all.
"Not here," answered Sin bad, sternly, "and you'll never
The don passed a terrible night .
seti 8ither of them on my table."
From time to ti1m:, when he least expected it, the cur"Parbleu !" said Jacques, "but theTe was no restriction
tain would be drawn back and nncler the glare of the on the Avenger, and you are not, what is the word, ah! I
countless lights the boat would· be visible to his terror- ha ,e it, a .teetotaler?"
stricken e;,·es.
"No, but the Avenger and the island are two different
Yet thi'.~ was not the extent of his suf:l'eringR.
phcc~. I will not allow one drop of liquor on Eldorado.
He re('eiwr1 a mysteTious Yi~itor, ,rho aclrnnce.d so noi c- Ernrv island in the Pacific has been nuned by the traders
lesslv towards Don Ricardo tbat when he atlclreE~ed the with rlie rum they bave given the natives."
prisoner the latter b:cw that the speaker 11·as quite close
(To be continued)
to him.
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ITEMS ,OF INTEREST
UMBRELLA 140 FEET HIGH.
Plans have been submitted and are being considered by
the management of Luna Park for the erection of an umbrella of enormous size, which will cover more than an
acre of ;round and afford ample shade during the hot
days and provide shelter when it rains for several thousand
persons.
The plan under consideration calls for a steel shaft HO
i'eet high, with ten strong stet:1 ribs, each 120 feet long,
the ribs when lifted to cover an area of 240 feet in diameter. The covering of the structure wiil be light waterproof canvas, such as is now used for circus tents. At
night the mast and ribs will be lighted with thousands of
colored electric bulbs. Two proposals have been made for
the n.1flsthead, one a powerful revolving searchlight, operated from the ground, and the other an intermittent flash1;ght which will answer for a beacon to incoming ships on
the roast, as it is possible to see such a light thirty miles
at sea.

the Art Stuclents' Leag11e in N rw York, finishing his
studies in the Julien Academy and the 1Yhistler School
in Paris.
His pictures have been Fhon·n in the Gailerie Moderne,
Venice; the Luxembou1•g, rari,:: in the Modern Gallery,
Odessa, and in various cities in Germany and in thi~
country. He won a gold merlal in ofunich in 1904 and
a silver medal at the St. Louis Exposition, and has had
prizes in various regular arL exhibitions.
Other jury honors in the American section were awarded
to "\iVil!ard S. Metcalf, W. E. Schofield, the late J. W.
Alexander and Richard E. Miller. Sargent's works were
not considered, as his contributions are few and comparatively unimportant. Hassam, Chase and Melchers
were omitted from mention because of the special distinction extended to them by assigning individual rooms
to each of them. The jury wished to confer extraordinary
honor upon Frank Duveneck of Cincinnati for his dominant influence in the development of America.n art, and
a special gol~ medal was awarded to him.

WHALERS FIGHT SHARKS.
On ,July 17 there nrrived at New Bedford, Mass., two
open boats containing twelve men of the crew of the
wl,aling vessel Joh R. Manta, who had become separated
from their sbip in a fog off Cape Henry. According to
the men, a whale was sighted off tiie Virginia coast. Two
boats were lowered for the chase, one in charge of Mate
B rmrn a.nd the other comma.nded by the second mate.
Each crew put a harpoon into the quarry, hut while they
were making their capture the Manta became lost to sight
in the .fog.
Tlie whale was lashed between the two boats and the
mates la.id a course toward the coast. Great schools of
sliarks were attracted by the carcass and for two clays the
men fought these scavengers with lances and oars. Finally
they hecame exhausted and the whale was cut loose and
giYc11 over to the eharks.
The men were without food and water when they were
pickcrl up by the Norwegian steamer Ska rd, bou~d for
Christiania. 'rhey were transferred to the steamer Piedrnont, which ran into Vineyard Sound, where the whaJe-.
men agafo took to their own boats and sailed across Buziards Bay to this port.

GRAND PRIZE GOES TO WESTER"N' ARTIST.
:Frederic Carl Frieseke has received the grand prize at
tbe Panama-Paeific Exposition from the jur}' of awards
in the American section of paintings. Mr. Frieseke has
eight examples in the Palace of Fine Arts, all of luminous and modem quality. Thev are entitled "The Garden
<'hair," "Sleep," "Youth," "Boudoir," "Girl Embroirlering," "Bay ,vindcw," "Garden" anrl "Summer."
Mr. Frieseke was born in Michigan forty years ago, and
he was fitted as a painter in the Chicago Art Institute nnd

PEP.FEC'I' 3-INCH GUN FOR OUR SUBMARINES.
Secretary Daniels announced recently that the ordnance
experts of foe navy haa designed and that the naval gun
shops had built ·a new type of 3-inch rapid-fire gun which
would be installed in Submarine M-1, soon to be placed
in commis~ion.
l\Ir. Daniels said eYery test had resulted satisfactorily,
and that thf! g1111 and irs carriage wonlrl be sent from the
ordnance factor:v in Washington to New York for mountin!,i on the submarine under construction at the Electric
Boat Companfs plant.
No navy in tho ,rnrlcl has a better weapon of the kind
tlia11 the Ordnance Bureau has evolYerl, according to the
Ser-rotary. The carriage, it is explained, operates some,1·hat like those of disappearing guns in shore batteries.
The rifle i raiserl through ports to the cleck by electric
machincr:1·, and after firing is carried qui ckly back into
its place unJ.er th e water-tight hatch. The new gun is
made shorter than the regufar three-inch nayy rifle to meet
spacE; limitations. This reduces its range somewhat, but
it has heen fitted for very high angle fire, which will give
·
it some cha.nee for use against aeroplanes.
No submarine now in commission in the United States
naYy mounts any outside defense gun. A number of German submarini:}s have outside guns. All new submarines
in the United States navy are to be equipped with these
guns. This is considered an important matter, because
without such weapons it is difficult for a submarine to attempt to exercise the belligerent right of visit and search
1,:hen challenging merchant ships on the high seas during a
,rnr. and it was only when the Germans began to bring
into action their new submarines, mounting such weapons,
that it became apparent the German submarine could be
used in holding merchantmen for Yisit and search.
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THE GOBBLERS OF TURl~EY NECK
By DiCK ELLISON
(A SER!AL STORY)
The watchman disappeared among the big buildings,
CHAPTER V (continued)
the Gobblers went on up the steps, passed in through
and
Suddenly a loud chorus of gobbles was heard in the darkand pat1sed under the window of the supergarden,
the
ness and then the darkness gave way to light.
room.
intendent's
and
open
thrown
was
room
the
A door at the end of
"Be's up!" breathed Ran. "It can't be that he susJack saw a strange procession come filing in.
pects?"
There were twenty or more of them.
"Great Scott !t. whispered Fred; "it would be rather
Each figu re wore a big mask made to represent a turkey's
if he happened to have a gun, and was disunpleasant
lantern
stable
head, and each "turkey" carried an ordinary
shoot."
to
posed
in his hand.
"Be that as it may, this thing is going through all the
"Gobble l Gobble l Gobble!"
danger comes to the
It was a perfect bedlam of sound, as the gobblers ranged same," said Ran, emphatically. "The
the one. Who's to
I'm
ladder.
the
np
first
goes
who
one
themselves around Jack.
·
boys."
that,
on
lots
draw
We'll
second?
be
"Gobble l Gobble I Gobble!"
kind .
the
of
nothing
do
shall
"We·
Jack.
said
l"
no
"No,
themThe strangely masked figures ·which had ranged
first
I'm
else's.
one
any
than
mine
more
selves around Jack Ashmore kept, right on gobbling until This business is
fiat."
that's
and
ladder,
the
on
the old mill might have been mistaken for a turkev-coop
Fred and one or two others were disposed to dispute
·
with all the old gobblers on the rampage.
proposition, but Jack would listen to nothing.
this
It was too much fo r J ack's gravity, for the young foregoing, that's all," he said. "I didn't start this
"I'm
man of the cutlery works had a stron,g sense of the ludibusiness, but now that I am in it, I propose to see it
ctous, and he burst into a hearty laugh.
·
through."
"Come, now, boys, that will do !" he exclaimed. "We
got a revolver, I suppose?" asked Ran.
haven't
''You
have had enough of this song and dance. Tell a fellow
want any. I'm not afraid."
don't
and
"No,
what it all means."
pardon, but you do, and here is one,"
your
beg
I
"Oh,
"Brothers!" called out a big gobbler, "listen to the boss!
a new revolver of which he had
producing
Ran,
persisted
drop
truth
of
Usually whenever he opens his mouth words
"You don't have to do any
pocket.
his
in
out, but this time it is a lie. We have given hini. the the duplicate
of this thing will keep
sight
the
but
course,
of
shooting,
song, but not the dance . Let us supply the deficiency
Now, we'll proceed to
X.
Brother
it,
Take
quiet.
him
now. Dance, brothers! Dance for all you are worth."
the window if I can,
raise
and
ahead
up
go
I'll
business.
a
like
·w hereupon the gobblers began making a noise
close behind me,
follow
will
You
must.
I
cornet tuned to a lively air, and each gobbler caught hold and break it if
the other fellows
of
three
room,
the
into
pile
both
we'll
and
_of his brother gobbler and away they went, waltzing about
able to handle
be
shall
we
Oh,
us.
after
right
coming
the room, gobbling all the while, and presenting such a
fear."
you
never
him,
ran
ludicrous sight that Jack laughed until the tears
Jack said nothing, but he had his own determination
down his cheeks.
up just the same.
made
next
Tlie GobbleTF, forming in solemn procession,
laclcler was found concealed among the shrubbery,
The
as(;end
to
began
ancl
yard
fadory
marched up through the
friendly watchman had put it, and when Rat.
the
where
th~ steps whivh led up to i.he superintendent' s house.
of Freel and another had softly put it in
help
tlie
wrtli
All were masked with the black clothes again, ::irnl
window, Jack sprang upon it, waving his
the
under
plac-e
Brother X was provideJ with one, too.
follow.
to
Ran
to
hand
watchhctory
the
They met nobody but old Mr. Bent,
"Xo, no!" whispered Ran. "Come back, Jack! I go
man, who appeared to be in the plot, for he waved his hand
fhot."
at the maJrnd procession, and called out:
Jack paid no heed, however, and there was nothing for
"Ah, there, boys! So you are at it, are you? You'll
to do but to follow on in the second place.
Ran
one
good
a
him
Give
find the ladder up there all tight.
critical moment had now come. Jack came up be1'he
for me."
'·'l'lrnt's what we will, Bent!" called out Brother A. fore the window and looked in. · To his surprise he saw
1\ir. Burton seated 11t a table counting money. There were
' 1\'i'iggle now; you don't want to be mixed up in this."
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"Pass l1im ont, brotl1eTs !'' he said, arn1 Bnrton came out
through the window feet first.
Jack got his feet in position on the ladder and helped
him to the gronncl, whore he was immediately seized by
the Gobblers and hustled through the ganlen, do"\rn the
steps a-nc1 tl1ro11gh tho factory yard to the boats.
They met no one on tlie way, for ~,fr_ Bent, the watchman, took good care to keep himself in Yisible, as need
scarcely be said.
Oner in the boats the gag was remoYed and the start
across tlie bay was made in sileuce, which was not broken
until tbey were well away from the shore. when Burton,
who had been shifting about uneasily in his .-eat, ventured
to speak.
"Wha-wb at are you going to do with me?" he asked.
"What docs all this mean?"
"You will find out before long!" retortecl Brother A.
"You lmow what you deserve, I suppose."
"I know what you deserve!" fl.ashed the superinten dent,
"and if there ·is law in the la:nd I shall see that you get it,
and that's State prison for life."
"Gobble!_ Gobble! Gobble!" cried Han, and every one
,.
in the boat began gobbling; the sound reached the oilier
boat and the gobbles began there.
And so it was after that until they real.'.he<l the mill.
VI.
CHAPTER
To every remark the supe1-,intendent made no other anwas returned.
swer
MR. BOUTON IN THE TOJLS.
He soon gave it up as a bad job, but now that ' the- gobgobbling they kept it right up, and again
Brother A was in the room after Brother X with one blers had started
cry rang out over the bay.
strange
tho
again
and
bound .
Neck, Mr. Burton grew strangely
Turkey
neared
they
As
· - ·B rother B and several other brothers followed.
off in the direction of the old
peering
kept
and
uneasy
his
with
They closed about Mr. Burton, who stood
'hands up; his teeth chattering, and trembling from head mill.
"One word," he exclaimed, as they drew near tbe shore,
:to foot.
sent you to me?"
"who
"Don't kill me! Don't kill me!" he whined. "Take it
" replied Brother A in his sepulchral voice.
"Yourself!
'all and let me go."
made nothing by it," returned Burton, fiercehave
"You
the
entered
had
who
. _· Now, of course all the brothers
you take the cash?"
room were as much surprised as Jack had been to see all ly. "Why didn't
as you will very soon find out."
U1ieves,
no
are
"We
"the money lying around.
'l'hat's a good one. You--"
Ha'
!
Ha
thiel'es?
o
"::-r
: But at the time none of them had any idea what it
cherking himself in his si.range remark, he
Sucldcnl_y
··meant.
intently for a moment and then
Burton was well known to be a miserly fellow, and :;i,ll looked at his companion
:
thought as .Jack thought, that the superinten dent was muttered
"Well, n,pon my wcrd, I don't belieYe you are. I don't
counting his own s::ivings, as far as they thought about it
all this."
understancl
·
.at all.
you will later," replied Ran, little guessing
but
".No,
purpose
crefinite
a
for
room
this
into
· · Thev had come
situation himself, and was
.a.~1d they had no other idea than to carry that purpose that lie scarcely understood the
later.
it
about
lot
a
out
find
to
·
out
· No more was said then, however, and in a moment they
They were all ready for business, too.
wharf in front of the old
, . :"Put down your arms, boss," said Ran in a deep, l1ad come up alongsicle the little
i;;epulchral voice, at the Rame time pocketing the revolver mill.
Bmton was hclpcc1 out and hnstlecl i.nto the grinding.on the , table. "We clon ·t want your money; we want
w11ere he was left in charge of two 0£ the brothers,
room,
vou "
others hurried into the back room, put on their
tho
while
short.
cut
was
talk
his
but
• Burton did some protesting,
procession i.nto the grindFreel Farley suddenly threw his arm about his neck, and masks and ac1vancec1 in solemn
lanterns in their hands .
lighted
their
carrying
ing-room,
. holding his head back, thrust a handkerch ief into his
closed the outer door
brothers
two
the
entered,
they
As
the
for
ready
mouth, while Ran and Jack, who were all
get their masks.
to
room
inne'r
the
into
retreated
and
him.
behind
hands
e:rµergenc y, tied Burton's
starting out of his
eyes
his
with
The superinten dent,
The superinfen dent vrns now past helping himself. He
s, trembling
proceeding
these
all
watched
terror,
in
head
had. nothir,g to do but to yield.
limb.
every
in
on
stood
and
Brother X went out through the window
(To be continued)
the ladder.

great piles of greenbacks spread out befoi:~ him. arn1 a
great deal of silver. He had one of the pil~s df bills 'before him, and was running it oYer when Jack first
looked in .
"Is J1e there?" breathed B.aJl, from l:owe:r. -,1,o\vn the lad' .. -J
der. ,--a-11-d I'll tell you
now,
':Ready
Jack.
whispered
'"Yes,"
-this, Rau, I'm just as glad I have got the re;volver. You'll
be surprised in a minute. Here goes !"
-. Jack saw that the window was unfastened, for he was
able to distinguish tlie catch through the _glass, so with
one quick movement he threw up the lower sash and
~prang into the room.
Mr. Burton gave a terrified exclamation, leaped to his
f_ed and reached for a revolver which lay upoi1 the table
among the piles of bills.
· _ "Drop it !" cried Jack, changing his voice as well as he
e_ould. "Brop it, and throw up your hinds, Burton, or
ypu're a dead man!"
· Covering him with his revolver, Jack rushed upon the
11uperintendent and seized him by the _arm.
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TIMELY TOPICS
style. A Savannah, Ga .. bank official was the man who
underwent the experience of hawng his tooth whisked out
of his face. Here's the way it hs.ppened: He is Mr. P. F.
GleaEon, of the Germania Bank force, Sarannah, Ga . .· He
was in a launch in Warsaw Sound. -Yl.hile fishing he
placed the line in his mouth, holding it between his teeth.
There was a sudden terrific tug as a shark gTasped the
Aeroplanes and parts valued at more than $1,000,000 bait, and a tooth, exactly in the front upper gum, was
were shipped to the Allies up to May 31, according to the torn out.
Department of Commerce. In May the United States ~old
to belligerents ten aeroplanes, valued at $83,950. Smee
Alfred Ehrhardt, the only German-American member o'f
the war began ninety craft, valued at $674,807, were ex- the Passaic N. J., Board of Education, has suggested to
ported. Parts of aeroplanes, valued at $444,328, were sold the board the introduction in the Passaic schools of a new
up to l\fav ::n, and in May alone exports totaled $160,~12. tune for the national hymn, "America," which is free
If the war continues m11cb longer it is believed the Umted from any similarity to tlie hymns of other countries. The
States will take first rank as an exporter of aeroplanes.
new melody was recently composed, he said, by James J.

William • Iilner·~ h-ehe-year-old son holds the championship in Sawyer County, Wis., for having caught t~e
larcrest ma~kinonge on record. The fish weighed forty-six
po1~11ch and was landed by the boy I,hile :fishing all _alone
in Milner·s Lake. near the Milner home, near Radisson.
The boy's father will have the fish mounted.

Mariners in the Pacific are keeping a sharp lookout for
decorated bottles just now. There are 2,000 of them bobbing around somewhere, and each is worth a $5 gold piece.
The bottles were strewn along the south Pacific by the
steamer Unyo Maru of the JapflJlese Imperial Fish Commission to test ocean currents. Within a fortnight three
ha'l'e been picked up this side of Honolulu and some are
expected to show up along this coast soon. Inside is a
notice printed in five languages asking the finder to notify
the fish commission and receive the reward.
Approximately 145,000 acres of the former Flathead Indian reservation in Montana will be offered for sale at Kalispell and Missoula, Mont., in August under regulations
announced hy Secretary Lane. One hundred thousand
acres cla,;sifi~d as agricultural land -will be sold to the
hio-hest
bidders in tracts of 160 acres each, or less, for cash,
0
most of it at prices varying from $1.25 to $2. No one
person will be permitted to purchase more than 640 acres.
The remaining 4fi,000 acres, classified as barren, burned
over, and small timber land will be sold to the highest bidders in tracts of 160 acres.

McCabe, superintenden.t of school districts 31 and 34,
Brooklyn, N. Y. It is being widely advertised by the German-American press. Although Mr. Ehrhardt made no
mention of the fact, it is believed there is some objection
to the old tune because of its being the same as· that of
"God Save the King," the English hymn. Mr. Ehrhardt
says he thinks America should have an all-American hymn.
Louis Kowalski, of Chicago, arraigned in District Court.
Milwaukee. on a charge of stealing 40 cents from the poor
box of the Holy Trinity Church, can trace his downfall
to the inventive genius of George Miller, caretaker of the
church. For several weeks complaints of money being
stolen from the poor box had been received. Tired of the
many thefts, Miller rigged up an alarm, which he attached
to the box and connected with his quarter . He was. sitting
in his room the other afternoon when the alarm sounded.
Rushing into the church, he came upon Kowalski, who was
kneeling as if in prayer. An investigation by Miller
brought to light a jimmy and a number of other burglar
tools. He summoned a patrolman and Kowalski was arrested.

The State of British North Borneo is go,erned by the
British North Borneo Company, a chartered company, the
only one remaining under the British flag. The Governor
is appointed by the company with the approval of the
British Secretary of State for the Colonies. The population is eRtimated at 500,000, there being less than 400
whites. United States Consul Hanson, at Sandakan,
states he is informed that within twenty miles of that
place are natives who have never seen a white man, and
who live by the spear and the blow-pipe just as did their
ancestors of the tenth century. Mr. Hanson states that
elephants and rhinoceroses are so plentiful that theY are
a nuisance to owners of rubber and cocoanut estatc-s b,Y
de~tro:ring young trees, and that "the telegraph line ricro~s
'!'hr shark C'o mmonl :v known as the "hog shark" in na- the countrv is out of c-omm iF~ion a third of the tin:(' betin' ,,:;1ic>r9 i~ now fully qnalifi cl as a denti~t. or, in other cause the ~lephants rub against the posts and push Chem
word;;, the big fish recently pulled a molar in real approved down."
'T'he Unitccl StateR plans to purchase the invention of
John Hays Tiammonc1, .Tr., for controlling torpedoes by
wircl c~s, according to an annonncemcnt by the inventor.
It i~ the intention of the Government to establish wirelessco11trollec1 Lorpeclo units for the protection of the country's
harbol', . r\i, soon as Congress a.p propriates the money, the
first unit will be establi shed at Fisher's lsland, and all the
te t work will be clone there. instead of in Gloncester Harbor, where Mr. Hammond has demonstrated his invention
to Federal experts. Frequent tests have been made here
with bo:ttR, which Mr. Hammond has guided about the
harbor from Ehore with great accuracy.
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A Chinese steamship line to operate from Shanghai and
other ports in China to the United States is about to be
establiF-hed to compete with the Japanese lines which now
NR\V YORK, AUGUST 13, 19:j.q.
dominate the transpacific trade, according to advices received by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The Pacific tra:de is seriously disturbed because of the recent order reserving for t he use of Japanese shipper s all
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
space in ships under subsidy from the Japanese GoYern.05 Ceuto
Single Coples ........................... , ..•••..•.••. ,••••
ment. According to the bureau's adviceR. Fnng Sui, repre.65 Cents
One ~py .Three Month,o ............................... .
1.25
One 'Copy Six Month& .................................. .
Rent.ing a ~yndicate of Chinese capitalists, is on his ~ray
2.60
One Copy One Yea, .. ................................... .
to the Unitec1 States to clos'e contracts for material to conPostage Free
struct 1t fl eet of fl.Ye veF-sels for freight and paRsenger serHOW TO SEND MONHV-..\t onr rl•k send !'. o. Money Or~cr, Chock
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two ves~el probably will be · purchased in the near future
The United States holr1s property in the City of New to slart the new senice.
York valued at $66,331,000.
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GltINS .A.ND CHUCKLES

For the first time in the history of the San Jose, Cal.,
T eHcber-C'an you tell m e what a dromedary is, Tomhigh school all the girls who graduated \\We simple Gremy? Tommy-Yes, ma ·am; a dromedary is a two-masted
cian robes, costing only $1 apiece .
camel.
Newark has planted 27,000 tree in ten :re1:1rs. Jersey
"But, mamma, he called me a pie-face." "That clicln ·t
City has set out 10,000 in eight years. East Orange, outh
hurt you, did it?" "It dicln 't, mamma, until he began to
Orange, East Rutherford, Passaic, Jryington, Belleville,
ma h the crust with his knuckles."
Nutley and Montclair have each done comiderable treeplanting.
'Terl-\Yhat makes you think old .Mone:vhags doesn't
intend to let YOU marr~· his d'a.ughter. Xed-The tip he
Ceylon, according to the ]Mt census, has a popuhition of garn mo on the stock market was a loser.
4,110,000, the chief elemeni numerically being lhe Singhalese. The area is 25,000 square m i]es. 'J~he principal ex"C!a11 yon lend me twent _,·. old chap? I'm goinp: on my
ports are tea, coffee, cinrhona, rnbher, cocoa, cinnamon, rar-ation 11ml ueed it badly.'' "'iVait till you get back, old
cardamoms, ebony, and th e prorlnd, of the t·oronnut pnlm. fel; ~-ou·ll need it worse then."
A large source of wealth is also found in precious stones
. a.nd pearl :fisheries.
"lf a re ·ou en'r had p~lpitation of the heart?" ~Rkecl the
in,11rance e,aminer. '·Well:' replied the young man,
Loretta Kennedy, who ii' se,rn years of age, and who bl11,,hi11g Yi,·irlly, "T'm enp-agecl to be rnarriecl.''
lives in Paterson, N. J., came home acting in a strange
manner. Outside her home she almoF-t <'ollapsed from
"Did yonr father teach y0u to rlo rnch things? .. af'ked
laughing. It was thought she was h:rsteriral. X eighhor, the ministPr of the hoY 11·horn he <'flnµ;ht pummeling a romran to her and found h1cked awa:r in her blou,e a half- panion." "Huh! l should say not! Dael can·t eYen whip
emptiecl bottle of whisk)·. .t\fler comiderable questioning, me.''
Loreth was forced to admit tbat she harl founr1 it, HJld because it tasted so nice Rhe drained half the bottle. Tn St.
"BN George, that :Mrs. K1t Flippe is a sbrnning woman,
Joseph's Hospital la stomach pump restored her to her isn't 8he ?'' " T should think RO. She hit me with her
senses.
automobile the other day and it was three hours before I
woke up."
Death Valley is a desert valley in Inyo Count,. CaliMaud- See this ring? Archie gaYe it to me the ot11er
fornia, lying between the Panamint range on the ,rest and
the Funeral, Amargosa and GrapeYine ranges on the east. evening. frene- l thought I recognized it. You'll find it
It probably got its name from the fact that ifa becl is de- has a rongh place just under the setting that will make
void of any form of life save in pla ces a scrubby growth yonr finger sore.
of cactus. It was once the bec1 of a f'alt laka. In tlie
,)Iistress-:i.\fary, go to the door at once. Some one has
snmmer the temperab.llle is excessiYe, reachi11g a maximum
of 122 degrees. The air if' wr,v dry aml clew nel'er forms rung three times. Mary-;-lt's all right, mum. It's only
and the rainfall for five summer months does not e:;,.ceed that )'Otrng fellrr as is ,mashed on Miss :i.\faud. Yer needn't
be afraid of his goin' away in a hurry.
an inch and a half.
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"Henry upbraided Edward for his lack of honor in winning her away frcm him. But the outside world never
knew of his resentment, and they were, to all. appearances,
By D. W. Stevens
friends, although it has ever since been an understood
I don't wish my readers to think that I am self-con- thing that E'dwud _would never handle a dollar of his
ceited or egotistical, for I only state a plain fact when I brother's monev."
·
say that during my active years on the detective force
This, then, disposed of any suspicion of Edward. If he
there never came in a very difficult case, or a case which had known •what the will would be, he would never have
everybody else had given up, that I wasn't at once put committed the murder. However, I was satisfied that it ·
on it.
had been done by somebo&y who would benefit by his
Few detectives like to take up a case which has been death.
worked on before, or in which t4e lave of time has al"How about Arthur?" I asked.
lowed of the loss uf clews which might easily have been
"He has known for yea.rs that he was his brother's l1eir."
found in the beginning.
"Then he must he the man," I thought.
One of the worst of all cases came into my hands in this
I hunted up every scrap of information possible which
wise:
concerned him, and on learning that he had been a little
I had just brought to a successful issue the chase after "fast," as it is termed, I was convinced that I had a l1old
a forger, and entered the office after an absence of over two on the right man. But how to prove it? There was the
months. I Baw that the chief was troubled, but he no rub.
sooner saw Iljfl than his face brightened.
Arthur now occupied the house where the murder 11ac1
"Just the man I want," he said. "Clark, here is 'A been committed. I visHed it, told him who I was and reHopeless Case' for you to work up."
quested permission to examine the room where the mmder
''What's the good of my wasting my time on it if it is had been done.
hopeless?"
I was staggered by the readiness with which he ac"We've got to appear to do something," he said, desper- quiesced, and the earnestness of his tone in wishing that I
ately. "'I'he newspapers are going for us bald-headed. might be successful in uneai·thing the murderer. I examHere is a murder committed six weeks ago, and not a clew ined the room to my heart's content--it had not been
of the faintest kind. I have had seven men on it, and changed since the murder, Arthur said-and then I began
they've all given up beat. Don't ta.lk back and try to rea- to glance about at the walls, tbe pictures, the. articles of
son with me-for you must take it."
_ vertu, anything, everything, was scrutinized.
Well, I was under orders. What could I do? Only
I At one side of the room adjoining, into wh'1ch I went,
quietly bridle my disgust and go to work.
was 3 desk.
I was soon in possession of all that was known. Henry
"This belonged to your brother?" I sai d , seating myself
Salsbury bad been found dead in his bed one morni_ng, his before it in the stuffed chair.
head having been crushed by a pair of heavy iron tongs,
"It did."
used for a wood fire in the grate in his bedroom.
"Has it been overhauled?"
Robbery had not been the motive, so far as could be seen,
"I have touched nothing, in the hope that by leaving
for nothing had been taken that was known .of. Henry
things as they were found, some possible clew might be the
Salsbury was wealthy, fifty years of age, and a bachelor.
result_," he answered. "Even the waste-paper basket has
And that was all there was to tell me.
not been emptied."
At once going to work, determined to do the best I
I glanced at the basket, then stooped and picked 11p a
could, I inquired about his family and learned that he had
crumpled
bit of paper a.nd straightened it out-two brothers, Ai-thur and EJward.
A letter from a man begging for charity.
Arthur, like himself, was a bachelor, of forty-five or six,
I opened anotherand by the terms of Henry Salsbury·s will, was made sole
Didn't he want to buy a county seat?
legatee of his wealth.
I
smoothed out anothery still"Ha!" I thought, "here is a motive, or at least a possible
A broker advised him to purchase Erie.
one."
"I'll be back presently," said Arthur Salsbury, as I
But why was Edward, younger and a married man, left
picked
up another.
out in the cold? Had Henry and Edward been on bad
Becoming
absorbed in my work, I did not notice his abterms? If so, l1ere was another motive.
I inquired into tbe matter, and from authentic sources sence; it was lucky he was absent, for finally I gave a
learned that, to all outward appearances, Henry and Ed- start, and uttered a cry of joy. I held in my hand a letter,
ward were friends. But not leaving l1im anything! How evidently commenced by Henry Salsbury on the morning
of the day he had been murdered.
was it to be explaiued?
"I can tell you," said a person who knew them well. of
"Sir: Time was when I at least believed you honest,
whom I inquired. "Henry met and loved a beautiful girl, though I have good reason, heaven knows, to doubt :,'OUT
much younger tlurn himself. She liked him, although I honor. Dishonest I You dishonest! It breaks my heart!
don't belicl'e she lo,·ecl him, but he thought she did.
"And how are you going to save yourself? By ·getting
"He introdue;t::d his brother to her as his intended wife. help from the hand you have stung like a poisonous adder
Edward was captivated, she learned to love him, and they I see there is no other way, so come to me at ten to
,rere marrieJ.
Ilight--"
A HOPELESS CASE.
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'rhat was :111 of the letter to be found, and this, was in
three pieces; evidently Henry Salsbury ha b-. t thn$ far,
and being dissa tisJied with what he had written, had torn
the paper, and comme11ced the letter anew.
Other scraps of Henr:r's writing had , been found, and
these I distributed among the letiers just as 'I heard a foot
· aseentling the stairs.
''
As' the person eni.ere<l the room, I glance!i 'up. From
· the -'family resemblance I knew I saw before me Edward
· Sa.Miury. He started at sight. of me, and muttered that
t he ·servant had said he would find his brother here.
"He will be back in a minute," I said . "I am a new de~
tective in this case. Would you have any objection, sir, to
saying if you recognize in that pile of papers any of your
brother's writing?"
• 'One hand was behind him holding a cane, the other held
his high hat_, the rim of which he nearly crushed as I
asked the question. I shall never forget the piercing expression of his eyes as lie fastened them on me, and said :
· "Sir, though a detective, you're a fool!"
" Granted!" I coolly replied. "But by means of such
' recognition of your brother's handwriting, I shall find the
murderer I"

I sprang forward, clapped my hand on his shoulder and
demanded his surrender.
"What for?" he asked.
"For the murder of your brother," I sternly said.
He grew ghastly pale, ancl for one minute trembled like
an aspen. Then desperation gaYe him courage and
strength.
":i\l[y hand is stained, and one murder more or less will
make no difference," he hissed, and ere I could prevent it,
had snatched out a revolver and clapped it to my head.
I have been called a lion on account of my bravery, but
heaYen knows I trembled then, :for I thought my time had
come.
I would have been a dead man in another second had
not the driver leaned forward and struck the murderous
hand a blow with the heavy butt of his whip.
It knocked the " ·eapon from l1is hand. He was at my
mercy, I th0 ught.
But no, not quite. He was a larger and more powerful
man than I, and in a moment he had me y the throat.
1
Ne -fell together to the walk, and with his fast-coming
breath his3ing between his clenchec1 teeth, his eyes flaming,
he began to rapidly lift and alternately ba11g my head
agai11't the flagging .
"Blame you!" he hissed, vindictiYely. "But for you it
. "I n that case I'll only be too happy to do as you desire," and, turning over the papers, he rapidly said: "This would ha Ye been all riglit. It was a hopele s case, they
was written by him~and this-and this."
said, ·before you put your nose into it. Blame you, I say!
"Thank you," I said. Yes, the barest shadow of doubt They may hang me some day, but it'll be for two murders,
was removed. The upbraiding letter I had concealed was and not for one.·,
penned by the ~ame hand. which he had decla-.red ,ras his
I felt that I was losing consciousness, and knew if I did
that he would escape me. I determined to make one subrother's.
I left the house. Again my feelings liad undergom! a ! preme effort, ant1 [ d1d. What it \\'as I don't know to this
revolution. I had entered, suspecting Arthur, eolll'inced dav, so excited was I. But I rai,,ed him off me, flung him
· "that Edward was innocent; I left convinced of Arthur's fr~m ine, cmcl when I ,ms able to see, saw that I had had
innocence, and of the guilt of Edward, or some intimate the gooc1 fortune to throw him so his head had struck the
clge of a step aml stunned him.
and long-trusted friend of the murdered man.
But why should Edward desire Henry's death, since he
Before he regained sense enough to know what was
would not be benefited?
transpiring_, J ba,l the ''bracelets'' on him, and assisted
I found out what bank Henry Salsbury had kept his ac- by tlie drirer, ha~1 him in "limbo'' half an hour later.
He was aftenn:mls tried, comictecl and sentenced to be
count in, and, lounging here in disguise one clay, I sa\l·
.· Arthur Salsbury enter.
hun g, but found means omehow of committing suicide in
"I received a notice from you in regard to a note," he his cell. Ha ring been pressed greatly, he confessed his
·said to the· bank official.
guilt
''Yes; another one has just been presented."
He had been unfortunate in Yi' all Street. In a moment
.. " Can I see it?"
of desperatio11, he had forged his brother's name to a note,
"Yes."
hoping to be able to take care of it when it came clue, and
I ~aw Arthur scan it closely, particularly the signature. without his brother's kno;1ledge. This had been an impos:. ' 'Is it all right?" wa,;; asked.
sibilii.y.
"Yes; I cannot gainsay that signature," he answered.
The forgery \\'as so perfect that the bank paid the note
·., ..When Arthur had gone, I asked to see the note, ancl,iput- when presented, paid others aL;o, and it \\'as not lrntil they
ting the signature of that and several checks under a mag- reach ed Henry Salsbury's hands that the forgery was
nifying gla~s, I became comincecl that the note was a known to f\11}' one . .
forgery.
At once he guessed Edward to be the guilty party, and
:I traced it back, and found that it had been placed in a had wri lten to him angrily. The letter half finished he
had torn it up, preferring to wait until the meeting to
note broker's Iiands by Edward Salsbury.
About nine o'clock I went to Edward Salsbury's house. upbraid him.
I- was within a few doors of it when I saw a carriage drive
At ten o'clock Henry had let Edward in, unknown to
.up. Salsbury's .door opened, and a man, a stranger to me, the servants. An angry conver,;atiou had followed, the
descended t.he steps. A stranger, I said. At first he was upshot of which was the murder, Henry declaring his inso, but his size, his walk, betrayed him.
tention of publishing his brother's crime to the world.
It was Edward Salsbury, and he was about to :flee the
And for my conducting of this case I gained many
city.
laurels.
'' .
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NEWS OF THE f)AY
With ewry sliot hitting the target, the 76th Company,
UHiterl ~Hates Co.ast Artillery, firecl a dozen 12-inch mortar
slwlls during target practise at Fort Hancock, Sand)· Hook,
the other night. While the practiBe was going on under
the direction of Colonel Al !en, commander of the fort, a
goYernment launch and a steamer kept vessels out of the
danger zone.

warship,. i.he 'l'nrki;:h nrmY is liaulr to he rnt off. f rom
its base. On thr ~i<le of the alliPd Frt>nc·h ancl -Engl ish
troops the sitll:1tion i~ PYCn morp clan~erou~: for the land
forces on the we~tcrn end of Gallipoli Penin,ula n1ust be
<lepP]l(1ent for ammm1ition and mmw otl;cr indi,pe n,.:fllJl e
supplies upon free communil'atic,11 with the trnn,port,, an<l
suppl~· ships. Thc,c forces also an' deJJl'ndent lnr;trlr for
thrir success npon the e:o-opnation of lH'HYY !).·11 11 flrt• frn m
In none of Europe's capitals is the meaning of war- the warships.
time economy so thoroughly understood as in Belgrade.
Onlv about one-fourth of the inhabitants of the city proper
'l'he existence in Afric·a ·o_f a hitherto unkno,rn tribe,
are ·now to be found there, ancl these subsist uncler great the members of ,rhich paiul th~ir
bodie;; in suvh a mn nuer
clilficuliies. '['here are no street cars or cabs. Many arli- as to make them~elre 0 prndi<·allr iny i,ib le
i.o the ani m als
cles of eornmon use are so rnrce a· to be practically un- they hunt, is vouched for hr Dr.
C'nt 111Jert l 'hri~t,r, a \\'ellobtainable. Even the upper cla~s l1omes haYe di~pcnsed kuo\\'n English traveler, who has returne<1
af Ll:'r ~pending
with serYa.nts. Tt has become a general custom to cook three years in the Congo 0 11 n sc·ient
i tfr e:--pedition fol' the
meals but onee daily. rrhe food thus prepared is placed Belgian Gol'ernnwnt. Dr. C'hristy
,pent eil[liieen n1011ths
on a lmffet to ~uffi<.e for the day, and it is generally eaten in a pint 0f the Ituri forest. preyiou~ly ulmu,t
unkno wn .
standiug, for people appear to be too busy with their Re succeeded in shooting an okapi an<l in cul l('<-ting
fou r
various wartime occupations to go through a formality in 01 the~e strange animnl~. 'l'he Bmnbuti
dwal'f.-, arn ong
counection with their su tenance. .Pamilies whidi would whom he lived, enabkd l1im to pu1etrnle
to the okapi ' s
otherwise be destitule obtain a small allowance from the ha uni,. But it i~ his di~,01·('n of the " illl i::iblt, people
"
Gowrnme11t, limited to 6 cents a day for a woman and 2 that irns attradec1 the most notice. lie found tht' lll
in 1he
cents a day for each child . All the cities and important 1tmi forest. They are ,·cry shy and quite
11akc-J. B~·
buildmg,; are practically in ruin as a result of the re- means of dull rl'd lines painkd in rnriou,, <li l'eetiu1b
acro2s
peated bombardments from the Austrian batterie~ in the their bodies t!1ey make lliemsl'ives imi,ible. 'l'hey organize
town of Semli11, just across the river.
greal Lirives in i.lie fore~t. using nets with which to catch
the animals . Dr. Chri~ty !Jegan hi, expedition at Borna
}Iiss Isabelle Keys, nineteen years old and pretty, in Ul12. His European a.,si,tant' fell siek and only najumped into the water after a young man who had sunk til·e~ acc·ompanied him. 1Yhe11 he learned of the war he
out of sight twiee while bathing in Peach Lake. neat· dec.:idcd to return home !Jy way of the ~ ile.
Brewster's, X. Y., the other afternoon. After dil'ing sev·
era! times she dragged him to the surfac.:e aud $~ifety.
If Secretan- of \\'ar Ganison follows the adviL·e of t he
}Ii,;s Keys waa on the beach with a group of girls when an
Arm v General Staff he will urge Congress to put an emautomobile drove up. Two young men in bathing suits and
barg~ on the exportation of mares . Before C'ong1e,., in
three g-irls got out. rrhe men jumped into the water,
~ oYernber the General S1,1ff will lay before :.\Ir. Garrison
fri::Letf ::ibout fur a few minutes aud were about to come
stnti~tie:s showing Eurupl'an urmies are depleting t he
om when one decided he would do some fancy sll'imming.
:\rncrie:an rnpply of horses aml mules and that th Pnited
He truck out and soon was quite a distance from shore.
States arm,· wuuk1 be short of aninrnls in the eYent of war.
}Ii:;s Key5, who was wntching him, aw him go under.
Here are the late~t figure'l compiled by tlie Dtpa 1-trnent
When he went under a seeond time she jumped into the
of L'ommerce on the c>xportation of horses an d mares :
water and s1rn1JL to the spot where lie had disappeared am1
.\ug. 1, 1913, to July 1, HJH, 21,5-!0 hor es val ued at ~3,i.Jrought him ~1shore. 'rhe young man wns revived by the
221,557 and -!,G;39 mules valued at $652, ,n; _\ug. 1,
crowd on the beaeh. ln the excitement nobody inqufred
191-b, to Julv l, l!Jl5, HfU.'i', horses ralued at $:;5.953,for his nall!e 1101· rc>membered to look at the 11un1ber of the
115 arn1 ,5 2,872 nrnle~ nlinec1 ai $l0, J8;l,8-! I. _-\.n arm y
mad1inc. He depu1 led with liis fritc<11<ls.
offieer said rerPntl~·: '·It i 0 bi1(l enough to ha Ye the British
and Fi ench lmYers go o,·cr our -tuck farm, and take their
'l'l1e genentl pn blie seems to have failed to grasp the choice of _\merica·s lie6t geldings and muk.,, !mt i1 is altremenclou, ,.:ig11ificance of the appearance and smH·,.:~i\tl most vriminal to allo\\· them to take the rnare~. I underwork of ~nbmarines in the operations at the llardanelles. stand hundredil of _.\.mericnns arc working fur tlie Eugli.,h
On the .-\llied side the brilliant feal of a British submariue agents on a connni,,sion ba:ois and ,ne getting lJ;lO fat every
in pe!letl'ating to the Sea of :llfarmora ha,; jeopardized the horse thev nart for Eu l'·ope. [Tn Jess C'ongret, pla(·l!$ a n
Turki~h lines of communication i.Jy sea, ~ereral tran,ports e mbaro-c, 011 lllal'e::, this will be a horseles;; (:UUl1try, i·e Ja"'
'
haYitH! been sunk already . If commuuiL:atious by land ti vely sp aking, in a few years. While the country is. shouthaYe Geun interrupted and rendered impossii.Jle at the neck ing about preparation for war, it wou ld be j1.,Qt ~ ·vell to
of the htlnnu;; of Uallipoli by the flanking fi re of c\.l lied turn attention to this matter."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
AN lNl)[AN MARRIAGE.
Euniee HolmeB, a full-bloodec1 Indian whose tribal name
was Laughing ·waters, was married the other day by Alderman William F. Quinn in the Marriage Chapel in the
~funicipal Building, Xew York City, to August Charles
Erbach, a German farmer of Summit, . J. The bride,
who is 24 :vears old, was born in Cherokee, Indian Territor~·. She docs not know the names -of her pa.rents, both
having died when she was a small girl. Until everal
months ago, when she came Ea t, she lived with relatives.
Erbach is 25 years okl, and has been in this country five
years. He gave his address as 312 East Fourteenth street,
X cw York. but lrns a large farm in Summit. The couple
,r ill make their l1mnc on the farm.
HOW TO

K~mv

MUSHROOMS.

As everybody knows . n neplornble amount of good food
goes to wa~te berause the public; is familiar with but few
of the mam· edible species of fungi. It is true that the
nutrihrn Yalue 01 fungi l1as been much exaggerated; they
are by no menns comparable in dietary value to meat, as is
often claimed; but, 011 the other hand, they are more nutrition~ and when pTOperly cooked clecidedly more palatable than many thing. that enter into the eYeryclay menu.
A desultory propaganda in behalf of mycophagy has been
carriecl on for >·cars, bot.h in this country and abroad.
The latest coni. rib ution to thi~ campaign is Bulletin X o.
17 o, i~~ucd by the Depa r(rnent of A;:;ricult ure. e11titlecl
'· liushroorns and Other C'<Jmmon :Fungi." In this useful
manual 1he authors, Flora 'i\'. ]'atternon and Vera },::.
Charles, tell us, among other things, of the efforts which
certain European Governments ha,·e made to i.each their
citizen the food value of mushrooms. All over France
exhibits of the more desirable species are held; while at
R-ouen during tlte season there are daily lectures on this
subject, illustrated by fresh specimens. In Saxony systematic instruction concerning mushrooms is giYen in the
public schools.
The French have taken to canning many wild mushrooms, in addition to the familiar Agarcius campestris
grown in mushroom cellars, and these are now exported
to the United States, which also receives tons of dried
wild mushrooms from China.
The new bulletin contains descriptions, in language as
non-tecbnica1 as the circumstances admit, of more than
150 species of fungi, together with splendid photograph.
of at least half of the species described. T'he poisonous
species are carefully pointed out, and several recipes for
cooking the other kinds are appended.
JATIO"N'AL SOCIETY OF A:YIB L.\.XCE DOGS.
The Jational Society of Ambula11L:e Dogs of France
now has eight kennel3 where experts are bu~y training
patrol dogs, dispatch carriers, trench guarcls ancl ambulance dog for service at the front. Two humhcJ and
twenty-five patrol dogs ha ve just been sent to the front to

accompany reconnoitering parties and carry messages. Tbe
dog is able to perform this duty more quickly and safely
than a man, and th~s permit a patrolling party to maintain communication with the main force . It takes onlv
ten days for a dog to learn to perform this service like ~
trained soldier.
The tre1Jch dog is taught to maintain silence until the
enemy is within 200 yards, and then to give warning by a
low growl. 1\fany attempts of the enemy to make surprise
attacks in the night have been detected by dogs. The service is as dangerous as that of an advanced sentry, and
the dog often shares the same fate. Clarion, a remarkably
intelligent sentry dog, which became the glory of bis company before he was killed by a bomb, was burie<l with
pomp and honored with a cro_s.
True, a little fox terrier, which sought out 150 wounded
men in concealed places during the baltle of the Marne,
was recently sent back to the front after a well-earned
rest. True stuck to l1is post during the pursuit of the
Germans until hi:e master was killed, when he lost his company. llc turned up later, exhausted and footsore, at the
kennel of the dog society, where he bad been trained.

Rl. TOHTC MAHKER DESTROYED.
The mound of rocks which has been the onJy marker
for the soutltca~t corner of Kan ·as since its admittance
as a Slate and the northeast corner of the Indian Territory since the Tenitory was recognized has been razed and
a rr:11 marker placed in the ground.
Tile moun11 was placed there to mark the dividing line
IJebreen the 0mg s and Cherokees at the time of the 1fissouri C'ompromiBe in 1823, ancl ever since it has been respected and observed as the boundary between Missouri,
Kansas and Oklahoma'. by reel rnen and white. A rock road
was proposed recentl)', and the county surveyor of Cherokee
Count)' was called to bury a marker and erect witness
markers so that the road could go directly over the cornerstone in~tead of around it.
The southeast corner o£ ansas is a quarter of a mile
south of where the Go\·ernment ordered it located. Coincident with that foct is the legend among the pioneers
in that locality to the d'fcct that one of the Government's
surveyors who had charge of the expedition to make permanent boundaries in Kansas when it wa:s admitted to
the Union in 18Gl was suffering a headache the morning
the work was begun, due to a late session with a relative
of John Barleycorn the night before.
The Government ordered the boundary to beo-in "at a
point where the thirty-seventh parallel crossed th~ western
boundary of :Missouri." Instead, Lhe surveyor began with
the pile ol' roc:k, wliich some Indians told him was the
boundary line, instead of at the parallel, which was a quarter of a _mile north. The surve_:;i11g party got bc:ck to the
p arallel at a_ point ~outh of Coffeyrille, says the Topeka
,( 12p1tal, leanng a triangular strip of ground in southeast
Kamas that should liare belonged to the ludiau Territory.
But the land laws have giYcn it to Kansas "for keeps."

r
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MAGIC JITTRBOB,

, TRICE: CIGARETTE BOX,

Fat and lean funny faces. :By
looking tn ~bese mirrors upright

your reo.tures become na11row and
elongated. Look Into It 1ldewh1e
and :, JUr phiz 'broadens out in ,
the most comical manner.
Sizd
3½x2¼ lnche•. In a handsome lmltc.Uon morocco cate.
Price, 10c. each, po1tpa.ld.
\VOLlfF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

w

TRICK J.>UZZLB PURS'E.
The first attempt usui!.lly ma.de
to open It, Is to pre"" down the
little kn~b In the center ot the
pur-se, when a small needle runs

This one is a corker! · Get a
box right away, it you want to
have a. barrel or joy. Here's the
secret:
It looks like an ordi•
nary red box or Turkish cigarettes. But It contains a. trigger, under which you place a
paper cap. Offer your friend a
1
0
i~x~n~1~1 !:~~~de~hth~ ';,a~~
and if you a.re wise you will r;et
out ot sight with the ~ox before
he gets over thinking he waa
shot.
Price, 1511., postpaid,
ll. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St .. B'klyn, N. Y.

~~~~~\~';.J.-;/a, f:;:,

GREENBACKS

out and stabs them in the fin ..

ger, but does not open tt. You
can open It before their eyea a.nd stlll they
will be unable to open it.
Price, 25c. each by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 21ltll St., N. :I'..

.

THE moN CROSS
Th.ere are lots of people who
want to bring the European
war into this country.
~ut
we don't want it. When you
find a foreign patriot shooting

~r

/~i:Se mt~-~~' CIJOU:S~s p~~l

b~:

lapel. Guaranteed to cork up the most blatant
troublemaker on earth. Price, 10c. each, by
mall. postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

X-RAY WONDER
- ~ Thi• 1s a wonder!ul little
optical illusion. In use, you
-.,. • ,
apparently see the bones in
·\ . ....
your hand, the hole In a
_,.. ··
i
... pipe-stem, the lead in o. pen ..
- ci1, etc.
The principle on
·
wh1ch It Is operated cannot
be dlocloeed here, but It will afford no end (IC
fun for any person who has one. Price. 16
cents each, by mail, postpaid.
FRANK SMITH, 383 Lenox ATe,, N. Y.
SNAPPER PENCIL
Somethnes your jocase friend helps h1mself te the pencil stick!ng up from your ve st
pocket. Let him take
this one. When he attempts to use it, a pair
ot springs shoot out
and rap h1m so smartly
on the knuckles that
he swears-off taking
other people's property. A dandy little trick
affording no end of amusement.
Price, JOc. each, hY mall, postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1!!15 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

THE !IIULTIPLyU;G CORKS. - A small
round bo-x; is shown to be en1pty and one ot
Almost anyone
learn It at home.
the spectators ts allowed to place three corks , Small cost. Send can
to-day 2-cent stam.p for
in it. The cover ts out on and tbo box Is I particulars and proof.
0. A. SMITH, Room
handed to one of the spectators. who, upan
D133, 823 Bigelow St., Peoria, Ill.
! removing the cover, finds six corks tn the box.
Thr~e of the corkn a-rs now made to vanish as
i JN&terloualy ae they came. Very dic,1~!'.v~ c.
DEAD SHOT SQUIRT PISTOL.
5
'
If you shoot a maa
H, F. L4NG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyu, N, Y
with t11ls "gun" he will
b.e too ma.cl to accept
the ..ancient exeua~"I
SURPRISE lUNEMA.TOGRAPH.
didn't know
it wae
loaded." It loads easuy
The greatut hit o~ the
with a tu:11 charge of
,eason !
It cenetsta ot' a
&ma.11 meta!, nickeled tube, water, and taking aim, press the Mlbber bulb
with a lenl!I
eye view, at the lmtt ot the Pistol, when a small atream
which shows a pretty ba.1- 8C water is squkted Into his !ace, The bes.t
let girl In tlghtB.
Hand thing to do then lo to pocket your gun and
It to a trk'n<I, who will be run. There are "loads of fun° in this wicked
delighted with the first pic- little jolter, which looks ltke a real revolver,
ture; tell him te turn the trigger, cock. chambers, barrel and all. Price
screw in center of lnstru ... enly 7c.; 4 !or 25c.; one dozen 60c. by ma.II
ment to change the vi.ewe. when & stream et postpaid.
water 11qubl-ts into his face, much to hia dis .. H. F. LANG. 1815 Centre St .. B'klyn, N. Y.
guat. AnyGne who has not seen this ktnema•
j tog-ra.ph In operat10n Is sure to "be caught I
every Ume. The in3trument can be refilled
with water in an insta;nt, ready for 'the next
custoIP,er.
Price Z5c. by mall, postpaid.
WBLFF NOVELTY CO 29 W 26th St N Y
·•
·
.. • •

HANDY TOOL
Every boy should possess
one o! these handy tittle in•
struments. It conS'lsts o! a
buttonhook, a cigar-cutter,
scissors, I<ey-rtng and bottleopener, all in one.
The
steel ls absolutely guaranteed. S,;nall catches hold It
so that it cannot open !I, the
pocket. Prtc.e by mall, postpaid, 15 cents each.

COIN PURSE
You cannot lose yeur
change by carrying one of
these handy purses. They
are made of the finest
l\torocco, with a clasp that
simply will not unfasten
Itself.
Within are heavy
rubber receptacles for hold·
Ing nicJ.tels,
dimes, and
quarters.
Each compartment holds a number of coins. They cannot
be abstracted unless you take them out yourself. Pickpockets hate these purses.
Price 25c. eaah, by mall. postpaid,
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

FRANIC. SMITH

:.!

t°ar;:i~";~.!oo:~g:~n;~~ ,.!1,t~0~
~~n~
tbem. blow them •11, and preaa tog~ller ....., two

C!!~

l:!.olrr me.Ga under tlie mo11tliwie6•.

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,

BUBBLER,

AUTOMATIC COPTING PENCIL,
The lmportanca of
carrying a good reliable pencil n'3ed not
be dwelt upon bere.
ls an absolute ne•
~ It
cesslty with us all.
The holder or thla pencil is beautifully
!i.lckeled with grooved box-wood ha:ndle, giv-tng a firm grip in writing; the pencil auto•
matlcally supplies the lead as needed whila
a. b ox of these long leads are given with each
pencil. The writing of this pencil Is indelible
the same as ink, aJ;1d thus can be used in
w:-ittng letters, addressing envelopes, etc.
B1119 of account or invoices made out wtth
this pencil can be copied the same as tf copying ink was used. It is the bandiest pe,ncil
on the market; you do not re'-tuire a knife·
to keep it sharp; it ls ever ready, ever safe1
und .i1lst the thing to carry.
Price of pencil, with box of lead• complete, onlr
lOc.; S for 2bc.; ~me dozf>n 90c. postpaid.
WOLFF NOVEJ-71". 00,, 29 W. lltltla &&.. N. 'L

EGGS OF Plll!ARAOH'S SERPENTS.
A
wonderful a.nd atartllnir
novelty!
''Pharaoh's Serpents"
are produced from a. small egg,
no large_r than a pea. Place one
of them on a plate, touch fire
to ft with a common match, and
Instantly a large serpent, a yard
or more in length, slowly un·
cells ltoelf from the burning egg.
Each serpent assumes a different
position. One will appear to be
gliding over the ground, with
head erect, as rttough spying
danger; another will coil itself up, as if preparing for the fatal spring upon its victim,
while another will stretch out lazily, apparently enjoying its usual noonday nap.
Immediately after the egg stops burning, the
serpent hardens, and may afterward be kept
as an a1nusing curiosity. They are put up tn
wooden boxes. twelve eggs in a box. Price,
8c,, 3 boxes f0r 20c.: 1 dozen boxes tor 60c.,.
sent by 1nat1, postpa.id.
~
llrOLEF NOVELTY 00... U IY. •Ua SL N. S.
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GOLD PLAITED COMBINATION SET..With square turquoise st.ones.
Price, lOc., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 20th St .. N. Y.

Q!IJ~

THE DEVIL'S CARD TRICK.-From three
cardf: l1eld tn the hanrl anyone is ask.ell to
mentally sele<'t one.
All three cards are
placed in a hat and the performer removes
flret the two that the audience did not select
and passing the hat to them their card has
mysterJously
vanished.
A
great
climax;
highly recommend6d,
Price, 10c.
lh'&.._NK. SJIU'CH. 383 Leuo._ Au .• N. Y.

hy· one

Price 26 ceat1, Po.tp....,.
'!'lleoe water-wt n11a ti>ke up no mqre ffflll *h•• a
pookel·-b&illierobief. The,- 1.al11il B ounoes a.11d aap-

The greatelt
Invention of the
ago.
The b o:.:
contains a bhn,P Ip e or ne:,.Uy
enameled met&l,
and live tableta;
also printed di•
rectlone !or pJaying n u m e r o u a
eoa.p-bubble game•, 1uch a Floating Bubbles,
Repeaters, Surprise Bubbles. Double Bubble•,
?:'he Boxero, Lung Tester, Supported Bubbles,
Rolling Bubbles, Smol<e Bubbles, Bounclni:
Bubbles, a.nd many others. Ordinary bubble•
blowing, with a. pipe and soap water. are not
In It with thle sclentillc toy.
It produce•
larger, more beautiful and etron,;er bubble•
than you can get by the ordinary method.
The games are intensely interesttng. too.
Price, 12c. by mall.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

2,83 Lenox Av••

MINIATURE COlllPASS CHA.RM,
A beaut!Cul charm, to be
worn on the watch chain. It
consists ot a true and perfect
compass. to which is attach·
ed, by a. pivot, a powerful
magnifying glass. When not
In use the magnifying glass fits closely Inside
the compass and 1s not seen. 'l'he compass is
}!lrotected by a. glass crystal, and is handeomely sUver-nlcke.I plated and bU:rnished, preaenting a very attractive appearance.
Here
you have a relia b1e compass, a powerful mag•
r1ifytng glass, nnG. a handsome charm, all ln
«,no. It js a :Parisian novelty, entirely new..
Price, 250. by mail, ooatoaia.
H. 1!. LANG, JS15 Centre St., B'klyu, N. Y.

Learn to swim

1W l'!.H RIDER DISC PISTOLS.
Made of r.lcely col•
,red wood 0% inches
lonh.
The power 1~
turnlshed
b:r rubber
bands:.
Ten cli:tc-, of
cardboarrl with each

pistol. Price, Ge. each,
postpaid.

ll. t'. LA :- G. 181.> Cen t r e St .• B'k ly n , N. Y.

MAGI C PIPE.
Made of a reimlar oor;n,
cob pipe, with rubber figure,
inside; by bl o wing through
!he otem the figure will j u m p
Made in !ollowln,; figures : rabbits, donkeys~ cats,
chickens, etc.
. ..
Price, lOc., postpaid.
WOJ;,FF N OVEL'.l'Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,

NOISY HAXDREilCIIIEF.
A great deal or an--usement
may be hacl with this !lttle
article. It im itates the blowing .o! the nose exactly, except

SUOOTIXG CJOARETTI•:S
Do not show this trick
to -iny one wh0 ls n erv ous. He might ha\"e a
nt. lt Is a genuine box
of high-class cigarettes.
The only trouble is that
when you light one or
the cigarettes tt goes off
like a the-cracker, and

Havin g borro"·ed o. h at f r om
friend, push your .1nger

~~ your

~~ through the crown cf it. and it
1~ eeen to move ahout. Though
-:-eri' ~ musing to others, the owner of the hat

di~e~l~~;e~1i!-h1~aif\';~tb~.h!~iftk1s i~e~~~t~~eii
,

pertectly uninjur e d . Price, lQc . eac h by mall.

IVOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26 t h St., N. Y.
~YSTERIOUIS PLA'.l:E ulFTBR.
)Iade of fine rubber,

,;,.·Ith ~ulb on one end
anQ
inflator
a.t
other.
Place it under a table

c-over ,

under

plate

or

g!as!II, and bulb ts pressed

under!leat.h. object rise~
m:vsterJously;
40
i ne.
lo ng. Price, ;U)c., postpaid.
C, H E H R , l fi O W. 6Z~ St ., Xe 1T York City.
THE F OUNT AIN RING.
A handsome ring connected w!th

S
a

rubbe,r

ball

which

is

concealed

in the po.Im or the hand. A gen tie
squeeze (orces ,•-.-ater or cologne ir..

the ta.ca of the victim while he 13
exa1nlnlng It. The ball can be instantly filled by immersing rtnc Jn
w::tter same n s a fountain pen fil ler .
Price by mail , postpaid , 1 2c. eacb.

fl. l: . ,1....-L.'° G, l 8U Centre St .• D 'k l yn, 1'. Y.

1s

that the noise ·- magnttled at

Jeast
a
dozen
times,
and
sounds like the ba3s-horn tn a
•
German band. This device is
u 1ecl by. •imply placing It between the tee th
and hlowing. Th e harder the blow the lou der
fh" noii;e. Price, 10c. each by mail. poot.iatd.
Ii. f'. L ,4.NG, 1816 Cent re St. , B 'k!yn, N . Y.

o~,.

THE FL,GER TllRO"GGH THE HAT.

VAXlS JUNO AND BIIIAPPF.ARING EGG.- Vory
fine, easy to perform and
tt produces a ma r velou s
and mysti(ying e!'[ect. Egg

the smoker thinks he is in the middle of the
E1,,,ropean war. A sure cure for the smoking
habit. Price, 25c. a box, by mall, postpaid.
WOLFJ<' NOVET,TY CO .. 20 W. 20tb St ., N . Y,
l\lAJ\IAS.
This Interesting toy I•
t,
one of the latest novelties
I~-out.
It is in r:reat de~
mand. .T o operate it, the
\i~
.Hilisa{ stem i• placed in your
mouth .
You , can blow
into it, and at the same
time pull or jerk lightly
on the string. The mouth opens, and It then
cries " l\fa-mai'' just exactl)' tn the tones or a.
re a l. d\"e baby. The sound Is so human that
tt woulU deceive anybody.
Price 12c. each by mall.
W0~,1:·1:· :SOYEL'l'Y CO .. 20 W. 26tb St .. N. Y.

to

appear

Sl\fi'l'll. 383 L.-no:r .lve., N. Y.
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NEW YOR K IN A NUTSHELL.
25 Colored Views or the
Big City in an English
walnut
shell,
prettily
hinged with ribbon. to
which a •mall tag Is attache d .
The
nut con·
tains 25 beautifully litho·
graphed v iew• o! the
principal point• or in·
ter est in and around New
York City. You can ad·
dress the tag. put on a stamp, and mat: It. A
nice souvenir to mail to your distant friends.

fi°i:fi':F:YNS'{~dtc·ct~;\o w.

26th St .• N. Y.

!JLACK-EYF- .JOK.11:.
New anti aTJUl•lng Joicer. l'he
victim i• tole. to hold t h e tu bo
close to hts eye· ,o ao to exclude
nil Ilg-ht fr om t h e back, and thon
t o r emo ve the tube unttl ptcturee
appear tn the center. In tryi n g
to locate the pfot.ures he wl11 re•

~:~~ t~!e niue:~1~a;_k~~:1robo!v~;

blackenlni; prepo.ration with each
tube, so the jeke can be used tn-

donnltely. Those n ot in the trick
w lll be caur.ht every time. A b• o·
Price b y mail 15c. eaoll:

bu~~;.Y 211h0~rmlen.

WOLl:'l:' NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 20th St., N. Y.

WE WANT YOU
TO READ

·"Moving Picture Stories''
A Wee~ly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

iffl1l1'"' P RICE

.."

Absolutely the finest little publication on the news-stands

5 CENTS A COPY-WU

ISSUED EVE R Y F R IDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS

New portraits of actors a nd a ctressee e very w e ek

T H IRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF·TONli FRONTISPI E CES
Got a oopy of th Is weekly m a gazi ne and s ee what It Is

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

SI:\' Grlppini::- Stories. based on the latest and best films, · each pro fu ely illustrated " ·Ith fine half-tones or scenes in the
pl n,~.
J' ho to;;rnp hs nnd Rlogr:1phleg of t he most celebrated Photllplay actors and actresses.
' Sr1ecinl Art!Cl<'s relating- to ~foving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities In the fllrn business.
)lpws No1e;; from the stmlios about tbe rloings or e.eryt,ocly of prom!nPnce connected with tbe Photo·plays.
Scc,rn rio Hints and the nmnes or all the companies who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jinglf' . Jest;; an<l '-''·ery b[·ig-ht feature cnlcnl:ited to lnterest both young and old.
GET A COPY N O W fro m your newsdea ler, or sen1l us 5 cent!! in money or postage stamps, and we w ill mall
you the l~1 test nuruher issuet.l.

FRANK TOUSEY, · Publisher
168 West 23d Street

and

THE PH.L....-TO~I FINGER.
As these fingers are cast tn
moulds In which a person'o fin gers h~xe been encased, they are
a lifelllce mod el or the same. The
finger ca n be made to pass
through a person's hat or coat
w1tho~t injury to the hat or garment. It appears to be your own
finger. A p€'rtect flluston. Price, •
15c.: 2 for 2:l~., postpaid.
WOLFF N OVELTY CO,, 29 W. 26th St. , N. Y.

JHE

M.AGNETJC TO} .
A
h andsome metal,
hi g h ly magnetized toy,
A horseshoe and a spi r al
wire
furni•hed
with
each top. When spun
next to the wlrea, they
ma.lee the most surprish1r: movements.
You
can m:ike wires ot different Shapes and get
the most peculiar et!ccts. Price, Ge,, poet naid.
WOLFl<" NOYELTY CO., 20 W. 2Gt b St ., N. Y,

m:\cle

vanish right before the
•Ye1.
Beaulitully made.
Price, 25e.

N ew York

~EST
-LATEST ISSUES-

6152 Young Wlld
Range.
630 Young Wild W est's Three Shota ; or, Arletta and the Rattlesnakes.
631 Young Wild West and the "Sky Pilot;;" or, The Ropers of Rough - 653 Young Wild
654
Young
Wild
and-Re ady Ran ch .
655 Yo ung Wlld
1132 Young Wild West's Lucky Drop; or, Arletta and the Outiawa.
West.
113 Young Wild West' s WIid West Show; or, Caught In the European
656 Young Wild
War.
134 Young WUd Wes t and the Kaiser; or, The Big Show In Berlin.
657 Yo:~fd.Wlld

W est and the Detec tive : or, The Red Rid ers of the
West at the Stake i.. o r, The Jealousy of Arletta.
W est's Ne rve; or, The Nine Golde n Bull e ts.
West and the Tenderfoo t: or, A New Yorker In the
W e st's Triumph; or, Winning Against Great Odda.
W es t 's Strategy : or, The Comanch e Chief's Lut

135 Young Wild West Under Fire; or, Sklrmlshln g on the French
Frontie r.
658 Yo ung Wild W e st's Grit; or, The Ghost of Guantiet Gulch.
Yo ung Wild W est's Big Day; o r, Th e Do uble W eddi n g at Weaton.
116 Young Wlld West H elping the Red Cross; or, The Crown Prince's
Yo nng Wild W e st' s G r eat Sch eme : o r . The Building of a Hallrosd
Gratitude.
U7 Young Wild West and the Servlan; or, The Shot That Saved a 661 Yo ung Wlld W est and the Train Robbe rs; or. Th e Hunt tor th~
S tolen Treasure.
General.
08 Young Wlld West's Neutrallty ; or, Accused by G ermans and Allles. 662 Yo ung Wi ld W e s t o n His Mettle ; or Four Ag ainst Twenty .
119 Young Wild West· and the French Spy; or, The Honor or a n 66:l Yo ung W ild West's Ran ch : o r , The R en egades o f Rile y's Run.
American.
66 4 Yo ung Wlld W est o n the Trail ; o r , O utwltti :ig the R edskins.
uo Young Wlld West at the Forts: or, Outwitting a Russian Captain 665 Yo ung Wlld W e s t' s Bargain ; o r, A R ed Man W i th a \\' b ite Heart.
6-U Young Wild W est and the Sharpshooters ; or, Arletta and the 666 Yo ung W ild W est' s Vacatio n ; or, A Live ly Time at R o aring Ranch.
H l nd oos.
667 Yo ung W ild W e st o n Hkl Musc le; o r, Fighting With Nature'•
142 Young Wlld West at the Flooded Trenches; or, Saving a Belgian
W eapon s .
Town.
668 Yo ung Wlld W est's Mistake : o r. L o s ing a Hundred Tho usand.
1143 Yo ung Wild West Along the Yser ; oi:,. Arletta's W o nderful Sho t . 669
Yo ung W lld West In Dead wood; or, The T e rro r o f Tape r Top.
11+4 Yo ung Wlld W est and General Von ll..luck ; or, The Treasure ot 670 Yo ung Wlld W est ' s Close Call; o r , T h e R a ide r s o! Raw hide Rldse,
th e Ruins
671 Yo un g Wild W est T r a p p e d ; o r , 'l' h e Net 'l'h a t Wo uld No t aold
11415 Yo ung Wild W est's Luck : or, Striking It R ich at the Hills.
Him.
846 Yo ung Wild W es t' s V ictory; o r , The R oad Age nts' Last Hol d U p 672 Yo ung W ild W est's E lectio n ; o r , A Mayo r a t T wenty.
847 Yo ung Wlld We s t's P lu ck : o r, B o und t o B eat th e "Bad " Men
848 Yo ung Wlld W e st's Best S hot ; o r , Th e R escu e ot Arl etta
649 Yo ung Wlld W est at De vil C r eek : or, H e lping t o Boo m a :O.ew

ig~

'£own.

6150 Yo un g Wild W e st's S u r p rise : or, The Indian Chief' s Lega cy
651 Young W ild W est Miss ing: o r , Saved By an Indian P ri ncess

wm
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

l'or sale by all newsdealers, or

be sent to any address on receipt ot ·pr!ce, 5 cents per copy, tn money or postage stamps, oy

168 West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NUM'BER.S
of our weeklies and cannot procure th em fro m newsdealers . tbey can be obtain ed from this office direct. Write out and
ftll In your Order and send It to us wltL th e pri ce of the week lies you want and we will send them to you by return mall
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

No. 1.
NAPOLEON'S ORACUL Ul\l AND
ETIQUET TE.-,-lt Is a g r eat llfe s ecret, and
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.- One of th e moat
DREAM BOOK.-Contatnln g t he g reat oracle
one tha t every young man d esires t o kno w all
tns tr uc ttve book11 on coo king ever pu b ltehed.
of human d estiny ; also t h e t rue meaning or
a bou t
T here'1 happ i ness in It.
It contains r ecipes to r coo k ing m eats, ft1h,
e.lmoit any kind of d ream,, t ogeth e r w ith
N o. 14. HOW TO l\IAK E CJL..,,-D Y.- A com g a me, a n d oyster s; al 10 plea, pu dd ln ga, cakea
charms, c e rem oni e s, and curious g am.ea of
p lete ha nJ-bo ok fo r making all kin d a o !
an d all ki nds of pastry. and a g r a nd c olleocards.
ca n dy, lee- c ream , sy r ups , e sse n ce s, etc. , e t c.
Uo n ot r ecipes .
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS. -The great
No. 18. HOW TO B ECOME B E AUTIFUL.
No. 31. HOW TO B E COME A SPEAKER.
book of magi c and card trlcks, c ont ai nl_ng tull
- O n e ot t h e brig h t e st a n d m os t valuab le
- Containi ng fou rteen Illu st ratio ns , g iv ing the
tna t ru c tt on on all th e leading card ,t ri c ks ot
li t tl e book s ever g ive n t o t he wor ld. E ve ry dlt't' ere nt p ositi ons r e quisit e t-o b eco me a gooc)
the da y, als o the m o at p o pular ma gical tllub fld Y wishes to kn ow ho w to beco m e beau tl spe ak e r , r eader and e l ocu ti on ist.
Also conitc,na as p e r for m ed b y our leadi n g magi c ia ns;
ful , bot h m ale an d fe m al e.
The sec r e t ts
talnlng g e ms f r om all th e po pular a u th o n ot
every b oy should obtain a c o py of thla b ook.
si m pl e, a n d a lm ost co Btl eas.
p rose an d poe t ry.
No. 3, HOW TO FLIBT.- The art1 and
No. 20 . HOW TO E NT E RTAIN AN EVENNo. 82. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.wiles or flirtati on are fully explained by this
ING P A RTY. -A c omp lete comp e ndium ot
Co n t ainin g In structi o n s fo r begin ne rs. cl, oice
ltttle b ook.
Besides 4.he varl oua methods ot
games, spo rts, c ard dlver al ons, com ic r ecite.o t a ma c hin e, hin t s o n t r a inin g, et c. A c om ..
handk e r c hief. ran. glc...-.,e, para.110 1, wind ow and
tl o n s, etc., suitab le !or parl or or dr awi ngpl e te b ook . Full of p r ac ti c al lllust ratlona.
hat fffrtatlon, It contain• a full !lot of the
roo m e n te rtainment.
It co ntain• m ore for
No. 83. HOW TO PLAY OA)I ES.-A comlanguage and sentiment ot n owers.
th e m oney t han an y b ook publi sh ed.
p le t e and usefu l little book , con taini n g t he
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE la the title of
No 21. HOlV TO H UNT AND FISH-.- The
r u les and r egula ti ons of bflll ard1, bagatelle.
this little book. It contain• full tn1tructl ona · most com plete hunting and fi s hing guide eve r
bac k g ammon, c r oq u et, d o min oes, e t c.
In t h e .art ot dancing, etiquette In the ball·
pu b lished. It contains full Ins t ructio ns a bou t
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS
room and at partie1, h o w to dress, and tull
g un s , hunting d ogs, tra ps, tra p p in g a nd fish-Co nt a lntn g all th e leading co n und r um s of
llrectt ons f or call ing oft. tn all popular aquare
Ing, t o gether with de1 c rlptl on of game and
the da y , am u s i ng riddl es. curiou s catch e s and
4ancei.
f\sh .
.
witty sayin gs.
No. 11. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A com·
No. 2%. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWl,i
plete g uide t o lov e , courtship and marriage,
H el le r ' s s eco nd 1tght explained by hta f o rmer
DOCTOR. -A won d e rful b ook, contai n ing u aestvtng s e nsible advi c e, ru les and etiq u ette t o
assl~ tant, Fred Hunt, Jr. E x p le.lnln& h ow the
!ul and p ra c ti c a l ln !ormatl on in th e t reatment
be obse r ved. w tth man y curloua and interests ec r et d ialogue• were carried on betw een the
o! or d inary dise ase s and alim e nts c o mm o n to
lng things n ot gene rally kn o wn.
· ma gic ia n and the bo )" o n th e stage ; a ls o glveve ry family. Abo un d ing In use f u l and effec,
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
Ing a ll the cod es an d s ign al s.
tlve reclpe1 t or g en eral complaln1.a.
-Giving full ln1truc tl on for the use of dumb No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAlllS.No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS POULTR~
bells, Indian c lubs, parall e l b ars, horizon t al
T hia li tt le boo k giv es tii e exp lanati on to all
PIGEONS AND RABBI'l'S .-A u l e f ul and In~
bars and v ari o us o ther m e th ods ot d e vel o ping
ki nd s o f d r e ama, t o gethe r with lucky and
1tru c tlve b oo k .
Han d • o mely Illustrated.
& g ood , healthy muscle : containing over sixty
unlucky day1.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
lllultratlona.
No. 24, HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
-Including hlnt1 on how to catch mole•
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BffiDS. -HandGEXTLEMEN.-Con t a ln lng !ull di rec t io ns for
wea1e la, otter, rata, squirrels and birds. A!aO
1omely Ulu•tra.ted and co ntaining full lnstrucwri t ing to g e n tl e m e n on all 1ubject1.
how to cure skins. Copiously Ulu1trated.
t1on1 tor th e manageme nt an d training of the
No. 25, HOW TO BECOl\fE A GYMNAST.No, 4-1. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
canary, m ockin g bird. b obo link. blackbird, paroContain in g full Inst r uctio ns tor all kinds ot
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a great c.aoquet, parro t, e t c.
gy mna sti c spo rts and athletic exercl1e 1. Emrtet y of the la test Jokes uae d by the moat
No. 9. HOW TO BECOl\IE A VENTRILObra c ing th lrty - n ve lllustratlon1. By Profeoso r
famou1 end m e n . No amateur ll\ln1trel1 11
Qt;IST.-Bl' H arry K e nn e d y.
E ve ry lntell iW . Ma cdona ld .
compl e te with o ut thl1 w onderful little b ook
sent boy ree d in g this book ' of Instructions can
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
No. U .
THE BOYS OF ' NEW YORK
master the art . and create any a.mount of fun
A BOAT.- Fully illustrate d . Full lnetructl ona
STUl\.lP SPEAKER-. -Contatnlng a varied ... ~
!or himself an d friends. It Is the greatest
a re giv e n In thl1 little book, t ogether with Ins o rtment ot stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and
b oo k eve r p uh llshed.
atru c tt ona on 1wlmmlng and ridtnc. companion
Irish . Al10 e nd men'1 j o kea. .Ju et the thins
No. 10. H0"1 TO BOX.- The art ot settsporta t o b oating,
t o r home amuse ment and amateur showi.
defense made easy.
Containing over thirty
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
No. ,3. HOW TO BECOl\fE A MAGICIAN,
1lluatratton1 of guarda, b lo ws, and the dltre rRECITATIONS.-Contalnlng the moet p o pu lfl
-Contatnlng the grandeat aeao rtment ot mal'·
ent p oaltlona o! a g ood bo xer.
Every boy
aele c ttona in uae, co mp r le tn g Dutch diale c t ,
lcal llluato n1 e ve r p laced before the publla.
should obtain o ne ot th e se useful and. lnstrucFre n c h dialect. Yanke e. and Irish dialect
Also trl cka with card s . lncantatl ona, etc.
tlve books, aa tt wil l teac h you how to box
pie ce s, together with many standard readings.
No. 44. HOlV TO WRITE LV AN ALwithout an Instruct o r.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.BU)l. -A grand collection ot Album Veroea
No, 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE·LETTERS,
Everyone la dealrou1 ot knowing what hi•
•ultab le for any time &nd occaalon ; embr&o-A moat complete ltttle book , c ontaining !ull
future ltfe will bring forth , w h e the r happJn e sa
Ing Ltnea o f Love, Atre c tton, Sentiment, Hu•
directi ons tor writing love- letters, and whe n
or misery, wealth or pove rty. You can tel)
m o r, Respect, and Condolen ce ; alao Veniea
to uae them, gi v ing spec imen letters f or
~o ~~~~~=d~t thla ltttle b ook.
Buy one and
Suitable t'or Valentine• and Weddtnga.
nd 01
young
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.
S TREL
No. 45 "GUIDE
THE BOYS
NEW
YORK IIIJN.
No. 1a2 . H od.W TO WRITE LETTERS TO
AND OF
JOKE
BOOK.-Som.LADJES.-Gl v tng complete instructions tor
-E v ery b oy shou ld know h ow lnventlon1 origthing n~w and very lnatructlve.
Every bo
7
writing letters to ladles o n all subject• ; alao
lnated. This b oo k ·expl"lna them all, giving
•ho uld obtain thl1 book, aa It contain• tuU
letters o f introduction, n otes an d r e,qu e1t11.
examples In electricity, hydraultca, magnetlnstruetlon1 for (?rganlzlnc an amateur min•
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
Ism , optic•, pneumatic~. mechanlc1, etc.
atrel troupe.
For aale by all newsdealers. o r will be aent to any addreas on receipt of l),l'lce, 10 ct&. pe.r copy, ur 8 for 215 eta., In money or poatage atamps, by
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